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FOREWORD
»»ARCTIC NETWORK –
A SOURCE AND INSPIRATION
FOR ARCTIC PROTECTIVE
CLOTHING

Marjatta Heikkilä-Rastas

»»
»»
INTRODUCTION

A

rctic issues are rising around us on every field at the point of view of environment,
sustainability, climate change, indigenous peoples’ rights, design and society,
snow and ice building knowledge, challenges and possibilities in Arctic areas.
The Arctic is written in Finland’s future strategies, and in 2017 Finland assumes the
chairmanship of Arctic Council.
In the northernmost university of European Union, University of Lapland, the northern
issues have always been written in the DNA of university’s actions, visions, strategy
and curricula. At the moment, “northern” and “Arctic” are written in the university’s
strategy. According to these themes, several projects and research topics are oriented
to the Arctic problems. In this context, the ArcticPro network and ArcticPro Lapland
project are up to date but at the same time very normal and natural approaches in the
Northern areas.

ARCTIC DESIGN
“Arctic design is about the conception of products that consider one’s relation to the land
and express its singularity.” (Marchand and Marques Laitao, 2012,66). It is easy to
agree with Michael Hardt, who argues that “The Arctic is not about Latitude, it is about
attitude” and “it is not Arctic design, unless it is sustainable.” Arctic design devises
actions to sustain the knowledge and skills regarding the culture of the people and
nature in the Arctic, and to share this knowledge as a source of understanding the
sustainable system and to design sustainable products and services (Hardt 2012,57-59).
In the ArcticPro Lapland project, the goal of the university’s research was clearly
focused on gathering user-based data in the cold climate environment, to be able to
develop Arctic protective clothing for outwear and for all ages including ageing
groups. At the same time, information was gathered on research and product development needs from companies connected to cold protection. Issues companies were
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interested in were for example producing clothing services for working in cold climate
and utilising user based research knowledge about the needs and hopes of different
user groups.

ARCTICPRO NETWORK
After completing the research and development project Body Fit in autumn 2011, there
seemed to be quite a considerable need for continuing to solve many problems linked
to functional clothing design as well as further developing working clothing in cold
climate and Arctic environment. Summer 2012 brought to us, at the University of
Lapland, messages from other northern countries, especially from Norway, where
universities and employer unions, Norwegian industry representatives and research
centre SINTEF were interested in same sort of questions and developing tasks as we
were at the University of Lapland and Lapland University of Applied Sciences. Therefore,
after several negotiations with interested parts, there finally came the opportunity to
have a joint meeting around these Arctic issues. Finatex arranged a Preparatory meeting
for Possible Joint Project on Cold Wear between the Nordic Countries, 15-16 January
2013, in Rovaniemi. This can be estimated to be the starting point for the idea of joint
network, focused on problems and research about protective clothing in cold climate.
Very soon after that we named the network “ArcticPro” and established web pages for
the joint network (www.arcticpro.org).

ARCTICPRO LAPLAND
It soon became clear that in order to participate in joint meetings with ArcticPro
network University of Lapland and its partner Lapland University of Applied sciences
would need a sound organisation and sound funding for future actions. That is when
the ArcticPro Lapland project was established. Our application for funding was
accepted and we started the intensive project working firmly together with demanding
goals and challenging schedule. As a responsible leader of the project part of the
University of Lapland I can proudly announce that considering the very short period
of the project (16 months) we have managed more than well in achieving the goals of
project. Project measures undertaken have produced versatile knowledge about Arctic
protective clothing, developed new kinds of methods for gathering user data and
developed service design and workshop methods to co-create and co-design cold
climate clothing together with users, documenting everything in pictures and text.
In addition to this, project has arranged several happenings, seminars and workshops
to confirm the possibilities to have the maximum amount of information around the
topic of Arctic protective clothing. It is utmost important that the project has also
mapped the existing knowledge about the projects, articles and research that has been
going on around smart textiles, intelligent clothing, working garments and functional,
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aesthetic clothing design in cold climate and Arctic environment, in University of
Lapland (Lumontulista Luksukseen, Rytilahti 2015). The corresponding mapping has
also been done at Lapland University of Applied Sciences.

HIGHLIGHTS
Besides the results according the goals of the ArcticPro Lapland project I want to
highlight the “extra” results surfaced, which were not yet expressed as such in the
project plan but which proved to be important. They confirmed the tasks and methods
to gather new information from users and provided tools for collaborative concept
design and research of Arctic Protective Clothing, as well as gave strong bases for
inspirations in design and research actions.
ArcticPro Road Show, Hämeenlinna
In October 2014, the ArcticPro Lapland project coordinated a road show of national
ArcticPro network. This took place in connection to a national meeting of working
garments and protective clothing. Road Show offered good possibilities to meet the
ArcticPro Finland network’s people, exchange knowledge and present expertise areas
of each participant. Companies also connected to protective and working garments
participated in the meeting and some held presentation on their artic work wear
challenges. The project staff of University of Lapland and Lapland University of applied
sciences arranged together a workshop for all participants gathering and analysing
interesting data with World Café -method. The main themes and questions presented
in workshop were: 1. Which societal challenges and problems concerning especially?
2. Which are the challenges and possibilities of future technologies and materials as
tools of welfare in Arctic regions? 3. Cold protective garments and equipment as part
of safe, efficient and productive work – Is there still something missing? Results and
analyses confirm and develop the knowledge of these important themes and can
benefit both future research and teaching materials.
Japan-Finland Workshop
In November 2014, University of Lapland arranged already traditional JFW clothing
workshop in Lapland and theme was to design cold climate clothing for grandmothers
and grandchildren from user-centred perspective and utilise co-creation methods.
Project coordinator Sanna Konola had an opportunity to participate in the workshop
– one week at the University of Lapland, Finland and another week at Yamaguchi
Prefectural University in Japan, December 2014. Konola documented the user-centred
process and methods for future utilisation, assisted in the realisation of garments.
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To deepen knowledge on cold protective clothing for elderly people, she interviewed
a few elderly ladies in Yamaguchi and visited in a Japanese elderly people’s home,
as she had also visited a Finnish one. Konola also gave a presentation on the ArcticPro
Lapland project for Japanese students and university staff. From this workshop, the
ArcticPro Lapland project could receive international knowledge about the research
area of designing cold climate clothing, elderly people’s clothing habits and different
cultural traditions, as several exchange students in addition to Finnish and Japanese
students also participated to the workshop.
ARCTIC WEARS Future workshop during Arctic Design Week
One of the most innovative and visionary happenings of ArcticPro Lapland Project
was no doubt the Arctic Wears workshop during Arctic Design Week in February
2015. Event was planned and realised by D.A. Ana Nuutinen from Helsinki University
with help of APL project staff. The whole workshop took place in cold climate chamber
of Arctic Power Laboratory by the Arctic Circle. Temperature in the room was at the
beginning of the workshop some 20 degrees below zero! More about the results and
outcomes of this unique cold climate workshop from Nuutinen´s article later in this
publication.

Figure 1. Presenting ArticPro Lapland project. (Picture: Gao Bo 2015)

Arctic Design and service design workshops at Tongji University, Shanghai
In March 2015, the staff of University of Lapland visited Tongji University, College of
Design and Innovation in Shanghai, China. We organised lectures, presentations,
fashion show and two service design workshops dealing with young women’s welfare
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and challenges in campus community
and society. Project designer Sanna Konola
had the chance to present the ArcticPro
Lapland project for Chinese students
and University staff (Picture 1). Student
works of the University of Lapland
were presented and they aroused great
enthusiasm in the Chinese audience. In
the picture (Photo 2), an example of the
outfits presenting Arctic luxury with fur,
silk and reindeer leather, designed and produced by master student Riikka Kälkäjä.

FUTURE
The ArcticPro Lapland project is about
to end, but issues, conferences and Figure 2. Arctic luxury in Shanghai.
global discourse around Arctic themes, (Picture: Konola 2015)
Arctic design and Arctic strategies continue and Arctic and northern will stay as
strategic goals of the University of Lapland. A lot of data and user-based knowledge
has been now gathered to support the development of cold climate protective clothing
and research of clothing design, but at the same time thousands of new questions and
challenges still need to be solved. It would be ideal if the ArcticPro network could
develop new cooperative projects which would solve these problems. In November
2015, City of Rovaniemi, the University of Lapland and its Arctic Centre are organising an international Arctic Conference “In the Spirit of Rovaniemi Process – Local
and global Arctic”, which addresses the interaction of the global, regional and local
levels in the Arctic, such as impacts of global processes and local communities in the
Arctic as well as roles of different institutions. According to the themes of the conference, it poses questions like: “How do local perspectives and values translate to regional and global context?” and “How do the structures of Arctic regional co-operation fit
between global and local forces that shape Arctic Realities?” (Rovaniemi process 2015).
Hopefully, the Conference will find some answers, some answers could be produced
in future projects and finally in 2017 Finland must find some answers while assuming
the chairmanship of the Arctic Council.
Marjatta Heikkilä-Rastas Dr.A
Professor of Fashion and Clothing Design
University of Lapland, Faculty of Art and Design
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Heikki Konttaniemi

»»

L

apland is the most Arctic region in the European Union. The region’s Arctic
Specialisation Strategy envisions a leading position in the exploitation of arctic
conditions and natural resources by 2030. Lapland commercialises its arctic expertise
and acts as a hub for arctic transportation and information. (The Regional Council of
Lapland. 1, 4) Naturally, the higher education institutions in Lapland have their
strategic emphasis on ‘Arcticness’. The University of Lapland highlights Arctic arts
and science while the Lapland University of Applied Sciences focuses on mastering
Arctic special conditions. (University of Lapland; Lapland University of Applied
Sciences)The ArcticPro Lappi project has its background in these focus areas.
As the name of the project reveals, the ArcticPro Lappi project was highly based on
the ArcticPro network as well as in tightening cooperation between the Lapland
University of Applied Sciences and the University of Lapland. The aim of the network
is to enhance the knowledge of cold weather clothing and cold protection, to enhance
human well-being in the Arctic climate, to prepare joint research projects and to find
new product applications in regards to the cold area specific requirements, as well as
the latest knowledge and know-how in the field.
The long term vision of the project is to create an internationally recognised centre of
arctic design and testing in Lapland, while the project’s main purpose was to market
and develop the user-centred clothing design and clothing testing in an international
level.
Results sought were
1. increased visibility and interest towards the expertise of Lapland UAS and
University of Lapland,
2. increased internationalisation and wider networks in the field of cold
protection wear, and
3. improved test facilities and educational material related to cold and protective
clothing.
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A lot of work had to be conducted in a short period of time, as the implementation
period of the project was 16 months, starting from 1 January 2014 and ending 30 April
2015. The overall budget for the project was a little more than €160,000 of which
European Regional Development Funds (ERDF) covers approximately €114,000.
Therefore, special thanks need to be given to the Regional Council of Lapland for
granting this financing. The rest of the financing was covered by the two universities
themselves.
This publication only partly covers the work carried out in the project as there were
also other activities. As an example, ArcticPro roadshows were partly arranged by the
project and separate visits and trips were arranged for enhancing cooperation with
the ArcticPro network and for getting to know the latest trends in the field.

REFERENCES
The Regional Council of Lapland. The Arctic Specialization Programme of the Lapland
region. Online document. Referenced 7 April 2015. http://www.lappi.fi/lapinliitto/c/
document_library/get_file?folderId=1483089&name=DLFE-21422.pdf.
University of Lapland. Strategy 2025. Referenced 6 February 2015. http://www.ulapland.fi/
Suomeksi/Tietoa-yliopistosta/Strategia-2025.
Lapland University of Applied Sciences. The Strategy of Lapland UAS. Referenced
6 February 2015. http://www.lapinamk.fi/fi/Esittely/Lapin-AMKin-strategia.
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BACKGROUND
»»FROM FIRES OF
ENCHANTMENT TO THE
EMERGENCE OF LUXURY
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Piia Rytilahti

From cold-protective and smart clothing to luxury research
An overview of the clothing research and development projects of the Textile and
Clothing Design unit of the Faculty of Art and Design at the University of Lapland in
1998–2007

INTRODUCTION
From the Rovaniemi Institute of Art and Craft (Rotko) to the degree programmes
for Textile and Clothing Design at the Faculty of Art and Design.
The purpose of this report is to create a retrospective of the research and development
projects that have taken place at the Textile and Clothing Design degree programmes
of the Faculty of Art and Design at the University of Lapland in 1998–2007; the projects
approached the future prospects of the clothing industry from the perspectives of
research and development of smart and cold-protective clothing and leisure and
luxury products. The research and development activities in these fields of specialisation
were initiated in a situation where the Rovaniemi Institute of Art and Craft (Rotko)
was merged into the University of Lapland and professorships in the fields of both
Textile and Clothing Design were established (Koukkula & Uotila 1999, 5). Minna
Uotila, Doctor of Education, was appointed the Professor of Clothing Design; during
her term in office, the research project portfolio of Clothing Design grew to a substantial
degree, and comprised research and development projects funded by both the Academy
of Finland and Tekes, which is also known as the Finnish Funding Agency for Technology and Innovation. The goal of this period of approximately ten years was to conduct
research and development in the new clothing technologies and contexts of use.
Leading companies in the field of clothing in Finland have been involved in the projects,
as have other research institutes from all levels of education. This overview is a concise
summary of these research and development projects, completed during the ten-year
period, and their central results.
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TEXTILES AND CLOTHING OF THE FUTURE 1998–1999
In 1998, the Faculty of Art and Design at the University of Lapland was granted the
right to provide university-level education and research in the field of design as the
second university in Finland. At the unit of Textile and Clothing Design of the Faculty
of Art and Design, updating the competence of the unit providing university-level
education and research was initiated with the preliminary information project Textiles
and Clothing of the Future, realised with funding from Tekes. At the same time,
the research and development project Future Design in Textiles and Clothing was
under preparation. The company funding of the Textiles and Clothing of the Future
project was provided by Nokia Mobile Phones and The Federation of Finnish Textile
and Clothing Industries. The goal of the preliminary information report was to find
out about industry views on the possibilities offered by the new design and material
technology and the so-called smart systems in the design and product development,
as well as explore needs for their use and their usability in the Finnish textile and
clothing industry. The research indicated at the time that in the textile and clothing
industry, Information Technology (IT) had established itself well as a basic tool for
designers, but was not yet used to assist in more advanced design and representation
methods. The advantages of the Internet were first and foremost acknowledged to
contribute in marketing. The role of smart textiles was considered minor at the time,
and the thought was that they would require approval from larger clientele before
their production could be expanded. (Koukkula & Uotila 1999, 5–7.)
At that stage, in accordance with industry estimates, the research activities were
channelled into the direction that could help in introducing the new design and
material technologies and smart systems to use at a fast pace in the Finnish textile and
clothing industry (cf. for example Virta 2005, 2). The research material of the preliminary
information report entitled Textile and Clothing of the Future consisted of questionnaires to the member companies of The Federation of Finnish Textile and Clothing
Industries; the survey on material technology and digital design was submitted to 276
companies (response rate at 26 per cent) and the more in-depth interviews conducted
during company visits (a total of 17), where digital design, material technology,
product development, education and company image were discussed in more detail.
(Koukkula & Uotila 1999, 10–12.)
Another project concentrating on research and product development and carried out
at the University of Lapland’s unit for Textile and Clothing Design around the same
time was Lapin lumo tekstiileissä ja vaatteissa (Enchantment of Lapland in Textiles
and Clothing) in 1998–2000. Known as Winds of Enchantment in its English translation,
this project was funded by the European Regional Development Fund and the Finnish
Ministry of Education. The target group of company cooperation and the project partners
included ten businesses in the field of travel services in Lapland – such as the Levi
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Center Hullu poro and Hotel Luostotunturi from Ivalo – and twice as much other
Lappish companies from other sectors. (Talvitie 2000.)

CYBERIA 1999–2000
The next stage in covering the future of the clothing industry led to the field of smart
clothing. The research and product development work in smart clothing at the Faculty
of Art and Design of the University of Lapland began at the turn of the millennium
with the 18-month, Tekes-funded research project entitled Cyberia: Survival garment
prototype for harsh winter environment for Reima-Tutta Ltd. (1999–2000). Partners in
the project included Nokia Mobile Phones, Reima-Tutta Ltd., Reima – Smart Clothing,
Reima – Clothing+, Suunto Ltd., Polar Electro, DuPont and the unit for Fibre, Textile
and Clothing Science at the Tampere University of Technology. This research group
was mostly made up of young student designers, fashion designers and experts in
electronics who would graduate with a Master of Science degree in Engineering, together
with more mature researchers in Material Technology (Matala 2007, 103).
“A survival suit for Arctic conditions was developed in the Cyberia project, with
electronic components such as a wearable computer and new non-electronic parts, for
example integrated ice picks in the suit sleeves. Locations for various gadgets and
equipment were created in the suit by applying previously obtained research data and
existing technology. Simultaneously, ways for using sensor technology in clothing
were created. The idea of the smart clothing prototype was to extend the user’s body
in ways which would help the user to survive and better cope with the prevailing
extreme conditions, for example in an accident situation.” (Matala 2007, 102.)
The goal of the project was to examine the different alternatives in which clothing
could be developed by utilising information technology (IT), electronics and advanced
fibre and textile materials. The project produced a prototype of a survival suit developed
for snowmobiling, with the purpose of both preventing accidents and helping to
survive in accident situations. Snowmobiling was selected as the context, because
Reima-Tutta had experience in manufacturing clothing for the Arctic conditions, and
snowmobiling in particular. Approximately one year after the project was finished,
in August 2001, Reima-Tutta launched its first commercial piece of smart clothing, the
Reima Smart Shout, at the Cebit IT Trade Show organised in the German city of Hannover.
The Smart Shout offered a new way for group communication through a garment.
In practice, the gadget was a textile-embedded version of a wearable mobile phone
and a group user interface designed for a specific target group, of snowboarders and
mountaineers for example, for communication and positioning in harsh outdoors
conditions.
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This project in smart clothing was, at the time, one of the few technological development projects of which there were public reports and information (Rantanen et al. 2000;
Rantanen et al. 2002, 5, 15.)

INTELLIGENT CLOTHING MATERIALS: INTEGRATING INTELLIGENCE AND
CLOTHING FUNCTIONALITY WITH PRODUCT DESIGN, 2000–2001
The research and development activities continued after Cyberia in the Interactive
Materials project, also funded by Tekes, the goal of which was to integrate technological
usability, functionality and design even closer. The collaborative partners – Nokia
Research Center, Reima-Tutta Ltd. and the unit of Fibre, Textile and Clothing Science
at the Tampere University of Technology – resumed cooperation in another 18-month
Tekes project. At this stage, Reima – Smart Clothing and Reima – Clothing+ discontinued their partnership and continued with the commercial applications of smart
clothing independently.
Of the students of Clothing Design and Industrial Design involved in the Cyberia
project, two were employed by collaborative partners during the Interactive Materials
project and continued in the development process of integrating clothing materials
and technology with such applications as a concept called Clothing21. In the light of
the Cyberia project and the other research and development projects of the unit of
Textile and Clothing Design at the University of Lapland, the next potential step was
to extend the target group to professional clothing and work wear. This meant that the
challenging target group of for example firefighters and miners entered to the picture
as users to protective clothing and work wear. (Rantanen et al. 2000).

1 See the Clothing+ consept today in the action: www.clothingplus.fi; https://twitter.com/ClothingPlus
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WEARCARE 2001–2002
The WearCare research project stood for Intelligent garment design innovations and
usability methods for work wear and health care. The WearCare project looked at the
intelligent garment design in a new context of work wear, protective clothing and
health care. The funding was, again, provided by Tekes. Collaborative partners included
Nokia Mobile Phones, Nokia Research Center, Suunto Ltd., L-Fashion Group
Ltd./Rukka, Laitosto Ltd., Finlayson Forssa Ltd, the Fibre, Textile and Clothing unit
of the Tampere University of Technology and the unit responsible for the Sports and
Leisure education at the Rovaniemi University of Applied Sciences.
In the initial phase of the WearCare project, the concept of intelligent textile material
was still new, almost completely unknown idea in the market. The purpose of the
project was to assess, on a general level, the usefulness and usability of intelligent
textile materials. Two sectors with different features were selected as the context of the
research: the health care and well-being sector and industrial, high-temperature
working conditions. A second project goal was to analyse and determine how the
intelligent materials’ microscopic special properties, not perceivable by the human
eye, could be illustrated with the help of 3D modelling techniques (Mattila, Talvenmaa
& Mäkinen 2006, 360).
Illustrating futuristic, concept-level, not-yet-existing designs without a prototype
product has always been an issue characteristic to the design sciences. The third
purpose of the project was, in fact, to develop visual methods for illustrating the needs
and requests for the use of smart clothes that are expressed by potential users. Of the
research partners in this project, University of Lapland concentrated on design and
usability testing, while Tampere University of Technology’s focus was on the intelligent
textile materials. The emphasis of concept design was strongly placed on the user
research that was carried out at two hospitals and a steel mine (ibid., 360).
With respect to this purpose, the possible advantages of 3D modelling and animation
were studied in regard to usability testing and enquiring the opinions and first
impressions of potential users in particular. When this modelling functions, it is
possible for the research and design team to analyse the concepts and eliminate unfit
solutions and pitfalls in the product development process before the actual product
manufacturing begins. The WearCare research project confirmed the importance of
the role of early-stage usability testing in research and development activities in the
future. (ibid., 67–368.)
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ISPORT
In 2001–2002, the possibilities offered by new technologies in clothing and design
were studied with funding from Tekes’ iWell – Well-being Technology research
programme. Partner companies in this project were Nokia Mobile Phones and Suunto
Ltd. A special characteristic of the project was the interesting, synergic cooperation
with different levels of education, with the Rovaniemi University of Applied Sciences’
study programme in Sports and Leisure responsible for the target group-specific
competence and expertise, in this case specifically concerning the usability of the
clothing needed in sports and leisure activities. The ISport project was divided into
two parts, ISport I and ISport II.
ISport I – Intelligent clothing design for recreational sports and the well-being of the
fitness enthusiast – needs evaluation for the end user was, funding-wise, more significant than the subsequent concept and product design project ISport II. In ISport I,
end-user needs with regard to sports and outdoors activities were studied with an
emphasis on intelligent clothing. Winter extreme sports enthusiasts were in the focus.
Attention was paid to the well-being and safety of those going for the maximum
performance in extreme conditions, with technical and physical aspects, such as
protective qualities of clothing (Mäyrä 2002) and cultural understanding of the
individual (Juntunen 2002), social and other context-specific needs of engaging in
these activities (Uotila 2002b).

Figure 1: ISport

The project generated data and guidelines for the features, constructions and development
needs of intelligent sportswear of the future (Virta 2005). The activities and results of
the ISport I project were recorded in detail in the Faculty of Art and Design’s publication
‘Jälkiä. Kohti urheilu- ja vapaa-ajan vaatetuksen uusia ulottuvuuksia.’ (‘Tracks.
Towards the new applications in the sports and leisure activity clothing.’) (Uotila 2002a.)
In this research project, the basis and starting points were established for the design
of technologically oriented intelligent clothing in the future, but also such project and
research activities in the clothing and design industry that take interest in culturally
distinguishable user groups, such as trends and the cultural and social factors in
regard to the consumption of elite products (Uotila 2002b, 82).
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ISport II – Intelligent clothing design for recreational sports and the well-being of the
fitness enthusiast – concept and product design research programme’s studies were
further developments of the I-Sport project coordinated by the University of Lapland.
The purpose of the research project was to design what are known as intelligent sports
and outdoors leisure clothing concepts based on the background research carried out
in the ISport I project, and to further study their usability with the use of 3D modelling
and simulation. The target areas included occupational health and its maintenance,
consisting also of adventure -and experience treks organised by the employer and
related guide work. Focus was also on the physical education at school, especially in
the application areas of games, play and dancing. (Virta 2005).
When launching the iWell programme, the development pace was not correctly
estimated, as the hypothesis in the programme planning was that structures of services
would be more quickly reformed and technology would be put into use faster. In the
planning of the programme it was estimated that it would create a productive environment for new business operations, with new services generating new needs for
products, and new products would generate new forms of services. However, estimating
the pace of market development proved to be challenging. Expectations were overly
optimistic when the programme was launched, especially in the IT bubble of the late
1990s. The FinnWell technology programme launched in 2005, focused more on the
health care sector systems than the iWell programme; the needs for public service
research were now given the priority. (Virta 2005, 2–3.)
After technology-led projects, the projects of the Textile and Clothing Design degree
programmes had a shift of focus more into the direction of design and the cultural
elements in design (Matala 2007, 103). Operating in the field of humanistic and social
university research, the unit did not possess strong technological expertise. The required
technological competence, necessary for the development projects in the sector, was
secured with the help of collaborative partners – the Tampere University of Technology,
the Rovaniemi University of Applied Sciences and businesses specialised in the
clothing industry technology. At this stage, the need for extending the competence
that was concentrated on classical clothing and design began to emerge, and shifted
into the direction of locating new and innovative research topics and taking up
increasingly diversified and multi-disciplinary research activities. The funding
instruments began to promote areas of research that were located between different
interfaces. It would be the most natural development to extend competence by
benefitting from the other fields of education at one’s own university, and the disciplines
offered by the other faculties. In practice, this meant more social- and cultureoriented end-user research and, on the other hand, planning project activities that
concentrate on the development of the specific methods used in each field of design.
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MEMOGA – METHODS AND MODELS FOR INTELLIGENT
GARMENT DESIGN
The development of intelligent clothing continued in the MeMoGa project (Methods
and Models for Intelligent Garment Design. Interdisciplinary approach to accessible
and usable wearable products). This project emphasised a user-oriented approach and
was funded by the Academy of Finland. A goal of the MeMoGa project was to develop
the applicable methods and models needed for the research and design of wearable
intelligence and for the study of matters relevant to the usability and social acceptability of smart clothes. The MeMoGa project’s approach to this multidisciplinary field
of research was that of clothing design, fibre material technology and physiological
research.
Wearable intelligence was studied as a part of the more extensive PROACT research
programme, managed by the Academy of Finland in 2003–2005. Participants of the
MeMoGa project were the Textile and Clothing Design unit of the University of Lapland,
the Institute of Fibre Materials Science of the Tampere University of Technology and
the Department of Physiology of the University of Kuopio (Loukiainen 2007).
“A piece of clothing is referred to as intelligent if it contains new technology: technical
advancements have made it possible to add electronic components to traditional pieces
of clothing. In demanding conditions, such as the heavy industry, specific requirements have been determined for the staff work wear and its materials, because the
clothes must provide the employees optimal protection from the hazards in the
working environment. Intelligent clothing design is considered to offer new applications
in material technology for making the staff work wear even safer and better applicable
to the tasks and the working environment. Intelligent clothing makes it possible to
monitor the vital functions, such as the electromyography (EMG), of the user
(Loukiainen 2007).”
The MeMoGa research project continued to determine the position of intelligent
clothing research in the multi-disciplinary field of research, a process initiated in the
WearCare and ISport projects. This entails, in addition to the traditional theoretical
study of clothing and the evaluation of the usability of intelligent clothing, a more
complex empirical evaluation of the intelligent clothing concepts and prototypes.
One example of such questions that are of interest to the human sciences research and
relevant hybrid products was studying the prejudices and other user-culture specific
meanings in the integration of technological devices and clothing. Acceptability of
technology is an area of competence in which the Faculty of Art and Design of the
University of Lapland has produced distinguished, academic research (Alakärppä 2014).
The new terminology relevant to the clothing industry and studied as a part of the
MeMoGa project included, in addition to intelligent clothing, the concept of prototype,
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which had been treated, in the discussion in the field until then, mostly in the context
of industrial design and in the term’s industrial design definition:
“A virtual prototype refers to materials, for example 3D models, 3D animation,
that can help the prototype to appear real to the user in a completely different manner
than just looking at sketched images. Animation can be used to introduce the
prototype’s applications in a working environment, which will help to understand the
possibilities of use of the intelligent clothing design in the heavy industry work
environment (Matala, quoted by Loukiainen 2007).”
An essential part in the user-oriented approach of intelligent clothing is the evaluation
of usability. For this purpose, virtual prototypes were produced in the project; with
their help, it was possible to introduce the not-yet-existing piece of intelligent clothing
for end-user evaluation before producing the actual, tangible prototype. The purpose
of the evaluation was to involve the user in the design process and possibly minimise
resource use in the initial phase that would be allocated to the time-consuming
production of tangible, often expensive prototypes. (Loukiainen 2007).

Figure 2. A detail of the HardWorkers intelligent clothing concept trousers.
(Pursiainen et al. 2006).

The MeMoGa project consortium involved 12 researchers, designers and research
assistants in addition to the directors in charge, the Professors Minna Uotila,
Heikki Mattila and Osmo Hänninen. The budget for the project consortium was €500,000.
According to the Academy of Finland’s Review panel (2007, 26–27), the project was
successful. The presented test models, the prototypes, were impressive as to their
design and also acceptable from the user perspective. Furthermore, many of the
applications proceeded to manufacturing, but a real break-through in the market
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would have perhaps demanded cooperation with an even larger group involving
sociologists and cognitive scientists. The project was also influential from the scientific
perspective, promoted by the Academy of Finland, as an international research
community began to form around the involved project teams. The most tangible
manifestation of this was the international Ambience2005 conference2 , which brought
together in Tampere two hundred researchers interested in ‘intelligent ambience’,
including the study of intelligent materials and textiles. The list of textile materials
that were being researched was comprehensive. Chromium-containing, conductive,
transforming, aerogel and nano applications took their turns in the experiments
and testing, for example biosignal-based measuring. (Mattila 2002; Academy of
Finland’s Review panel 2007, 26–27.)

CODES
The CoDeS – Facilitating Social Creativity through Design research project was
conducted in close cooperation with the MeMoGa project. The CoDeS project was
a part of the Life as Learning research programme of the Academy of Finland.
The goal of the research project was to develop computer-assisted communications
methods and models to support collaborative design processes, illustration and visualisation, simulation and evaluation. One of the central research findings of the CoDeS
project was that computer-assisted design activities, taking place in an online working
environment, are an inevitable element of the future in the field, making concrete
cooperation possible for interdisciplinary and global design teams. At the time, the
digital and technological equipment available were still under development, as were
their ways of use and using culture. Most of those in the design field did not have
solid experience of these equipment. (Pursiainen 2007).

LUXURY – EMERGENCE OF LUXURY (2004–2007)
The Emergence of Luxury research project was a multidisciplinary project, located on
the field of design, with the definition of exclusiveness and luxury over the productoriented definitions as one of its ambitious goals. Design research connected to what
is known as everyday luxury and high standard design products was carried out in the
framework of the project. The approach to luxury was to analyse the essence and
meaning of luxury and design products as the user experience of different user groups
and communities. The project was funded by the Industrial Design research programme
of the Academy of Finland (Falin 2005).
2 Cf. Ambience 7–9.9.2014 in Tampere. Ambience, Scientific conference for Smart and functional
textiles, Well-Being, Thermal comfort in clothing, Design, Thermal Manikins and Modelling,
http://www.ambience14.fi/index.php
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Figure 3. Promotion material for the Emergence of Luxury project: a poster.
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Western luxury products became the focus of the project research. It was detected that
the new generation of luxury is something else than gold and glitter. The impression
was that, at least at the turn of the millennium when the project took place, traditional
forms of luxury had a stronger standing in places other than Finland. There was
significant interest in the phenomenon of luxury and its research on a general level
both when the project was carried out and long after. As a research topic, it turned out
to be an easy one to popularise, and, as a result, not only the media but also the designers,
manufacturers, end-users of products and the business life were interested in it.
Luxury also had its moment as a fashion trend during the six years that luxury research
was ongoing in the faculty. Theses related to the topic have been constantly produced
ever since. The research of luxury phenomena will hardly ever reach its final destination,
as the phenomenon has such close links to time, culture and subjective experiences.
Traditional methods of user research were used in the project, but research methods
that involve the users in co-design were considered to have plenty of potential in the
future (Santasalo 2010; Uotila & Rytilahti 2008).
Consumption of luxury items is usually associated with status. Approval from one’s
own community and improving one’s status within a community have been central
points of reference in consumption research dealing with luxury items in the social
sciences, for example. This interpretation of luxury as a socially distinguishing feature
has left the conversation with a very negative imprint. If treated as an emotionally
focused phenomenon that is connected to human experience and, in some contexts,
turns into a debate of happiness, the definition of luxury gains more than just elitist
dimensions. Status is not necessarily socio-economic and money-centred. It can also
be social; acquired by learning new things and developing one’s skills. (Santasalo 2010;
Niemelä 2012; Koskennurmi-Sivonen & Uotila 2006; Rytilahti et al. 2007; Uotila et al. 2005).
It was detected that new luxury was increasingly often connected to education, areas
of interest and conscious consumption, even to an extent of ecological and luxury
aspects going hand in hand these days. Luxury items are not disposable nor unnecessary
consumption that exceeds needs, if measured with usability criteria. Luxury has plenty
of common features with the process of completing a handicraft and the handmade
final product. Additionally, the acquisition of luxury items requires knowledge and
skill nowadays. These have been traditionally thought of as features characteristic to
a professional designer. Competence and learning new skills are features that are
required from consumers today to an increasing extent (Santasalo 2010; Niemelä 2012).
The research results obtained in the Emergence of Luxury project have established the
basis for yet another project that continued with the common research themes in the
technical and humanistic-social fields concerning luxury, such as quality and sustainability. The Sustainable Innovative Materials in High Tech Applications research
project (SuMaC, 2007–2010) studied the textile and clothing industry’s material and
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product context and expanded it towards a more versatile field, including industrial
design products and using cultures as research topics.

FUTUREFINDERS - STRATEGIC DESIGN AND MODELLING
OF FUTURE FINDERS 2004–2005
The latest project of the Textile and Clothing Design unit in this continuum was the
Future Finders, funded by Tekes’ DESIGN 2005 – Industrial Design Technology
Programme. The objective of the Future Finders, Strategic Design and Modelling
project was to continue cooperation with a number of fields in design, such as clothing
design and industrial design. The tangible target of design activities, the world of
products, was turned into a heterogeneous environment of operation, where the
values and cultural contexts of use for the end users are primarily subjects of interest
(Aula et al. 2006). The artefactual and material environment make up a kind of research
platform and context, whereas the actual target of development and application is in
the production of the humane social and cultural worlds – even design. As viewed
from this position, the R&D processes and extensive design processes, such as strategic
outlook in design and developing the tools of strategic design, became the subject of
design activities.
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IN CONCLUSION
The purpose of this overview was to describe, in a concise manner, the research and
development projects of the Textile and Clothing Design degree programmes of the
University of Lapland at the turn of the millennium (1998–2007). During this period
of approximately ten years, the aim was to add some of the uniqueness fused into the
Northern and Lappish environment into the university-level education and R&D
activities in the field of clothing.
The goal of the research and development project activities has been, during this time,
to add to the Finnish and international field of design some of the unique expertise
and, on the other hand, stand out from the model used at the University of Art and
Design Helsinki, the other Finnish university in art and design, in such a manner that
the two can support each other with regard to contents and methods. The current
strategy of the University of Lapland enforces channelling the research and project
activities of the Faculty of Art and Design of the University of Lapland into the direction
of developing the social, socio-cultural and Arctic competence. This specialisation
can be seen as a response to what is known as the academic division of tasks at the
national level, as the former University of Art and Design Helsinki, today part of the
Aalto University, sets its focus on the trinity of art, technology and business
(Ylä-Kotola 2012, 79).
The reference materials used and referenced in the overview consist mostly of the
research literature produced as part of these projects. The writing style can be identified
as the first-hand, empirical method of narration, typical to the field of art and design,
with the author reflecting on activities that she has been involved in. From Fires of
Enchantment to the Emergence of Luxury is such an overview of, in particular, the
clothing research and development projects of the Textile and Clothing Design unit
of the Faculty of Art and Design at the University of Lapland in 1998–2007. The author
has participated in them, first as a student of Clothing Design, and later as a young
researcher; and has had the opportunity to witness the change in design and its interdisciplinary features and fast changing roles.
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INTRODUCTION

T

his overview discusses the initial situation of one of the most important goals of
the ArcticPro Lapland project. The existing research, development and innovation
environments (RDI), learning environments and teaching materials of both universities from the point of view of cold-protective clothing are explored. One of the
objectives of the project is to develop learning environments from the perspectives of
user-centred arctic clothing design and testing of cold-protective clothing. Overview
also aims to identify RDI and learning environments from both universities involved,
which could be used in providing comprehensive cold wear related services.
This report examines the current state of affairs and aims to identify parties relevant
to cold-protective clothing.
From the University of Lapland, staff members from the degree programme of
Clothing Design and, more generally, the Faculty of Art and Design were consulted.
Experiences and reports gained during past projects and the successful cooperation
between fields of study have also been used. The most recent Study Guide of the
Faculty of Art and Design, the faculty and university homepages, company interviews
and visits to learning environments have been used as sources and inspiration. At the
Lapland University of Applied Sciences (Lapland UAS), there is no degree programme
in the field of clothing that would be directly connected to the theme of cold-protection. Heads of Education from different fields were interviewed as a part of the project
in order to find out if things relevant to using clothing for cold-protection are covered
in any of the study programmes. RDI staff was interviewed with regard to learning
environments and reports from finished projects were also used as a resource. Based
on the interviews and different kinds of project reports, it can be distinguished as to
how learning environments are connected to the focus areas of cold climate expertise
and conditions management.
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COLD-PROTECTIVE CLOTHING IN THE CLOTHING
DESIGN DEGREE PROGRAMME
The goal of the Clothing Design degree programme offered at the University of Lapland
is to create conditions for product design and development that are based on the principles
of high quality and sustainable development. Teaching and research activities focus
on the development of expertise in the fields of culture, tourism, well-being and business;
applied for example in costume design for the performing arts, adventure travel,
clothing design for groups with special needs and business cooperation projects.
Students in the Clothing Design degree programme are encouraged to develop their
design thinking, apply user research and methods from future studies as part of their
design process and always seek new innovations. (Study Guide of the Faculty of Arts
and Design, 2013–2014)
These emphases are closely connected to cold-protective clothing and arctic apparel.
One of the main purposes of clothes is to protect the body and keep it warm, and to
meet these requirements, clothing design is always very much user-oriented. In the
north, everything happens at the mercy of the conditions and, as a result, culture,
tourism and well-being as well as the business life both draw from the features of the
Arctic and have to adapt to them. Here, a dance performance might take place on an
arena full of snow, tourists can dip into a hole in a frozen lake and the business life
makes use of a building material that will evaporate into air – ice. Services for special
needs groups must take into account the winter conditions and make it possible to
enjoy them. Designing a cover for a bi-ski sled rider is an example of such design
activities. In the University of Lapland, in this arctic context, clothing can be approached
in industrial, research-oriented and artistic sense, from cultural, commercial, technical
and social perspectives. Combinations of these can produce innovative new openings
into the field.
Study modules and courses
The courses in the degree programme of Clothing Design include small scale assignments
connected to cold-protective clothing which can also be conducted in cooperation
with companies. Examples of courses that developed students´ skills on standards,
special clothing and materials are Children’s clothing design, Materials and Material
applications. The minor subject module on Product development and innovations in
the clothing industry is especially good for improving a student’s competence in coldprotective clothing and can serve as a platform for project works. It includes designing
specialised clothing for challenging conditions set by the user, activities and environment.
The module includes the courses Innovations in the clothing industry, Functionality
and Well-being. Students will learn more about the design process of outdoor clothing,
clothing physiology and materials. Student work examples connected with cold-protective
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clothing include workwear for a snow builder, designing neck and shoulder warmers
and, most recently, a winter cape that allows the use of a baby carrier.
The aforementioned courses correspond well with the themes that the staff of the
Clothing Design degree programme associated with cold-protective clothing:
functionality, interaction with the surroundings, materials, well-being and protection
from conditions. Other associated themes were visuality, demanding manufacturing,
research orientation and technical applications. (Konola 2014).
Project assignments, Master’s theses and Bachelor’s theses
At the Bachelor level, a study module entitled Design project or production is completed,
with changing contents and foci selected among topical themes every year. It is possible
to complete projects in multidisciplinary teams or as a collaborative effort with
projects or companies. The Master’s degree comprises a more extensive, Advanced
project (research and product development). It is possible to complete this as a real
commission and on a selected topic. Examples of project assignments relevant to coldprotective clothing include a police officer’s snowmobiling uniform, designed as a part
of the Body-Fit project and the outerwear survey and design project for the Finnish
Institute of Occupational Health employees.
Few Master’s theses relevant to this theme have been completed at the University of
Lapland recently; but they were numerous in the beginning of the 2000s. Eeva-Mari
Pyhäjärvi (2012) discussed the traditional clothing of reindeer herders in the Sompio
area of Lapland. Laura Seppälä (2010) has studied sustainable development in outdoor
clothing with a focus on materials and extreme sports. Päivi Rautajoki (2007) studied
the possibilities of use of traditional and local wool in connection to the HoiVi project.
Topics in the beginning of the 2000s included women’s hiking wear (Hamara 2002),
adventure activities clothing for cold climates (Kauppinen 2000) and layer clothing in
cold climate conditions (Asamäki & Moisala 2000). Snowmobiling as a challenge for
clothing design has also been studied (Niemi 2000). Case studies have been carried out
with companies focusing on winter apparel, for example Halti (Leino 2005) and RasavilTuote Oy (Alaraudanjoki 2008); a phenomenological study has been completed on the
properties of cold-protective clothing materials (Hildén 1999).
Learning environments, equipment and teaching material
The courses and project possibilities mentioned above are identified as learning environments connected to cold-protective clothing in the degree programme of Clothing
Design. There is no separate environment or course that would focus on cold-protective
clothing. Teachers of the courses are responsible for the teaching material and
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references to any additional literature. When lecturing on clothing physiology for
example, teacher often refers to the comprehensive publications by the Finnish Institute
of Occupational Health on the topic and recommends further reading for the
students.
Virtual learning environments are involved in most design instruction in the Clothing
Design degree programme, so they are relevant to cold-protective clothing as well.
Cold-protective clothing for the police, completed as a part of the Body-Fit project,
was studied and designed with the help of these virtual environments. The degree
programme includes a compulsory minor subject study module in Design technology
that incorporates the Digital clothing course, where the clothing design applications
of 2D pattern-making and 3D fitting software are explored. With tools of digital visualisation, the students learn how to visualise new, innovative products and produce flat
sketches for production. With the most recent project assignments, connected to
children’s clothes for example, the students put together portfolios that showed how
the piece of clothing was designed and examined utilising all of the design software.
All the required elements of the piece of clothing were provided, from material information cards to presentation boards; from flat sketches to digitally drawn patterns
and 3D fitting images.
The University of Lapland has a Symcad body scanner from Telmat Industries.
The device provides nearly 100 measurements of the scanned person and completes
a three-dimensional avatar in just a few seconds. In research conducted in the Body-Fit
project, it was noted that a body scanner is useful when measuring large groups of
customers and when a size is being determined for a piece of clothing with great
looseness, such as outerwear (Kaartinen 2011, 38). The Lectra Modaris 2D patternmaking software and the associated 3D Fit fitting software offer the tools for both
making patterns and editing digitalised patterns. The finished patterns can be virtually
fitted; so the first prototype of a piece of clothing can be studied without any production
costs. At the moment, fitting multi-layered, loose outerwear virtually and their visualisation remain challenging. It is possible to determine the distance of the piece of
clothing from the body and simulate quilted pieces for example; however, fitting three
layers on top of each other cannot be done (Kaartinen 2011, 87–88).
It is more challenging, with respect to manufacturing, to produce cold-protective
clothing and, in general, functional workwear or outdoor clothing than ordinary clothes
for the indoors. Just drawing the flat sketches of technical garments requires solid
design skills and a command of vector graphics software, not the mention the challenges
with virtual fashioning and fitting. At the same time, they make a great learning
opportunity. Just as Professor of Fashion and Textile Design, Marjatta Heikkilä-Rastas,
states in a newspaper interview: “Everyone should be able to design a winter jacket.
It is much easier to design an evening dress than a functional and fantastic winter
jacket.” (Laukkanen 2014). Cold-protective clothing, with their challenging features,
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could even present an excellent research environment for software designers like
Lectra. Company interviews also indicated that the potential uses of body scanning
technology and 3D virtual modelling are not fully understood at present; however,
larger companies in particular expressed great interest in them. At the moment,
a Master’s degree student at the University is writing a thesis for a company and
studying the possible applications of the software. Creating a convincing and functional
learning environment around virtual clothing design would also help in establishing
the basis for the creation of a credible RDI environment with regard to businessoriented research projects.
The degree programme also has a laboratory for textile materials, with samples and
some testing equipment. This offers the opportunity to study the features of the
materials, including water tightness, colour wash fastness, rub fastness and tear resistance
and to compare these with industry standards. With protective clothing, important
factors include the quality, good materials, and understanding the standards and
reference values for materials. The material storage is in need of updating, for example
with regard to the technical, ecological and “arctic” materials (Kylmänen 2014).
In functional clothing, it is important to understand materials and know how they
interact. In the company interviews, some of the companies stated that they would
like help with material selections or comparative data on the functionality and ecological
aspects of different materials.
Other possibilities
Some other learning environments offered in the Clothing Design degree programme
more or less regularly are workshops and cooperation networks in their different
forms. The degree programme has a long-standing cooperation with the Japanese
Yamaguchi Prefectural University. The most tangible form of cooperation is the
Japan–Finland workshop that has been organised annually since 2009. Visits have
taken place in both directions and fashion shows have also been arranged. This is
connected to Arctic clothing through materials and aesthetics in particular. The objective
is to use and combine local materials, both Finnish and Japanese, in the workshops.
Denim, hand-woven yanaijima cotton, washi paper, felted wool and reindeer leather
from Lapland are some of the materials used in the designs. Extreme weather conditions have been witnessed around the world, including Japan, during the past few
years, and the country suffered deadly winter storms in February 2014 (STT/AFP 2014).
The topical theme of the 2014 workshop was East Meets Arctic, and clothes were
designed for special groups in the cold climate, focusing on grandparents and children.
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ARCTIC CLIMATIC CONDITIONS EXPERTISE IN THE LEARNING, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENTS OF LAPLAND UAS
Clothing for cold-protection is not included in the Lapland University of Applied
Sciences’ tuition as such. By interviewing the Heads of Education, it was established
that the students already know how to dress warmly and protect themselves from the
cold. Students learn about cold-protection during a couple of courses in the Sports
and Leisure Studies degree programme, with the help of guides by the Finnish Institute
of Occupational Health, among other materials, as athletes must often exercise in cold
weather conditions (Hannola 2014). In addition, during a course on snow building,
the group, which is predominantly made up of exchange students, is given instructions
on what to wear for the snow-building that takes place outside. In the other fields,
it is the assumption that the students know how to dress warmly, but it is not specified
as part of the instruction. Cold-protection is considered a basic skill that everyone
studying in northern Finland possesses already. Conditions competence is a part of
everyday life, and it is not thought of as a special skill.
Arctic Power
In the cold-protection related projects of Lapland UAS (and previously the Rovaniemi
University of Applied Sciences), the topic has been approached from the perspective
of arctic climatic conditions expertise. The school has been involved in the realisation
of several projects and product development projects that have been connected to
clothing. The competence cluster Arctic Power, with its special emphasis on cold and
winter technology, is a part of the University of Applied Sciences and takes part in
projects requiring cold climate expertise. It offers an optimal learning environment
especially for students of Measurement Technology. The core of Arctic Power’s expertise
lies in the innovative applications of measurement technology, but the competence
cluster also carries out versatile, multidisciplinary projects in cooperation with many
field and stakeholders. (Lapland UAS – Arctic Power 2014).
Test environment
The Lapland University of Applied Sciences obtained its first measurement and development environment directly relevant to clothing in 2011 as a part of the Body-Fit
project, even though the school does not offer instruction in the field of clothing.
A research project by the same name was carried out at the University of Lapland at
the same time. The thermal insulation measurement system that was developed
during the project at Lapland UAS was located in the facilities of Arctic Power.
The unit is completed with a measurement environment that offers a controlled environment
to carry out testing in accordance with the EN ISO 15831:2004 Standard. A thermal
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manikin divided into 15 sections was produced in the project. Manikin was given the
name Pena. Each section has its own heating, thermostat and power supply, with
constant monitoring of the power supplied. The power used for heating determines
the thermal insulation properties of clothing in accordance with the formula determined in the standard. The walking manikin has a mechanism, constructed so that
the manikin takes 45 steps a minute while hanging in place.
The cold-protective clothing testing environment at Arctic Power comprises three
main elements: conditions management, measurement and data acquisition systems
and the manikin itself. The standard defines exactly the conditions for carrying out
an approved test. The climate chamber at the Arctic Power laboratory is designed for
this purpose. The temperature in the room can be adjusted in the accuracy of
0.5 degrees, air humidity can be controlled within a given range and the air flow
directed on the manikin can be controlled. It is possible to clearly exceed the temperature and air flow limits set by the standard in the climate chamber. The manikin can
be exposed to rain and freezing rain as well. This kind of an environment is a significant
help to product development when working on cold-protective equipment for challenging
conditions.
The data acquisition and measurement system of the manikin have been entirely
developed at Arctic Power. The centre’s own experts and students have been involved
in the development process. The system surrounding the manikin can be adjusted
according to the needs and improvements can be made on the controls, which will
speed up the testing process. The testing environment can be used for testing clothes
in the different stages of product development; for example by comparing the number
of washes to the thermal insulation properties. Together with the field testing possibilities and thermal camera, it is possible to obtain versatile information of the clothes
in connection to the conditions. (Arctic Power 2014). The laboratory, and all the
services it provides, is a learning environment for students of Mechanical Engineering,
Electrical Engineering and the various well-being related degree programmes.
Co-operation has been carried out with the University of Lapland with regards to
snow building, industrial design and textile design. (Uusipulkamo 2014).
Development activities
For projects related to nature tourism and its safety, Arctic Power has developed
customised measuring tools that are applicable real-time. A test has been prepared
together with students that determines the correct protection for a person with
physical disabilities on a snowmobile safari. Local companies organising safaris have
used this information when arranging safaris for people who have mobility difficulties
or whose own temperature regulation or sensory systems are inadequate.
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A tourist bus accident in the fell area can be compared to a destructive fire in the
centre of a big city. In Lapland, distances to medical care facilities are long and, in the
case of an accident in winter, it is essential that patients are be kept warm. The Regional
Rescue Services of Lapland have placed cold-protection carts around Lapland in locations
where they can be utilised. These carts have thermal blankets and thermal bags where
an injured person can be placed to wait for transfer. The purpose of the bags is to
protect the victim from hypothermia. The thermal bags have been tested and, in part,
designed at Arctic Power together with the owner of the business.
Testing cold-protective clothing for police officers in the Body Fit project demonstrates
collaboration with and opportunities towards the clothing field. The new outfit designed
and the old version were tested both in the climate chamber and in field tests, after
which the results were compared. A Bachelor’s thesis was completed on the tests at
Lapland UAS (see Kouri 2011). Students of physiotherapy have carried out studies in the
climate chamber, for example on the effects of cold on the muscles’ ability to function
and general mobility. Testing clothing in extreme conditions is another possibility
offered by the conditions room. It is possible to create wind, water, and freezing rain
in the room and the temperature can be adjusted according to need.

COLD PROTECTION RELATED RDI ACTIVITIES AND
COOPERATION IN PROJECTS
The research and development activities carried out as part of projects offer invaluable
learning environments for researchers, students and businesses involved in them.
The Faculty of Art and Design and the Clothing Design degree programme of the
University of Lapland have conducted extensive research on the topic of cold-protective
clothing and, in recent years, there has been operation with the Lapland UAS and
Arctic Power in particular. Arctic Power has brought technical competence into the
co-operation in the form of testing and conditions management. The projects have
produced a substantial amount of information on different subjects, from the healing
properties of wool to virtual clothing. Special emphasis has been given to the research
and development of a material that is characteristic to the north and the local conditions – wool. Later, the activities have also focused on using virtual environments and
technologies in clothing design.
HOIVI – Healing Wool
The research and development project HoiVi – Healing Wool was carried out in 2006–2007
with the Rovaniemi University of Applied Sciences (in operation at the time) and the
University of Lapland. Participants in the project included the degree programmes of
Textile Design and Clothing Design from the University of Lapland and Social, Health and
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Sports study programmes from the Rovaniemi University of Applied Sciences. The
University of Lapland’s research and development activities focused on felt as a material,
it´s usability and product design research. At the University of Applied Sciences,
the emphasis was on examining the functionality of the woollen prototypes with
different patient groups. (Tuovinen 2008). From material and production premises,
wool was studied in cooperation with lamb farms and felt-makers. A collection of
wool felts was designed and then manufactured with different techniques. From
these, healing products were designed. From the perspective of design, the project
studied user-oriented co-design that was carried out in cooperation with nursing staff
and end users. Usability research on the use of woollen products, worn next to the
skin, was conducted both in authentic nursing environments and at the homes of
users, with nearly one hundred volunteer testers. The Rovaniemi University of Applied
Sciences coordinated the project networks with the partners in the field of social and
health care sector and was responsible for the research on the healing properties of
the products designed (Tuovinen 2008).
Woollen Innovations (WINNO) projects
Woollen Innovations (WINNO), a research project on the northern sheep wool at the
Lapland University of Applied Sciences and the University of Lapland’s research and
development project on sheep wool and felted materials in Lapland, were both funded
by Tekes (the Finnish Funding Agency for Innovation) and took place as a collaborative
effort in 2012–2014. The projects continued the work that had been successfully initiated
in the HoiVi project with a focus on the local, healing material.
Lapland UAS´s project researched the properties of northern sheep wool and wool
felt, and the well-being promoting properties of products designed from them. The objective of the project was to produce well researched and easily deployable information on the properties of different felt types and usability of felt in product design. The
project, furthermore, studied dyeing and patterning woollen materials with colours
derived from Lappish nature and by adding different kinds of extracts from plants to
wool. In addition, the project examined the damp proofing and thermal insulation
properties and ease of maintenance of a wool felt, and the products made from it.
(Sipola 2014). The objective of the University of Applied Sciences’ project was to generate new information that could be utilised, on the use possibilities of healing wool
material and to study wool in the promotion of well-being in arctic conditions. The
project also looked into combining wool with natural products with the intention of
discovering new possibilities for use. The multidisciplinary research activities drew
from the expertise in several degree programmes, with the goal of promoting the use
of raw materials obtained from Lapland and the profitability of production as well as
collaboration between the local parties involved. (Sipola 2014).
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The project of the University of Lapland focused on the development of the material,
and its objective was to discover and create possibilities for manufacturing in local
serial production. The design perspective concentrated on sustainable design that
would take into account sustainability with its ecological, social and economic
dimensions. Research in Textile Design degree programme concentrated on multisensory interior design textiles and their well-being promoting properties; with
manifestations such as acoustic boards and art textiles. The suitability of felt for
outdoors use and in the freezing conditions – such as a door curtain for the snow
hotel – was studied. The research activities on the healing qualities of wool with
patients suffering from pain were continued; the case concentrated on patients experiencing rheumatic pain. The university’s research input focused on the applicability
of the material and usability of design; the research on healing properties was carried
out by the Health care sector of the Lapland University of Applied Sciences. Student
work conducted in the project also included developing a lower limb cover for a Bi-Ski
sled, intended for people with physical disabilities, by combining felt and technical
sportswear fabrics. (Tuovinen 2014).
BODY-FIT projects
The Body-Fit projects were also carried out as collaborative efforts, funded by Tekes,
at the University of Lapland and the Rovaniemi University of Applied Sciences in
2009–2011.
The Body-Fit research project at the University of Lapland was built around body
scanning technology, but the ultimate purpose was the research and development of
the equipment from the clothing design perspective. The purpose of the project was
to explore the uses of virtual measurement and design technology in the virtual
design of clothing, and virtual online applications – such as a web shop – and to
develop a productisation model for the measuring services. Before this, infrastructure
for a virtual measuring, design and fitting environment was constructed as a part of
their brief Body scanner project. There was close cooperation with a parallel project
managed by the Rovaniemi University of Applied Sciences. Cooperation was also
carried out with the Lapland Vocational College in making prototypes. The “Virtual
clothing form” work package in the project explored the virtual measuring, design,
pattern-making and fitting in many ways with the processes of developing protective
clothing for a police officer, outdoor clothing for disabled people and sportswear.
(Pursiainen 2011). There was a strong focus on cold-protection especially in developing
protective clothing for the police and for physically disabled youth. With the latter,
challenges were detected in connection to scanning people with physical disabilities
and people in different positions. As a response to this, an improved body scanner
chair was designed. All the product development cases that were carried out in cooperation with businesses and organisations had a strong user-oriented focus and, due to
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this, it was possible to develop the methodology for user research and feedback and,
at the University of Applied Science, also user testing methods.
The University of Applied Sciences’ goal in the project was to develop the cold testing
services of Arctic Power and the cold-protective clothing for the police. As a result,
a testing environment complying with the standard was completed at Arctic Power.
The facility makes it possible to carry out tests in accordance with the EN ISO
15831:2004 standard to measure thermal insulation of cold-protective clothing. A thermal
manikin was built for the test environment in this project. The testing environment
is described above. The project also produced testing plans and test reports about both
laboratory and field tests. (Hirvaskari 2012).

OTHER LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS AND DEGREE
PROGRAMMES RELEVANT TO THE THEME
University of Lapland and the Faculty of Art and Design
The University of Lapland has decided to profile itself more clearly as an expert in
arctic issues and arctic design. This could prove productive for the field of arctic
clothing and protection and also from the perspective of the international ArcticPro
network. As a concept, arctic design is new, but at the University of Lapland it is
connected with strategic, multidisciplinary research, respect for the know-how and
culture of the indigenous people, taking into account natural resources and sustainable development, international aspects, new technological solutions, agile design
measures and transparent product development. As a learning environment,
the Arctic generates applied information, teaches to adapt and, through these features,
might offer some answers to the wicked problems of the world. (Miettinen 2014).
In 2015, the new master’s degree programme on Arctic design – the Arctic Art and
Design Master´s degree programme – will be initiated at the University of Lapland.
It may introduce new openings, in various fields and disciplines, in Arctic clothing
and cold-protection as well. At present, the general studies of the deisgn degree programmes aim to develop the students’ design thinking and methodical competence in
a broader sense. There are no common courses in cold competence, but projects
combining several fields and different themes have been made possible, for example,
on the Design project and production course. In connection to this, many projects
related to the Arctic Design Week are carried out, including the annual exhibition and
outdoors fashion show.
Since 2010 Textile Design degree programme at the University of Lapland has profiled
itself as Interior and Textile Design. Teaching focuses on space and well-being from
a multisensory approach. Well-being and an individual’s relationship with his surroundings were also themes that were brought up when the staff of Clothing Design
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reflected on Arctic clothing. Materials are essential to cold-protection and, naturally,
in the focus in the textile industry. These fields could offer a lot for each other in
connection to this theme. There has been collaboration before, for example in the
HoiVi and WINNO projects described hereinabove. At the moment, the printing studio
and materials are the learning environments that are in common use of the Textile
and Clothing Design programmes. The equipment of the Interior and Textile Design
degree programme also includes looms and a TC-1 Jacquard weaving machine, but
there are unfortunately no examples on the use of these in the Clothing Design programme.
The direct connections of Industrial Design degree programme with cold-protective
clothing remain scarce, even though common field of operation could surely be
discovered, in winter sports and leisure time activities and service design, for example.
Such links could exist in snowmobiling and designing accessories for special needs
groups. In helmets, gloves and driving gear, such as backpacks and snowmobiling
backs, the emphasis is on combining soft and hard materials, knowledge of physiology
and ergonomics, conditions competence and modelling competence. One example of
this is designer Hanna Isojärvi, a graduate of the University of Lapland, who works as
product manager at Scott Sports in Switzerland, in the category of snowmobiling
gloves, equipment, clothes and shoes (Kilpeläinen 2012). In the past Body-Fit project,
a student of Industrial Design designed and modelled a body scanner seat for people
with physical disabilities.
Service design is one of the strategic leads at the University of Lapland. It is possible
to think of cold-protection as a service as well, and clothes are an essential part of
travel services here in Lapland. When asking about interest in service design, some of
the manufacturing companies designated it as a task for the programme service
providers and retailers; others saw it as a valuable tool for developing business operations and brand building. Interest in service design does exist, but more information
and examples on its advantages and applications for businesses in the field are needed.
The research, development and innovation environment of service design, SINCO
(Service Innovation Corner) can be used by the other fields of the faculty as well.
The degree programme in Audiovisual Media Culture focuses on the different forms
of AV media in the contexts of arts and communication. From this point of view, it is
also linked to clothing. In a broader digital context, with the Laboratory of Interactive
Environments, hosted by the degree programme of Audiovisual Media Culture,
cooperation has been made in the form of wearable electronics. A student of AV media
designed and completed an extensive measuring and feedback system for the outdoor
clothing of young people with physical disabilities as a part of the Body-Fit project
(Harjuniemi & Kaartinen 2011). Some sort of interest in cooperation in smart textiles
or clothing can still be detected.
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Different kinds of events and related projects are increasingly popular learning environments. The Faculty of Art and Design has, in cooperation with the City of Rovaniemi
and the Rovaniemi Regional Development Agency, organised the world’s northernmost Design Week in February. The Design Week continues to grow and develop,
but for students it makes one, big learning environment, where programme is organised in a multidisciplinary fashion, together. Linked to arctic clothing, the programme
features the annual fashion show. In 2014, this focused on businesses and the spotlight
was on cold-protective clothing, with BRP’s snowmobile gear, Joutsen down jackets
and Halti downhill skiing gear on the catwalk. The Design Week can work as an
empirical testing environment where students, users and the business can all learn
more. As an example, in 2013, the Rovaniemi-based company Heat-IT, specialising in
cold-protection of patients, demonstrated and tested its products in cooperation with
Arctic Power and the help of a wind tunnel built from snow. Examples from other
learning opportunities can be found from already completed projects. The Faculty of
Art and Design and the WDC2012 Helsinki-Rovaniemi project arranged, in 2012, in
cooperation with the Arctic Sustainable Art and Design (ASAD), a thematic design
network that belongs to the Arctic network, the Arctic Circles summer school.
The Art & Design Summer School featured theme groups for service design, sustainable
development and art (WDC2012 Helsinki – Rovaniemi 2012). Courses and events with
a problem- or workshop-based approaches that bring together students from different
fields are a productive environment for any topic.
The University of Lapland seeks to set up a competence centre or an expertise cluster
in Arctic Design that could deploy and bring together the competence, research,
equipment and software from different fields (Heikkilä-Rastas 2014b). The facilities
and equipment for the competence centre remain uncertain, but the degree programme
of Clothing Design has hopes for updated equipment for studying the possibilities of
virtual clothing. A body scanner that could communicate with the 2D patternmaking and 3D virtual fitting software, and also with other 3D modelling software,
would open up new possibilities in clothing design and cooperation in several fields,
for example with industrial design and why not even game developers. The virtual
aspects could make more resource efficient planning possible together with several
levels of customisation, co-design and early stage user testing. By combining these
software applications and service design environments, it could be possible to develop
more refined user research environments and, possibly, test new product-service systems.
Learning environments connected to clothing testing at Lapland UAS
A common learning environment for the sports and health care studies in Lapland
UAS and the Lapland Sports Academy is the Rakka Fitness Testing Station, located
at the Santasport Institute. Rakka has been developed to test the functional abilities
and performance levels of athletes and sports enthusiasts; it focuses on testing alongside
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teaching and research activities (Lapland UAS Study Guide 2013–2014). The Body-Fit
project of the University of Applied Sciences studied the applications that the Fitness
Testing Station could offer for testing clothing. Pilot studies were conducted with
stations´ equipment for a police clothing, sports outfits and clothing for people with
impaired mobility. As a result, guidelines were created on the possibilities of using the
environment in clothes testing and development (Hirvaskari 2012). Haapakangas and
Sirviö (2014), who were interviewed about the Fitness Testing Station, considered the
equipment applicable for measuring fitness performance with different outfits and
the effects of cold. They were interested in studies that would determine what kinds of
winter sports clothing could help to achieve optimal performance level. At the
moment, the equipment at the Fitness Testing Station is being inventoried and
possible updating needs are being investigated. The portability of the equipment and
its ability to function in the cold have not been tested. Winter sports have a strong
position in Lapland, but there is plenty to do in the design, research and product
development and testing for winter sports clothing.
pLAB, the Software Engineering Laboratory at Lapland UAS is located on Viirikangas
campus, and its areas of competence cover software and measuring technologies and,
especially, real-time, integrated 3D visualisation environments. The software and 3D
visualisation competence of pLAB in particular could be put to use in the context of
cold-protective clothing. The interviewed companies expressed some interest in
3D modelling, even though its possibilities are not yet known too well. Research in
the topic would be needed. By combining the equipment and expertise of the two
universities, it could be possible to achieve interesting new openings. pLAB has
already made models of different environments and terrains – forests and downhill
skiing slopes as well as people wearing clothes – for the ENVI virtual environments.
One of the interviewed companies was interested in a modelled arctic urban environment. By modelling the clothes in an authentic environment, it is possible to carry out
early stage user testingwith clothing concepts, even before prototypes have been
made. An example of this is a Master’s thesis written on heat-protective clothing and
a video animation made for it, picturing users in authentic work situations, wearing
the heat-protective clothes designed (Pursiainen 2003). The pLAB staff also has
experience of data acquisition with different measuring tools and then processing this
data into an understandable, visual form. In the clothing context, this issue can
become topical when transferring into systemic thinking. One of the interviewed
companies, the business activities of which are primarily rental and maintenance services,
is already thinking of the significance of data for users and in the lifecycle management
of clothing.
ENVI is an interactive, virtual learning environment, primarily intended for the
health care sector, at the Viirikangas facilities of Lapland UAS. ENVI simulates actual work situations in the health and social sector, thus contributing to problem-based
learning (Lapland UAS – ENVI 2014). ENVI is closely connected to the Software Engi-
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neering Laboratory pLAB that produces ENVI’s virtual environments. The new ENVI
Laboratory hosts training facilities that correspond to different kinds of healthcare facilities; for example, a prenatal and children’s healthcare clinic, reception facilities,
equipment maintenance facilities, internal ward, ER ward and operating theatre. All
facilities are entered from a locker room, just like when going to work and getting
changed into a work uniform. There are no possibilities for simulating cold conditions, but there is interest in them, so that the situations could be rehearsed in genuinely cold conditions. The laboratory equipment includes hypothermia equipment,
for example cartridges, sleeping bags and the silver space blanket. Patient simulators
cannot be used for testing the thermal properties of clothes, and if they were taken
to cold conditions, their resistance to cold and dampness should be ensured with the
manufacturer first. For testing patient clothing functionality, a sweating, crying, talking, vomiting and bleeding manikin could be used. ENVI could also prove useful
for studying and testing the user experiences of nursing staff uniforms.

CONCLUSIONS AND PROPOSITIONS FOR MEASURES
To conclude the report, the current state of the learning environments and teaching
materials relevant to cold-protective clothing will be connected to the needs for research
and product development that have been identified. The conclusions combine observations from interviews with the manufacturing companies and with UoL and Lapland
UAS staff and learning environment visits, and measures for development are proposed.
Some of the development measures are very practical and can be carried out as part
of the ArcticPro Lapland project; some are more future-oriented.
Developing methods for user-centered clothing design
One of the objectives of the project is to develop user-oriented clothing design at the
University of Lapland, as it is essential to know the users and conditions when designing
functional clothing for Arctic conditions. Focus group thinking and user orientation
are built into the clothing design teaching and students are encouraged to apply user
information in their designs (Rajakangas 2014). As stated in the beginning of this
overview, plenty of valuable research has been conducted at the University of Lapland
at the turn of the millennium in the field of user-oriented, functional and even
technology-embedding clothing design, and these could be better utilised or brought
forward. There are Master’s theses, project assignments and project publications in the
archives. The Arctic Centre and the Multidimensional Tourism Institute (MTI)
conduct or have conducted research relevant to cold-protection and this data is valuable
for using in the clothing design context. We have already explored the possibilities
offered by the testing facilities of the Lapland UAS, but many fields are studied at the
school, as are at the Lapland Vocational College, where a lot of future users of
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cold-protective clothing and workwear will graduate. Within the Lapland University
Consortium, there are future experts and professionals of health care and social
services, forestry, the mining industry and construction, and they could be involved
in cooperation of representing their visions for dream workwear or uniform. At the
Lapland Sports Academy, you can find experts of winter leisure activities and sports.
This publication is one way of communicating to the students and external interest
groups of the universities’ possibilities related to the themes of user-orientation and
arctic conditions.
Cold climate expertse in sportswear and leisure clothing
One excellent option for building a profile is cold climate expertise in sportswear and
leisure clothing in sportswear and leisure clothing for user-oriented clothing design
and testing, also when positioning the universities´ competence in the ArcticPro network. In contrast to Norway’s oil and shipping industries, we don’t have a lot of heavy
industry - but we do have tourism and winter sports. The different winter sports have
a strong position in Lapland, and a preliminary investigation has been completed on
the theme of innovation environments in sports. Based on this, a cluster of expertise
in physical exercise and sports is planned in Rovaniemi (Lapin AMK – ROIHU 2014).
With user research among future top athletes or active snowboarders and examining
the usability of designed prototypes with movement analysis and performance levels
testing, it could be possible to conduct impressive R&D and, possibly collaborate with
businesses. The interviewees at Rakka were extremely interested in the impacts that
clothing and cold has on performance and connecting technology that would measure body functions into clothes (for example the Mbody measuring trousers).
Service design pilots
There is a clear demand for service design piloting and developing these methods in
the context of clothing design. Some of the interviewed companies expressed interest
in the development of services, such as customisation and web shops or helping the
overall development of business activities. Service design examples that could be
specifically applied in the field of clothing design are needed; otherwise, they are
interpreted as programme service providers´ or retailers´ business. Service design
could be connected to projects researching for example the possibilities of virtual
clothing, or snowmobile outfits customisation and maintenance services, in cooperation
with respective companies. Service design can be thought of in the context of
products, or as a product-service system, as well as a more in the general context of
developing business activities or co-creation methodology.
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Events and workshops as ways of communication and learning
Events and workshops are an agile learning environment, in which it could be easy to
develop even company-university cooperation. International workshops between
universities in Europe – and why not between the schools in the ArcticPro network
– could prove productive learning environments for students in the field of coldprotective and arctic clothing. With this in mind, as a part of the ArcticPro Lapland
project, a workshop on the future of Arctic clothing, the ARCTIC WEARS, was organised
in February 2015 as a part of the ADW design week. Workshop examined the future
requirements that will be placed on clothing in the future and related trends.
The Arctic Design Week was a great opportunity to gain visibility for the ArcticPro
network and promote its existence. The theme of the 2015 Design Week was Transparency, a fairly topical theme with relevance to production chains in the clothing
industry. Arctic clothing requires high competence levels in material technology and
design solutions, transparency of which should also be promoted in order to understand
it´s quality.
Virtual clothing design
Virtual clothing design is likely to become reality in the future, from Arctic work wear
to haute couture trends. The University of Lapland is the only member in the ArcticPro
network in Finland that is equipped with a body scanner, and it is one of the few
universities in clothing design where virtual technology is actively used in the design
instruction. This should be invested in, as others will soon follow. Even though the
company interviews revealed that although the small companies in the clothing
industry do not have any use for CAD software, the larger companies see all the more
potential. Not all the possible applications of the body scanner technology and 3D
virtual modelling are known yet, but the future vision is that they will reduce the
design and product development costs as well as save time, and the visualisations will
also be used as marketing material. Customisation opportunities are also an area of
interest. Creating a convincing and functional learning environment around virtual
clothing design would also help in establishing the basis for the creation of a credible
RDI environment with regard to business-oriented research projects. Through the
project interviews, one of the companies became interested in a student project on the
virtual fitting of work wear. A description of this project can be found in the publication.
Virtual modelling, gamification and digitalization
Virtuality belongs to the present day, both in terms of products, environments and
games. Virtual environments for problem-based learning and service prototyping are
also on the rise. ENVI and SINCO laboratories are examples of these. New openings
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to the world of digital clothing and possibilities of new technologies were surfaced by
exploring these learning environments and, in part, company interviews. Themes and
questions that were brought up in the company interviews were for example simulating
the urban environment, intelligence and technology in connection to maintenance
and logistics of clothes, as well as the customisation and web shopping turned into
reality by virtual possibilities. All of these are connected to the world of digitisation;
a concept not much talked about in the clothing industry yet. With digitalisation one
can refer to any electronic technology that stores and processes data, whether it is
a chip that conveys information, a scanner that records body measurements, a smart
board, a game or an application that makes customisation possible in a web store.
Safety could be one of the surprising applications of clothing digitalisation. The safety
of tourism in cold conditions has been widely researched and developed, but still
a tourism expert from the Lapland University of Applied Sciences and a researcher
from the Arctic Centre pointed out that many tourists experience cold. There is
a problem in communication or, simply, inadequate clothing. Problems in communication could be solved with the following idea for a game, for example. The game
could test your ability to dress for the changing Arctic conditions and the activities
and teach you. The more realistically game could simulate the combination effect of
wind, humidity and cold and different activities together with the required layers of
clothing and materials, the more interesting it would be. How challenging it is to dress
for the arctic urban environment and activties when you constantly need to be putting
on more clothing or taking them off as the conditions change. A knit cap manufacturer
mentioned as an example how people put on far too much clothes when they go crosscountry skiing. If interest is expressed in the game idea, as communication material
or a testing demo of the new RDI and learning environments that are brought together,
its possibilities for making it happen could be investigated. At ENVI, for example,
rehabilitation related games are being developed and different kinds of learning
games belong to the larger phenomenon of gamification.
It should be investigated what kind of added value is created by these worlds of virtual
design and fitting, modelling and gamification and what more could they bring
design, product development or testing of clothing, or alternatively service development,
marketing or communication. The benefits of virtual design and product management have been examined (Global Fashion Business seminar, 2012), but research into
added value, significance and implications of digitalisation is still at the very beginning.
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IN CONCLUSION
Arctic ‘design’ used to people´s daily lives and a matter of life and death. On Arctic
Design Week 2014, consultant and blogger Tuija Seipell reminded us of how our
consumerist culture has brought us to the point where design is, once again, a necessity.
We cannot all wear fur like in the old days, but we can design systems that will both
ensure our well-being in everyday life and extreme conditions and take into account
environmental, social and economic sustainability and well-being. The clothing
industry, too, is currently striving for a systemic change. More ecological and recyclable
materials are being developed, new business models introduced by sharing economy,
zero-waste design and cradle-to-cradle approaches. New kinds of product-service
systems, the new coming of local, yet connected and agile production, as well as software
applications and technology that make virtual design and flow of information
possible, are connected to many of these developments. It is unlikely that these will
go unnoticed in the field of cold-protective clothing, and pioneer companies have
already seized many of these themes. This report was the starting point for the many
measures in the project, of which you can learn more in this publication. The articles
and project descriptions that were created as a part of the measures will provide further
details on many of the themes and possibilities brought up in this report.
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INTRODUCTION TO ARCTICPRO NETWORK
Heikki Mattila

The strategic and political importance of the Arctic Area is reflected in national and
international policymaking. Finland, as well as other Arctic region countries, has
written its Arctic strategies, where large deposits of oil, gas and minerals are identified.
Furthermore, climate warming is making the area suitable for tourism, and new shipping routes between Asia and Europe are opening. More and more people will be
engaged in work and free time in this area.
The Nordic countries are well aware of the challenges of the Arctic climate for human
well-being and safety. Several Universities and Research Institutes have special facilities
for carrying out R&D projects regarding personal protection in these areas. In order
to join forces the research network ArcticPro was established in 2013. The core know-how
and expertise of the members can be highlighted as follows:
• Tampere University of Technology, The Finnish Institute of Occupational
Health, Arctic Power (Lapland University of Applied Sciences), SINTEF of
Norway, Lund University, Hohenstein Institute of Germany, SWEREA of
Sweden and EMPA of Switzerland all have special laboratories for testing
clothing physiology properties with thermal manikins in climate rooms.
• University of Lapland, VTT, School of Textiles of University of Borås and
TNO of Netherlands concentrate on design, human factor studies and
textile testing.
• Norsk Industri, TEKO and Finatex are national textile and clothing
industry associations which promote the need of such research on behalf of
their member companies.
Outdoor apparel, survival suits, specialty work wear for oil, gas, mineral and shipping
industry constitute the core products for ArcticPro research. Functionality, wearing
comfort and clothing physiology properties, interactivity and high usability and user
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acceptance of arctic smart textile systems in such demanding environment will be the
key elements of the products.
Tourists and tourism workers in arctic climates, workers in oil & gas fields, mining,
shipping, fisheries, cold indoor workers, construction, military, repair and maintenance workers, sports and leisure, agriculture are some of the categories of people
which need special protective apparel. By using existing textile materials and by
creating new ones, the product constructions are built for enhanced comfort and
protection. Functional design and ergonomic requirements are important to be
considered already from the outset of the process. Mathematical modelling of heat
and moisture transfer in multi-layer constructions contributes to the further understanding of different materials in connection with insulation and wearing comfort.
Phase change materials, shape memory materials and conductive materials together
with wearable technology solutions will be applied to product applications. Laboratory
testing by sweating thermal manikins in climate rooms as well as human physiological
testing in authentic environment in arctic climate will ensure the R&D quality and
functional results. Laboratory and field studies and performance testing of smart
apparel will be carried out. Usability evaluations of the integrated arctic smart textile
systems are also required.
The research projects are typically company driven. The R&D results will be commercialised by participating textile, clothing and other PPE companies. Scientific articles
and theses will also be produced from the future projects. Guides, such as instruction
videos, for protection in arctic conditions can also be considered. The Arctic is a big
challenge but also an opportunity. We in the Nordic region should be able to capitalise
on this opportunity with top quality research and development.

ARCTICPRO NETWORK ACTIVITIES IN NORWAY
Kari Rømcke

The Norwegian part of the ArcticPro network is a joint initiative between research
organisations, industrial companies, user groups and the textile organisation within
the Federation of Norwegian Industries. The first ArcticPro-conference under the
headline: Protection of humans, the environment and equipment in the high north was
arranged 13-14 January 2015 in Tromsø. The main goal of the conference was to get an
overview of challenges in the high north, to present solutions to some of them and to
discuss relevant research activities. The presentations are available at:
http://www.norskindustri.no/Bransjer/Teko/AKTUELLE-SAKER/arctic-pro-2015-presentasjoner/
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There is increased activity in the high north connected to fishery and fish farming,
tourism and oil- and gas offshore activity. Within each of these areas there are challenges to be solved in which textile products may be part of the solutions.
In the Arctic Ocean regions north of Norway and Russia there are huge climate challenges as polar low pressure systems, storms that causes ice to build up quickly and
remain on structures for long periods, small icebergs (growlers) that are difficult to
detect, total darkness for several months, snow flurries for long periods and periods
with thick fog in the summer. There are also poor real time communication possibilities in these ocean areas. All of these factors contribute to make activities and
industrial operations difficult. Search and rescue is an important issue for these
extreme environments and there are a number of projects going on under this headline.
Textile solutions are already in use for a number of purposes in maritime and arctic
areas. In addition to clothing there are textile technology and materials for instance
in oil brooms, rescue rafts, survival suits, tents, tarpaulin solutions to protect ships,
fish farming and other industrial structures. Textile materials and processes are
flexible and adaptable and there are numerous possibilities for innovative solutions.
Keywords for new solutions are multidisciplinary research and development, material
technology, communication technology and interdisciplinary expertise. One major
challenge is to develop materials that prevent ice from fastening on the surface. Further
activities in the Norwegian part of the ArcticPro-network will be discussed in the
months to come.

FOCUS ON WOOL AND CONSUMER RESEARCH
Ingun Grimstad Klepp

SIFO the National Institute for Consumer Research (Norway) is a non-biased governmental institute conducting consumer research. SIFO’s projects are organised into
three categories: Technology and Environment, Consumption and Economy,
and Culture of consumption. SIFO is the only institute in Norway solely concerned
with consumer research, and as such is responsible for developing expertise on the
relevant fields. SIFO is known for their work on textiles and sustainability and how
this links the concrete textile material with social aspects, in relation to theory as well
as methodology, product lifespan, use, system changes within production and use of
textiles have particularly been focus-areas. Another focus of SIFO’s work has been the
dissemination of research results to the general public. Examples of dissemination
activities used are exhibits in museums, articles in popular journals, lectures and books.
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Research professor Ingun Grimstad Klepp wrote her MA and PhD on leisure time and
outdoor life at the University of Oslo. She works at the National Institute for Consumer
Research in Oslo with research on wool, sustainable textiles, clothing, laundry and
leisure consumption. She has written numerous articles and books of these themes.
She currently works with wool, both in regard to consumption, environment and
questions regarding the value chain. The relationship between textiles, social and physical
characteristics and how these are woven together is at the core of her interest.
Clothes do not provide warmth when they are not in use. Good clothing can also be
used incorrectly. In addition to a very good knowledge about wool, it is this use aspect
of clothing that is Klepp’s contributions into the network. This is a topic SIFO has
worked with both in projects related to work and leisure. What clothes we use is
governed by norms and subconscious practices, which change slowly. To understand
the present relies on understanding why things have changed over time. A historical
perspective on dress-systems and dress standards can thus also help in understanding
and changing the way apparel is used today.

ARCTIC INTEREST IN THE NETHERLANDS
H.A.M. Daanen

The Arctic region is of special interest to the Dutch for several reasons. First, leading
oil industry companies like Shell are located in The Netherlands and have an interest
in the oil and gas reserves available in the Arctic regions. Several companies linked to
Shell, like Allseas, taking care of the pipelines, are also linked to this economic activity.
Second, the opening of the Arctic waterways is important for The Netherlands, with
Rotterdam as a major port in the world. Third, our military train in the cold of
Norway and Sweden and rely on expertise how to function and survive in the cold.
Fourth, the Arctic area is an area for touristic exploration.
TNO has expertise on work in the cold and shares this expertise in NATO, conferences,
ISO standardisation committees and the ArcticPro network. TNO is a company
dedicated to applied scientific research with about 3,000 employees (www.tno.nl).
TNO specialised in manual dexterity in the cold, prevention of cold injuries, sea sickness
and evaluation of cold weather equipment. Publications are available on request.
Point of contact is Prof. Dr. H.A.M. Daanen (hein.daanen@tno.nl).
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Sanna Konola

»»
»»
»»
INTRODUCTION
This article reports the findings from interviews conducted with mostly Laplandbased manufacturing companies in the field of cold-protective clothing. The interviews are connected to one of the most central goals and measures of the project:
updating the research, development and innovation environments, learning environments and training materials to meet the needs of working life and the labour market.
We have investigated the research and product development needs of companies in
the field and, at the same time, surveyed interest in the activities of the international
ArcticPro network. This report compiles the most important observations on the
needs for research, product development and areas of interest from a few differentsized companies that operate in the field.

METHODS OF INQUIRY
Survey conducted on Nordic manufacturing companies in the field of cold-protective
clothing, carried out in 2013 via the ArcticPro network serves as a background and
instigator for this inquiry. Our goal was to continue gathering information especially
from the perspective of Finland and Lapland. The ArcticPro network’s survey investigated the companies’ field of operation in the Arctic or their interest in the area, the
most important properties of cold-protective clothing, accessories and textiles and the
companies’ own research and product development activities. We reviewed the material
one more time with a focus on the project goals and, on that basis, prepared a framework of questions for the interview, combined with questions conserninh research
and product development services that are currently offered by the Lapland University of
Applied Sciences and the University of Lapland. Our intention was to find out about
the companies’ areas of interest and needs in a wider scope and looking to the future.
The questions for the companies are appended (Appendix 1). As there are few companies
in Lapland that can be considered to operate in the field of cold-protective clothing,
we also interviewed a few other Finnish companies that have previously collaborated
with one of the universities.
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A total of seven companies were interviewed, five of which operate in Northern
Finland and two in Southern Finland. Of the respondent companies, four are classified as
small, two as small or medium-sized, and one is a large company. The companies
manufacture cold-protective clothing for both work and leisure purposes, more
specifically for snowmobiling, hiking, winter sports, patients’ cold-protection and
different kinds of workwear. Depending on the company, we interviewed the Managing
Director, Design Manager, Designer or Sales Coordinator; whomever the company
considered to be the right person. With the companies located in Northern Finland,
we carried out the interviews on the company premises and had the opportunity to
visit any production facilities. The other companies were interviewed using Skype.
During the interviews, written notes were taken and defining questions asked.
The materials were not analysed in-depth, but classified into themes and interpreted
from there. This method made it possible for other activities in the project to take
advantage of the observations.

INTERVIEW RESULTS
Research and product development measures at the companies
Only at the largest of the interviewed companies, product development is carried out
systematically and, in fact, they have one of the largest R&D teams in Finland.
The other companies’ typical product development activities include testing new
models with users or groups representing the users. Materials are an important aspect
of product development, but the companies rely on information provided by the suppliers
of materials and follow their product development process. This was also indicated in
the ArcticPro network survey. Suppliers and subcontractors were considered one of
the most crucial partners in R&D. Biggest one of the interviewed companies carries
out comprehensive market research when moving into global markets. They also
perform a thorough needs assessment regarding workwear with each client company
when a customer relationship begins.
At smaller companies, product development is not necessarily carried out systematically
and in the long term, but it still exists to some degree in the form of prototype testing,
customer feedback and new collections. In clothing design in particular, this is partially
due to the fact that workwear and outdoors clothing designs are traditional and the
attitude is that they do not need that much development. Prototypes are tested
in-house or by a test group made up of active users. It is typical to take advantage of
active users or professionals, who wear the clothes as much in just a few weeks as an
ordinary user does during an entire season. Examples of such users are the test group
for snowmobiling gear and Finland’s national alpine skiing team, which helps test
downhill skiing outfits. Customer feedback is very important and taken into account.
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However, customer surveys are carried out irregularly; it is more often about trying
to listen to the markets and new trends.
The cold-protective features of clothes or accessories have been tested by two of the
interviewed companies, in both cases the workwear, and they use product-specific
EN 342 standards. Water resistance and breathability are the two most common fabric
qualities indicated. The thermal resistance values of materials are not usually given,
but the thickness of the lining is often indicated in grams. The thermal comfort of the
piece of clothing is influenced by the entire set of clothes, the combined effect of
materials and layers of air.
User research and climate conditions expertise as research and product
development needs
Clearly discernible needs for research and product development and points of interest
included user research and protective qualities of clothes or apparel against the cold,
rain and wind, in changing conditions. The companies that operate in the specific
field of cold-protective clothing have already tested their products with the Finnish
Institute of Occupational Health, the instance granting the standard that proves the
thermal resistance qualities of a piece of clothing. An explicit distinction is made
between workwear and leisure clothing, but companies are also interested in gaining
measurable and comparable data on leisure clothing. The overall functionality of
materials and material combinations in clothes is another area of interest.
There is interest in user research because the smaller companies in particular do not
possess systematic resources for this kind of product development. It is considered
important to obtain information that can be used directly and quickly in the design
process. Especially research and testing with authentic user groups and in real-life
conditions would be appreciated. There is also interest in investigating user conceptions,
both in terms of the clothing and the company brand. Single mentions on interesting
topics for research and testing included how workwear suffices in the changing
conditions at opencast mines, material preferences of customers, customers’ willingness
to pay for Finnish work and interest in Finnish brands.
There was some interest in product development carried out using the equipment and
learning environments of the Lapland University of Applied Sciences and the University
of Lapland. As stated above, those who need a standard are already having their products tested elsewhere. However, there is interest in testing cold-protective qualities
with Arctic Power’s thermal manikins or testing finished products in the Cold Chamber
conditions or in the field from the product development perspective, also from some
manufacturers of leisure clothes. Interest in cold-protective qualities in particular was
expressed in the context of measuring an entire snowmobiling gear set, testing down
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jackets, the differences between clothes made of wool or synthetic materials, and
adding technological features to clothes and their functionality in cold temperatures
(such as temperature sensors, GPS locators).
The interviewees found it hard to find uses for body scanning services and, in part,
for 2D pattern-making and 3D fitting software with regard to the activities of their
company – that is, all interviewees except the largest company. At the large company’s
workwear service, there would be plenty of use for portable body scanners, as the
customer companies’ employees are always measured, and sometimes measurement
charts have to be made for countries where they do not exist. There is need for examples
of body scanning – the companies saw potential in scanning in developing new
products or planning and sizing competition sportswear, for example. None of the
companies used virtual fitting software; one used pattern-making and PLM (Product
Lifecycle Management) software. As is typical to the clothing industry, most of the
operations from pattern-making onwards have been outsourced to sub-contractors or
final suppliers of the clothes. Technical information packages of the designs, with the
required images and information, are provided for the suppliers. One of the small
businesses takes advantage of its solid, classical-style pattern family and makes any
changes that are needed manually.
Due to the outsourcing of operations and, at the other end of the spectrum, the traditional working methods, there is felt to be no real need for 3D fitting software. However,
the larger companies are interested in the opportunities of virtual modelling. Once
again, the largest company actively follows the field and has visions of a virtual chain
covering pattern-making, customisation and fitting, effectively reducing costs. Virtual
modelling is considered a potential tool for testing and communicating something
brand new, but also – when it works – a booster for product development. It is considered
to still be in a state of flux, and not all potential or possibilities for use have been
discovered. References of these new technologies and software applications are needed,
along with examples of the ways they can be utilised in product design, testing or
marketing. Two of the interviewees mentioned that Nike already sells nearly half of
its products based on modelling only. However, one of these interviewees assessed that
the material and fit qualities of a piece of clothing are so important to the consumer
that this can be more challenging with clothes.
Sustainable development, services and wearable technology as other
targets of interest
Other areas of interest and targets for research and product development were brought
up in the interviews, some of them through the questions and some were introduced
by the companies. Examples include taking into account environmental friendliness,
services development, co-design and wearable technology. The opportunities offered
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by virtual worlds were also brought up again. Many companies have their own quality
assurance systems, which rely on the feedback from customers and users.
The interest in the environmental friendliness of the products varies between companies
and slightly correlates with the size of the company. Those who regard it as an important
feature of contemporary clothing design are willing to invest in it. Some need external
help and reliable indicators, and one company is already taking environmental
matters into account in accordance with the ISO 14001 standard. The activities of
others who expressed interest focus on material selections and durability. Sympatex,
which is advertised as a breathable, waterproof and recyclable membrane, was brought
up by several companies in this context during the interviews. The membrane is
recyclable, but no recycling system exists at the moment. One of the interviewed
companies did a pilot project with Sympatex on a jacket made entirely of a monomaterial (polyester) – the same material the membrane is made of – in order to make
the entire product recyclable. The jacket did not go beyond the test phase, however,
due to the lack of extensive recycling systems and logistics.
There is interest in developing services, but more information and real-life examples
are needed of the advantages of service design. The largest of the interviewed companies,
however, is a real-life example of service-oriented thinking at the core of business
operations. The company markets itself as a textile service company and rents out
products for its customers. Service design is understood as a method for comprehensive
business development and aid to productisation and brand creation, and it is considered
interesting in these respects in particular. However, rental and other product-related
services were associated with retailers and programme service providers, for example.
As an example of existing services, some of the companies offered workwear customisation on three levels, and one of the small companies offers the aforementioned
warranty for mending clothes. There is also interest in observing the service environment (shops, etc.) from the consumer perspective and consumers’ conceptions of the
brand. One of the companies had visited University of Lapland’s SINCO (Service
Innovation Corner) environment, which is used in service prototyping. The possibilities
of co-design were considered interesting, possibly in the context of services. One of
the companies brought up the concept in conjunction with online sales and customisation possibilities. There is not much experience with the applications and benefits of
co-design in general.
Smart clothes, wearable technology and virtual modelling raised discussion with
some of the companies, but in a very contemplative manner. One of the companies
was ready to start testing the functionality of thermal sensors and design them into
the clothes, while another was a little more skeptical regarding whether this kind of
technology is needed in clothing. However, an interesting notion was expressed in
regard to linking intelligence and technology to the maintenance and logistics of
a product in addition to a person’s movement. When asked about virtual modelling,
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one of the interviewees independently mentioned pLAB, the Software Engineering
Laboratory at the Lapland University of Applied Sciences, and wondered whether this
kind of matters could be taken there. With one interviewee, discussion about virtual
modelling and virtual worlds led to thoughts about creating a simulated arctic urban
environment and exploring the functionality of clothes there, for example when constantly going indoors and outdoors. More detailed thought is still needed regarding
what modelling seeks to achieve and where it could be of use.
Future prospects
We asked the companies about their views on future prospects of the Arctic and,
on the other hand, their needs for forecasts of future prospects and trends. Some
companies expressed interest in this. Some companies consider trend forecasts useful
and others do not, but a multi-disciplinary take on world phenomena and the future
is considered to be of interest. There might be a demand for forecasts to support the
planning of business operations. It is also important to be able to draw conclusions
from the information or forecasts that will benefit the company
The Arctic region is considered a growing market area, and especially those who have
their eyes set on Russia see potential there. The operations of one of the companies
have clearly been affected by the current challenging market situation in Russia.
The growing utilisation of natural resources increases traffic and industry in many
fields, such as mining, which also creates growth in the market for products and clothes
made for these fields.
Climate change is considered a threat, but not everyone spares a thought for it or
considers it to inf luence their own operations. Others understand that global
warming will decrease the market, and the poor winters have already clearly reflected
in the sales figures of one of the companies. The weather fluctuations and the lack of
proper winters are a cause of such concern for the company in question that they are
already considering the need to change their product portfolio. One entrepreneur
expressed a slightly different view from the majority on the direction of climate change;
he sees a new Ice Age coming. Even those who were not influenced by global warming
mentioned increasing extreme weather events.

CONCLUSIONS AND PROPOSITIONS
User research is an important topic that is worth addressing in the ongoing activities,
future projects and method development. Early user research, usability testing and
user tests for finished products are all areas that interest companies. There is demand
for user-oriented design, product development and testing. However, it is unclear
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whether companies are willing to pay for it. The companies were interested in taking
advantage of body scanning technology as well as 2D pattern-making and 3D virtual
fitting software, but there are virtually no examples of how they could be applied to
the companies’ own product development process. The added value that they could
bring to companies should be examined and clearly represented. If the technology is
not compatible with the current business model, concept models of possible business
models should be prepared. For example, a student at the University of Lapland is
currently writing a thesis for one of the interviewed companies regarding how these
software applications could be used in the company’s business operations and design
process.
The businesses and universities conducting research and product development should
work in closer collaboration, and communication about projects and research results
should be improved. A representative of one of the companies described how, a few
years ago, they were looking for information, research and involved parties in coldprotective clothing, but could not find anything. There should be more visible and
open communication about the services related to research and product development,
and there should be more active contact with companies. Networking opportunities
and benefits between research organisations and companies are also worth looking
into. There was also general interest in the operations of the international ArcticPro
network. The companies had difficulties in determining their own needs for research,
but they were interested in new phenomena, which speaks in favour of future-oriented
research and product development activities.
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APPENDIX 1. QUESTIONS FOR MANUFACTURING COMPANIES
1. First, please describe the operations and strategy of the company on a general
level; how are these reflected in the work and goals of your team?
2. What is the target audience of the company? Are there intentions to expand
the target audience?
3. What does the company produce? Are there intentions to expand the product
portfolio?
4. How much resources does your company invest in research or product
development at the moment?
5. Is there need for user research in your company? If so, what types of things
would you like to find out from users?
6. Are you interested in participating in projects?
7. Are you interested in the activities of the ArcticPro network? If so, what kind
of information/activities of the network would interest you and how would
you like to participate? As a business member of the network or, for example,
take part in the research and product development projects together with
members of the network?
8. Do you have need for testing in product development or for end products?
For example, testing cold-protective qualities with thermal manikins or
testing end products in climate chamber conditions or in the field?
9. Does your company need body scanning services? (See the information brief
at the end of the document.)
10. Does your company use 2D pattern-making or 3D fitting software? If not,
is there a need for such 3D modelling services?
11. Does your company need support for research or product development in any
of the following:
•
•
•
•
•
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Design and style of the products?
The products’ protective qualities against the cold, rain and wind?
Environmental friendliness and ecological aspects?
Quality, durability, repairability?
Possibility to reuse/recycle the materials at the end of the life cycle?

• Developing services?
• Future foreshadowing?
• Other things, please specify?
12. How do you see the future prospects of the company in relation to the future
scenarios of the Arctic regions? Preventing and slowing down climate change
by saving energy, efficient use of resources and reducing consumption?
The Arctic as a growing market area and traffic route? The impact, threats and
opportunities of these to your own activities?
*With body scanning technology and new 3D modelling software applications, it is possible to
manufacture products with detailed, user-oriented design, better fit with exact measurements
and in the right volume, decreasing unnecessary production. This is a way of practicing sustainability in fashion design and manufacturing. With the body scanner of the University of
Lapland, you can take a person’s measurements in a few seconds; so measuring even large numbers
of people goes quickly. Using the scanner you can take over 100 measurements of a person and
create a three-dimensional, digital model of the figure. With the virtual pattern-making and
fitting software, you can make the pattern and try on the piece of clothing first before making
the actual prototype. This both helps prevent unnecessary production and facilitates early-stage
user testing.
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INTRODUCTION
One of the main goals of the ArcticPro Lapland project has been to update and improve
existing research, development and innovation facilities at the University of Lapland
and Lapland University of Applied Sciences. To do this, we sought to find out what is
needed now and in the future in the field of cold and arctic wear. The International
ArcticPro network had already in 2013 conducted a short survey for end-users and
suppliers about cold and protective wear. We decided to take a more in-depth look
into what issues especially interest or concern users, also in leisure time clothing. This
article concentrates on the insights of user research conducted with representatives of
different users of functional clothing. User needs for arctic functional wear are
discussed as well as focus points for future research and development projects surfaced.
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METHODS AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The purpose of collecting this user knowledge was to uncover immediate and emerging
needs, as well as research and development topics from the field of arctic functional
wear. Main research question was: What are the current user needs with regards to
functional clothing? This is divided into a few subquestions. What kinds of requirements
are posed for functional clothing? Are users happy with the current products on the
market? What kind of research and development needs arise with regards to functional
clothing? This research is not user research for any specific industry or field of activity
to find out user requirements for a specific type of clothing. User research serves the
interests of this project first and foremost but may also offer or strengthen new openings
to the discussion on functional clothing.
During autumn 2014, interviews of individual users of various types of functional
clothing were conducted by a group of student from the University of Lapland as
a part of their Functional Clothing course and design process. Hobbies and occupations
of the interviewees included wilderness guide, a hunter, skier, skater, a chef, motorcyclist,
a pilot, a white-water paddler and a street dancer. All interviews were conducted as
thematic, semi-structured interviews and were based on the same question form
prepared by project personnel. Themes and questions for the interviews were chosen
combining theoretical frameworks introduced later on, as well as practical considerations (see Attachment 1). Interviews conducted by students were recorded or
conducted via e-mail, transcribed and then analysed. Data was analysed with a thematic,
qualitative analysis. A loose quantitative analysis accompanied this, transforming key
concepts, and those closely related, into frequencies.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
As we are examining what kind of research and development topics stem from the
users’ perspective and what properties are generally considered important in functional
wear, we also need to take a look at the literature in the field and examine what kind
of functions are understood as relevant in functional clothing. Lists of functional
requirements vary somewhat depending on whether clothing is approached from the
perspective of physiology, ergonomics, design, fibre and textile research and so on.
These will not be dwelled on further here. For the purposes of this research, we have
chosen three different frameworks from the design perspective (Figure 1). When
embarking on a journey of designing functional clothing, understanding what kind
of information is relevant and what needs to be examined to establish the relevant
design criteria, is important. v.
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Figure 1. Frameworks for functionality requirements.
(Konola 2015 according to Lamb & Kallal 1992, Gupta 2011, Papanek 1995).

Lamb & Kallal´s (1992) FEA Consumer Needs Model has been widely used in functional
clothing research and education. Their model incorporates functional, expressive and
aesthetic considerations and is intended as a basis for developing design criteria for
functional as well as normal clothing. To Lamb & Kallal functionality means protection,
thermal comfort, fit and mobility. Expressive needs, like the need for identity and
individuality, relate to communicative and symbolic aspects that are interpreted
through culture and a variety of meanings. According to the authors, aesthetic needs
stem from our desire for beauty. Design considerations that arise from this function
category are the use of design elements like line, colour, form, texture and pattern.
They point out all of these requirements have specific concerns varying according to
target users and use-situations and that they are not mutually exclusive (Lamb &
Kallal 1992, 42 - 43). Authors report the concept of functional clothing stemming from
designing garments for people with special needs or physical disabilities, but now
perceived more widely, including classes and subclasses of workwear, sportswear,
rainwear, climbing gear and so on (Lamb & Kallal 1992, 42).
Gupta (2011) considers designing functional clothing different from everyday apparel
design and calls this process ergonomic clothing design. She defines functional
clothing as responding to user specific requirements, which are determined by the
user’s environment and activities (Gupta 2011, 327). Gupta (2011, 329) lists some
properties common to all functional clothes: “light in weight, thermoregulatory, elastic,
antimicrobial, aesthetic and durable”, but doesn’t establish the reasoning behind this
very list. More convincing is her four categories of functionality: physiological,
biomechanical, ergonomic and psychological. According to Gupta, these considerations
determine requirements which are common to all users. In Gupta’s model, factors like
energy metabolism, clothing thermal properties and ambient climatic conditions
make up the physiological requirements. Biomechanical requirements address the
mechanical characteristics of human body like structure, strength, mobility, postures
and movement. (Gupta 2011, 327-328). Ergonomic considerations relate also to mobility
and health considerations already presents in physiological and biomechanical requirements. Emphasis, however, is on the mechanical characteristics of the clothing and
how they relate to movements, postures and materials handling while working and
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workplace layout for example (Gupta 2011, 328-329). In my view, this requirement
shifts focus from the person more to the activities, surroundings and other objects
and their interaction with clothes. Psychological considerations stem from “user’s
psychological and social behaviour in response to events, people and/or environments”
(Gupta 2011, 329). Clothing aesthetics are subject to social and cultural background,
age, sex, activity, peer acceptance and group identification – just to name a few
(Gupta 2011, 329).
A product assessment tool of a six-sided function matrix introduced by Victor Papanek
in the 1970’s is also included in the theoretical framework to provide fresh approach
to examining clothing needs and functions. It doesn’t particularly address clothing
design, but has been applied in a few instances especially to functional design considerations (see for example Seppälä 2010 and Risikko & Marttila-Vesalainen 2006
referring to Anttila 1993). Papanek fractions functionality into six different aspects
that any design object needs to address. These include method, need, use, association,
aesthetics and consequences. Shortly, with method, Papanek refers to the relationship
and interaction of tools, processes and materials. He advocates that materials and
tools should be used optimally and honestly and most should be made out of materials
inherent properties. (Papanek 1984, 8). Objects are evaluated through concepts of
need and use. What do we need some object for – for survival or identity formation?
Does an object fulfil its purpose in use – does a winter jacket keep you warm?
Aesthetics and associations deal with same questions as Gupta´s psychological needs.
Very different from other frameworks is the concept of consequences. To Papanek,
design is functional only if it takes into account it´s consequences, whether social,
environmental, economic and so on. In his updated version of the function matrix,
Papanek (1995) replaced telesis with consequences. This aspect was however already
present in the first version, as the future dimension of the whole matrix that needs to
be considered. Papanek pointed out that everything we design has far reaching and
diverse consequences for example into health, income, biosphere and politics.
(Papanek 1984, 23-24).
The FEA model and Papanek´s six-sided function matrix were used as a foundation
for the questions of the user research, to cover topics as widely as possible. Later, for
the purposes of the analysis, a third framework was selected to accompany these two
and act as a background for analysis from the ergonomic and physiological, but still
designerly perspective.

REQUIREMENTS FOR FUNCTIONAL CLOTHING
Requirements for functional clothing and user needs are discussed with regards to
identified levels of needs and functionalities. Through this, answers are sought for
what kind of needs users have in regards to arctic functional clothing, what properties
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are valued and are people happy with the current products in the markets. This is done
by reflecting the user data to theoretical frameworks and examining them in the light
of general requirements, activity specific requirement and user-specific requirements.
Levels of needs and functionalities – from general to user-specific
When talking about functional clothing, there seems to be a division between general
functionality and specific functionality that is determined by a person’s environment
and activities. This division can be a bit artificial, since most functional clothing is
designed at least somewhat activity specific. General requirements can be seen as
a framework through which activity specific needs are examined and identified
through user research: “Specific concerns within the broad areas of functional, expressive
and aesthetic needs vary with the target market. Once these are identified, product assessment
determines which concerns have been addressed or neglected” (Lamb & Kallal 1992, 46).
The fuzzy division can also be described via an example. Hunters could be content
with basic outdoor functional clothing that allows them to walk in the woods and
protects them from basic climatic conditions. But when one is an active hunter, like
one of the interviewees was, faults in too generic clothing become apparent, own
needs specified and hunting specific clothing is sought. This interviewee even identified
specific clothing needs according to which game is hunted. People’s activities, the use
situation and context as well as climatic conditions create the work and hobby specific
functionality requirements for clothing. As the respondents in our user research
represent various fields of activities, from their views we can try to infer what properties
are generally valued in functional clothing, what observations arise from activity
specific clothing and how these appear in the light of our three frameworks.
As people are all unique with personal preferences and experience history,
user-specific requirements are an unavoidable point of consideration. User-specific
requirements are many times connected to psychological needs described by Gupta,
or expressive, aesthetic and associational considerations represented by Lamb and
Kallal and Papanek respectively. Gupta (2011, 329) explains that strong feelings are
often associated with aesthetics and appearance because “clothing is an extension of
one’s persona” and continues to elaborate that clothing should be in tune with users
“social and cultural background, geographical location, age, sex, activity and work
profile”. All this cannot be denied, but I would argue that perhaps especially aesthetic
needs are subservient to personal functionality preferences. These kinds of preferences
of for example on material weight and feel and on functional details were voiced by
many research participants. In user-centred design, users are considered the experts
of their own experience (see for example Sanders & Stappers 2008). So there is a reason
to believe that they can identify their personal requirements the best. For these
reasons, functionality categories of physiological and ergonomic requirements,
psychological and aesthetic requirements and finally sustainable and societal requi-
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rements are examined on three different levels: general requirements, activity specific
requirements and user-specific requirements. By going through requirement categories
from all the frameworks, we can more closely examine what kind of performance
attributes are appreciated by user and whether they are satisfied with current products.
Physiological and ergonomic requirements
Physiological and biomechanical considerations seem to be the primary general
requirements for users. Respondents considered mobility, protection from the cold
and wind as the most important properties of their functional clothing. Breathability
was not on the pre-composed questions list, but as a requirement it was very early on
mentioned by some participants. Through a loose quantitative frequency analysis it
was discovered that breathability was among the most discussed properties. Use comfort
as a property was also high on the requirement list, but as a concept it is a vague one,
because it means many things to many different peoples. Some refer to mobility when
talking about comfort, some to thermoregulatory properties and breathability and
some to the feel of the fabric on their skin. Had we interviewed only outdoor sport
hobbyists, protection from the rain and moisture would probably have been highly
important. For those it concerned, it was very important, but on average importance
was lower. Properties valued in functional materials reflect the appreciated attributes
according to activities. Respondents looked for warmth with wool and fleece, mobility
with Lycra and college fabrics and moisture management with technical materials.
Moisture management, which refers to water repellent properties, breathability and
ability to move sweat away from the skin, is an issue that fabric manufacturers have
been trying to answer for years, but users still don’t seem to be happy with the results
– at least in our small sample: “…perfect water durability…well…moisture durability
is good…-...but I would rather appreciate that the clothing breathes than that it would
be perfectly water durable.” Some respondents reported technical materials seizing to
function, accumulate frost inside in cold weather or coating membrane pores getting
blocked by sweat. When functional properties are lacking or seize to function, clothing
is often discarded. Functional stretch fabrics move the moisture away from skin, but
accumulate sweat and smells that don’t come off in washing anymore. Some users also
reported that coating membrane pores of technical textiles get blocked by sweat and
that they feel really cold next to the skin.
The complex interaction between activities, use context and climatic conditions create
the physiological, biomechanical and ergonomic requirements important to identify
for the right clothing performance for specific activities. Functional clothing needs to
adapt to different types of climatic and environmental conditions and activity levels
rather than different types of activities, as clothing is usually designed activity specific.
For example, both hunter and a hiker report to need warm, breathable yet windproof
clothes, which one needs outdoors for basic physiological protection. Energy metabolism
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and heat production can be similar with walking varying routes in the forest and
pausing occasionally. Biomechanics, with what Gupta (2011) means postures and
movements, of these activities differ to some extent, as do the ergonomic conditions
of how movements, environment and other objects interact with clothing. Hikers have
their backpacks, hiking boots and perhaps paved paths. Hunters have their backpacks, guns, ammunition belts - and for bird hunting, need to stay invisible and quiet.
Activities, movements and equipment of a wilderness guide or a hunter we can map
out, but we can never fully predict the climatic conditions they need to work and
function in and the corresponding activity levels. Chef we know works in the kitchen,
but temperature and moisture levels can vary depending on how many stoves and
devices are on and how busy the work is. This is probably why multi-functionality and
transformability were only longed for with regards to temperature and moisture
regulation. A comment by one of the research participants describes the situation
well: “Multi-functionality is realised by acquiring good shell clothing, under which one
can adjust layers.”
User can identify very personal needs for physiological and ergonomic attributes of
functional clothing. Physiological and biomechanical requirements can even be more
personal than ergonomic requirements, referring to thermal regulation, tactile and
pressure properties and weight issues. A recent study indicates that there are even six
degree differences on how people sense the same temperature. Differences are attributed to at least muscularity, age and gender and it is known that muscle produces
heat thousandfold to fat. (Tuomaala 2014). A hunter reports how he produces so much
temperature as he walks, that he “…can’t wear any thick clothing”. Wind, however gets
to him and his legs get wet in the thick forest. Thus, according to his needs, he tried
to buy a jacket and pants from the same manufacturer, but from different series because of the different properties they possessed - however “he wouldn’t sell me the
Gore-Tex pants and windstopper jacket even though I asked...he wouldn’t mix the series...”.
A wilderness guide has good experiences with wool next to her skin even though
many people think it itches: “I have sensitive skin and 100% wool doesn’t sting on my
bare skin.” A pilot reported rather unusual ergonomic conditions in the pit of a plane
that created very special needs for functional details like pockets and Velcro
attachments.
Psychological and aesthetic requirements
Appearance and aesthetics are only subsidiary requirements for users, even if they
hold a special place in the functionality frameworks. As a function, requirement or
need, appearance was rarely the first to be mentioned by user group. However, if
appearance is not appealing, or there is something wrong with it, a rejection of the
garment can occur – a common phenomenon also pointed out by Gupta (2011, 329)
and Papanek (1984, 19). All three theoretical frameworks consider aesthetics, associa-
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tions and related psychological factors important part of their function complexes.
The FEA model dedicates two thirds of the model to these considerations, but considers
aesthetics also as a tool; a tool with which aesthetic needs from the use-context,
environment and user are evaluated and transformed into design principles (Lamb &
Kallal 1992, 43). In Gupta’s model they are only a part of the fourth corner of psychological considerations. Gupta (2011, 329) clearly states that aesthetics is secondary to
functional requirements when considering functional clothing. This view is reflected
in the user study. To none of the respondents was appearance the dominating factor,
but a stylish garment and a functional cut brought value to a piece. Colours were
mentioned as the most important aesthetic factor. Answer about the importance of
aesthetic factors generally varied from “they are an essential part of selecting equipment”
to “to me not really personally”.
By digging deeper into the expression, interpretation, association continuum and
design principles of colour, line, texture and form, we can recognise more profoundly
what kind of needs users have. As hobbies and work are centred around specific
activities, more emphasis is placed on activity specific practical clothes and group
identities – than perhaps just role playing what fashion some consider as (see for
example Papanek 1984, 15). Users in the study for example want to express their role
as a chef, theme of a figure skating piece and membership of a street dance group.
Gupta (2011, 329) describes clothing aesthetics subject to many personal factors, such
as social and cultural background, peer acceptance, group identification, events and
experiences and so on. Activities, group identification and experiences seemed to be
the overriding factors with this user sample. Some respondents could name special
groups within their hobbies, based on what practicalities or style they prefer. Our
motorcyclist, for example, named “safety vest drivers”, “leathersport motorists” and
“style conscious technical textile dressers”, whereas the hunter could name groups
favouring army style, technical textiles and outdoorsy styles. Users also reported to
favour brands because of having good experiences on functionality and durability of
the brand’s clothes, not because of looks or status, attributes usually associated with
brands. Good experiences included also repair services and warranties promised to
clothes, well-fitting clothing and good materials. Colour, right fit, functional cut, as
well as style and good appearance as a part of hobbyist or professional identity, were
regarded the most important aesthetic features by user respondents. Looking good
was also a comfort factor: “…it is somehow nicer if you perhaps look good too”. Fashion
as a concept was only mentioned by the street dancer.
Even on the very personal level, the functional aspects of aesthetics are emphasised
over appearance. Values also step into play when we look at user specific requirements.
Interviewed wilderness guide, for example, expresses her ecological values through
garment choices. A chef reported he would also do this, if he was provided with the
possibility – with the workwear provided for him. Customisation and co-design
possibilities one could image having a lot to do with aesthetics and identity; making
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the garment look individual and special. Based on this small sample of people,
it seems that participation to the design or customisation of the garment in functional
clothing would be more focused on the functional properties and details. Some functional details have been added or clothes have been made to fit better. Adjusting the
length of pant leg and size of garments were among the few fixes mentioned. Most,
however, had selected their gear with such great care, that they had no need for
customization. Figure skater and street dancer reported to have customized to the
extent on adding embellishment and making performance pieces unique. Over half
of the respondents were interesting in co-design possibilities, but again focus was
more on testing, providing the user perspective and adding functional details to their
own specific needs. Desire to choose colours and have better fitting clothes are important
aesthetic properties in this regard.
Sustainable and societal requirements
Conversation about consequences and environmental issues has found its way into
the apparel field, but sustainability is still far from being considered a general requirement for clothing. Some pioneer outdoor clothing companies have taken their
environmental and social responsibility serious for a few decades now, but others have
only been awakened in the 21st century. As a part of her master’s thesis Sustainable
responsible outdoor clothing – What every designer should know, Seppälä (2010) mapped
out what outdoor companies have done for sustainable design and manufacturing
and found a clear increase in actions even during the two years she conducted her
research. A powerful key note in Ambience14 –conference by Kevin Myette (2014)
acknowledged that it is the performance that matters in functional clothing, but
advocated for the fact that it is time to start thinking that all inputs and outputs matter
just as much. The earlier ArcticPro network survey for users and suppliers didn’t include
any question concerning environmental issues, but one respondent pleaded this to be
included as a core of network activities (ArcticPro Product Supplier Survey 2013). Of
the frameworks, Papanek´s function matrix is the only one considering consequences
and efficient, clean production with his method segment. These are few of the many
reasons we wanted to find out how is environmental and ethical performance perceived
as a requirement in functional clothing.
Quality and durability can be considered general functional requirements with environmental and economic consequences. These attributes were rated high as important
properties of functional clothing by the respondents and this is also reflected on the
discussion on clothing lifespans. Lifespan of the respondents’ functional garments
varied greatly, but some were surprisingly short. Skier, chef, street dancer and paddle
estimated the lifespan of their clothing shortest – maximum of two years. These clothes
got broken, burned, wore off, started pilling or developed wash resistant odours. More
durable clothing is discarded if they no longer function as intended, for example keep
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you warm or dry. On the other end there were wilderness guide and a hunter who
both had strong cotton fabric outdoor jackets aged 15 and 25 years respectively. Both
were dyed once for better colour and were still perfectly usable. Technical clothes,
made from technical textiles, users estimated, or hoped to last at least five years. One
respondent mentioned how these technical properties no longer work after that time.
Pants many regarded to worn more easily because they are more exposed to wearing
and tearing and washed more often. Few of the respondents also mentioned to discard
clothes when they no longer liked the style. Used clothing either ended up in the
dumpster, recycling centres or flea markets. Good quality clothing some resold online.
Ecological concerns seem to be activity and user-specific, depending on whether these
issues are discussed or brought up in hobbyist groups or whether users personally
hold green values. Generally ecological issues were somewhat on the respondents’
minds, but the level of knowledge or actions was not great. Motor sport respondent
clearly declared he is not interested in this issue, but others paid some attention or
would like to pay more. Hobbyists spending time in nature, like hunter and hiker,
seemed most interested. Choices would be made based on ecological considerations if
there was more selection and if the prices were the same. This observation is shared
by Seppälä (2010) in her interviews with mountaineers and kite snowboarders. What
respondents considered as ecological solutions were local production, natural and
recycled materials, long lifespan, reuse and manufacturer’s take-back and recycling
responsibilities. One respondent would like to know about origins and toxicity of the
materials. When asked in more detail about the interest in utilising materials at the
end of a products lifespan, most of the respondents had not thought about this.
Methods for utilisation they could think of, were the same as previously mentioned,
recycling or reusing as such. Only the chef thought of his torn jacket as a material for
something else: “Yeah maybe someone could make a carpet out of it if nothing else”,
referring to the tradition of making rag rugs.
Moving from ecological to ethical considerations, the requirements became more
user-specific as values and awareness play a role in consumption choices. Over ethical
issues, respondents seem to favour domesticity. A statement by one of the respondents
describes quite well the attitude towards interest in the origins of clothing and ethical
issues: “In principle yes, in practice no.” Views were polarised as people were either
interested or not really interested because they don’t think about these things. The
idea of domesticity was encouraged, but not everyone was able to distinguish between
domestic brands and domestic production. Those who did, favoured Finnish brands
because they hoped at least some of the revenues to stay in Finland. Issues people
considered important with regards to origins of the clothing were origins of the materials, corporate responsibility especially with regards to repair and warranty questions
and paying living wages to garment workers.
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METHODS FOR MEETING FUNCTIONALITY REQUIREMENTS
Once expected requirements are established for clothing, methods for fulfilling those
needs should be considered in the design phase. Lamb & Kallal (1992, 44) describe this
phase as the design refinement phase where priorities are established with regards to
identified needs. To Gupta (2011, 328, 329, 331), many different considerations in
garment design and garment assembly processes are essential to fulfil requirements
– and together these considerations should make up a clothing system. Here, methods
for answering identified functionality requirements are discussed in the light of
insights from the user data and theoretical frameworks. We follow along the lines of
Gupta’s performance system model and process of designing clothes where methods
for fulfilling needs are material selection, clothing design, assembly and testing,
but add our own dimension of thinking further into systems, such as product-system
services. This discussion is intended to further identify urgent research and product
development needs in the field.
Methods for meeting physiological and ergonomic requirements
Materials are the most obvious choice for answering physiological requirements as
new and innovative materials are continuously developed to answer special needs.
Textiles are tested for a variety of performance and quality measures, but transferring
these results into clothing systems and real life use situations can be challenging.
According to Gupta (2011, 331) moisture management and breathability are the dominating factor in material selections today, but as we demonstrated, users still don’t
seem to be content with the results. According to Gupta, (2011, 329), overall material
properties are hard to predict, because there are so many factors in play all the way
from fibre construction and yarn properties to weave patterns – not to mention
mechanical and chemical finishes and coatings. Technical textiles like water repellent
fabrics may be great in appropriate climate, but users report them turning stiff and
gathering in frost as weather gets cold. Performance measures like water vapour
resistance, thermal resistance and water repellence can be tested according to standardized measures. Skin model test, with which many textiles are tested on, however,
are considered the least accurate method (Meinander 2012, referring to Umbach 1981).
In many functional clothes, relevant numbers for waterproofness or breathability are
presented in tags or info sheets. This is an example of the type of information some of
our respondents paid attention to. For some, who reported not needing this information,
trust was not high for standards or certificates to guarantee the functionality of
a piece. They based their claims on experience: “A typical example: A cheap riding
jacket has materials that fulfil requirements of a waterproof standard, but the seams
give up after six months use. Looks good on paper, but doesn’t work in real life”.
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Because physiological sensations and ergonomic conditions are created by so many
different parameters, thinking in terms of full clothing systems instead of just materials
advances requirement fulfilment. Correct sizing, pattern making for a moving body
and assembling garments components according to activities can fulfil many functional
requirements from mobility to thermal regulation. Factors affecting thermal balance
are for example metabolism, level of activity and heat production as well as heat transfer
through respiration and skin (Risikko & Marttila-Vesalainen 2006, 23). It is obvious
that weather factors like wind and moisture, just as current activity and movements
affect this balance, not to mention the looseness of clothing, that allow air flow in and
out. Gupta (2011, 332) points out the importance of layering and zoning multiple
fabrics like mesh for ventilation, stretch for mobility and padding for insulation on
pattern and body areas for answering specific needs. Assembling a number of different
fabrics with varying properties into ergonomic patterns in critical locations, increases
garment functionality in many respects (Gupta 2011, 333). This is also discovered and
wished for by users. Especially outdoor hobbyists could point out very specific materials
needs to specific body locations according to their normal activities. A hiker was
looking for flexibility in the knees. A hunter also pointed out special locations:
“Of course pants could be like, from the knees down, waterproof and then bottom also
so that one could sit down somewhere”. He also identified the importance of correct fit
in thermal regulation. Clothing systems, especially for thermal regulation are many
times tested with thermal manikins. The transferability of manikin results to human
activities is debatable. A recent study for example points out how “thermal manikins
offer a limited representation of the clothing thermal and evaporative properties” for
sport activities (Redortier et al. 2014).
Activity specific pattern engineering aided with modern 3D technology could offer
great advantages for ergonomic clothing design. Garments testing, however, could
ultimately be the method that determines overall functionality. Gupta (2011, 332)
emphasises how ergonomic design requires “3D anthropometric data captured in multiple
realistic postures.” To speed this up, body scanners that measure in dynamic mode and
capture shape, size and posture data, can be used. Gupta continues that independent
size charts should be developed for each type of activity or clothing. This is clearly not
done for some chefs’ clothing, since our respondent reported his pants tearing apart
from the crotch often. Mobility and free range of motion was among the most highly
rated properties among respondents. Functional fit and different body types and sizes
were a topic of discussion. When asked about interest to take part in the clothing
design process, enabling better fit and sizing for different body types was among the
reasons mentioned. Body scanners can produce the data to develop better fitting and
even individual clothing. Dutch army scans their soldiers to find the appropriate
size for clothing (Daanen et al. 2014) and scanning is also examined as a way to
develop more accurate and versatile size charts and better wearing comfort (De Raeve
et al. 2014). Because of the interaction of materials, garment construction, assembly
and the interaction of garments with user activities, weather conditions and environ-
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ment are so complex, Gupta (2011, 333) calls for holistic test procedures which test
various performance parameters under actual conditions, on field tests with real
humans. She acknowledges that human subjectivity can raise many issues, but thus
advocates accompanying field tests with objective measurements and further development of this kind of test procedures.
Answering functionality requirements with technology is an ongoing discussion,
but from the user perspective there might not be a great demand for it. Embedded or
wearable technology that combines ICT components with textiles has already expanded
into commercial applications. Smart textiles, like phase change materials that react to
environmental conditions, can already be found in bed linen and sock threads,
in addition to functional clothing. These innovations are expected to play an increasing
role in the field of functional clothing (Gupta 2011, 330) and a few of respondents also
mentioned these developments perhaps to be part of the future “perhaps some of that
smart technology then at some point..”. Use or need for intelligent solutions, e-textiles
or smart materials, however, was not great among the respondents. One user mentioned
Outlast, the phase changing material and that he has read about it, but is a bit sceptical
of its functionality. Most could not think of any examples, nor imagine solutions that
they would need. A few of the respondents hoped clothing to facilitate carrying and
using already existing technology like mobile phones, GPS- devices or mp3s.
What these users rather envisioned or hoped for future clothing in terms of materials,
were quality and durability, solution for the breathability versus water durability
dilemma and rise of ecological and natural materials next to technical ones.
Methods for meeting psychological and aesthetic requirements
Developing modularity in garment manufacturing, assembling components according
to specified needs and combining this with participatory design, could fulfil not only
functional requirements, but also psychological needs of individuality and aesthetics.
In addition to customised water proofing, breathability and pocket layout solutions,
some respondents were hoping for customised colour and fabric options and individual
fit for functional garments: “Sure it would be great if the design was just right for your
own body.” Colours were the one aesthetic property that everyone regarded as highly
important. Colour preferences at the same time are very individualistic. Respondent
who hoped for customised pockets continues, and sums up many of the discussed
reason for participating in the design or manufacturing customised clothing:
“Colours and effect colours as well and possibly also materials. Also especially in my
body type often pants are way too long, so the sizing should be flexible. “ Over half of
the respondents would like to take part in designing clothing, two of them specified
that as a part of the testing team, but others hoped to express their ideas and views as
users, develop better sizing and fit and be able to customise pieces and add features
according to specified needs. Methods for user involvement beyond traditional user
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research methods and mass-customisation options are currently being discussed and
researched in the field (see for example McCann 2014, Konola 2014).
By designing new kind of product service systems, one could perhaps find novel solutions
for psychological and aesthetic requirements. Better measuring and sizing with 3D
body scans and computer aided designing and manufacturing with pattern engineering
and fitting software, as well as rapid manufacturing techniques are predicted to
revolutionise the industry and provide people with on-demand produced unique
clothing. Gupta (2011, 334) sees a lot of research still needed in these areas and growth
a bit slow, but potential is clearly identified. Building infrastructure, technology and
user friendly product service systems around this, could aid in fulfilling personal
aesthetic and functional needs. Especially offering pro-amateurs a chance for participatory design, customisation or production-on-demand could be a vital business
plan. They usually know what they want and are ready to pay for it. As it became clear
in the interviews, they are not so interested in rental services, but rather quality clothes
just right for them. Hunter for example makes carefully considered decisions, expects
his clothing to last a long time and had calculated how much one use instance of
a quality gear will approximately cost him. Connecting production on demand
facilities with repair and customization services would serve these needs well. Performers,
like figure skaters, on the other hand have needs of very limited lifespan. Costumes
must also always correlate with the theme. Instead of making new unique costumes
every time, activity specific rental and customisation services could be set up. Renting
performance pieces from another figure skating team in another city is what our
respondent’s figure skating team had once tried. Identifying potential activities and
user groups for developing product-service systems is an acute research and development
topic.
Methods for meeting sustainable and societal requirements
Materials as a starting point for sustainability is the very basic, and perhaps most
understood and developed level at this point. More sustainable materials and
recycling methods are developed and brought into the markets as we speak. Ambience
‘14 –conference for example heard promising research results on the recyclability of
cellulose fibres (Ma et al. 2014). Durable, non-toxic and recycled materials also interested
user respondents. Quality, health and safety at the moment, however, seem to be overshadowed by the striving for fulfilling and exceeding performance parameters.
A change in priorities, I believe, is just waiting around the corner. Environmental
certificates like Oeko-Tex and Bluesign are already responding to the need for safer
and more sustainable textiles. Myette, director at Bluesign Technologies, points out
the fact that performance today is created by chemicals – at least 40 000 different
chemicals identified by REACH, some more harmful to the people and the environment than others – and many with unknown consequences (Myette 2014). From the
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perspective of chemicals, REACH (see for example Tukes 2014) is an example of
minimum EU and national regulation that is required to achieve improvements.
However, when the responsibility of identifying and regulating harmful substances is
left to the industry, results are not impressive (see for example Greenpeace 2012).
Government decrees can speed up the development of more sustainable solutions.
From 2016 onwards textile waste is no longer allowed in landfills in the EU and this
regulation is spurring up new innovations in material recycling. The above mentioned
cellulose recycling methods could even be applied to dirty textiles (VTT 2014).
Methods for clothing design as an answer to sustainability or societal requirements
are emerging, but strategies especially suitable for functional clothing need further
examination. Research on apparel sustainability has already produced a huge variety
of methods and strategies how clothing companies and designers can start reducing
their environmental impacts. Based on phases in the haute couture design process,
Gwilt (2011, 68) for example had identified sustainable strategies like design for
end-of-life strategies, design for disassembly, design for waste minimization, design
for slower consumption, user participation and product-service systems. Approaches
like cradle-to-cradle, slow design or zero waste design are becoming household concepts, but strategies like open-source design, understanding patterns and rhythms of
use, updatable clothing or participatory design that Flecther (2008) adds to the growing
list of sustainable strategies, are perhaps less known. As Gupta (2011, 331) puts it, the
activity of clothing design involves many iterative and parallel steps beyond material
selection and it is these steps of determining garments components, size and fit,
drawing form, lines and patterns that determine many of the important functionality
parameters. They also determine a lot of the environmental impact. Here, we shall
examine methods perhaps especially suitable for functional clothing design based on
reflections and insights from the user interviews.
Users might not be that good in identifying or expressing their specific needs and thus
developing methods to help with this, can already be a solution in getting the right
needs and functions meet. When respondents were asked to describe the clothing,
gear and conditions related to the activity, the length and depth of answers varied
greatly. Some of the differences can be contributed to e-mail answers being generally
shorter, but another contributing factor was the respondents’ age and experience.
Those who could identify and describe conditions and performance requirements in
detail can be described as pro-amateurs, a term coined by Eric von Hippel (2005).
These were the ones who reported to going to great lengths in finding the right
clothing and gear: “Again we come to this that, there is this conservative guy who doesn’t
think about these things. They just go and buy something and then amaze how uncomfortable a piece is. They don’t go through the trouble of trying out. I am such a fool that
when I go to the store to buy a riding jacket (for downhill skiing) I even have my helmet
with me. So that I can try the hood on with my own helmet.” True-amateurs, who are
perhaps starting their hobby, are less experienced and thus less apt in explicating what
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are all the factors placing demands on the clothing. Thus they easily make bad
purchase choices. A few users told examples where their less experienced friends
bought cheap gear that simply broke after short use. Services like clothing coaching
could help people to find their real needs and better clothing. Rental services where
beginners could familiarise themselves with truly quality functional clothing, could
results in wiser long-term purchases. Rental services also answer for short term,
specific needs and trying out new activities. Respondents who were active hobbyists
were not really interested in renting their clothes, because they use them so often, but
a few identified the need to rent activity specific clothing for trying out new things.
Life-cycles should be considered in the fullest sense of the cycle word and turned into
design strategies. Combining lifecycles and rhythms thinking with circular economy
efficiency, the industry could develop very functional clothing systems. Functional
clothes often serve real needs and they are bought for a purpose. Most respondents
expressed a hope their clothing would last a long time. Many items were reported to
have rather short lifetime, even as short as just six months. Pieces that only have short
lifetimes, should be identified and manufactured so that material can be put back into
circulation in closed – loop systems. The idea of circular economy, biological and
technical closed-loop systems where materials circulate was introduced by McDonough
and Braungart (2002). Through this kind of lifetimes and rhythms thinking and
accumulating understanding on patterns of use and maintenance, Flecther (2008, 169)
suggests for we can develop “resource-efficient rhythms and speeds of consumption”.
As an example, she suggests biodegradable underwear and on the slow end, a durable
quality wool jacket with and updatable design and immaculate maintenance instructions
(Flecther 2008, 178, 182). Quality functional clothing represents this kind of slow
jacket – two of the users had jackets aged 15 years and over. Patagonia currently has
a campaign for promoting longer use of their quality garments, backed up with online
repair guides and sewing kits (Worn Wear 2015 & Ifixit 2015). The monopoly of high-tech
materials in the functional clothing industry, what Gupta (2011, 334) refers to as a
challenge for smaller players to come into the market, makes also users input
challenging. It is difficult to repair a waterproof jacket with a friend’s sewing machine
because the needle makes extra holes into the coating. If DIY repair is made difficult,
companies should provide guarantee repair services like one the respondents mentioned,
to ensure longer lifetimes for their products. Also if users are unable to think of and
demand cradle-to-cradle solutions, as it seemed with this small sample, it is the
industries or governments responsibility to develop them. One user remembered an
example where he could return his old jacket to the manufacturer and get a discount
for purchasing a new one. This jacket was collected to be sent to developing countries,
but full recycling of for example polyester clothing has been possible for years. Many
outdoor companies collaborate with a Japanese company called Teijin on their closedloop recycling system for polyester (Teijin 2015). The Finnish Innovation Fund Sitra
and The Federation of Finnish Textile and Clothing Industries FINATEX are launching
a project concerning circular economies of textiles (Finatex 2014).
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Design criteria for functional clothing should be established based on the general
requirements of physiology and ergonomics, aesthetic and psychological needs as well
as sustainable and societal considerations. These dimension need to be considered
also on the activity and user specific levels. The most important requirements and
pressing needs from the user interviews also revealed topics where further research
and development is needed.
Thermal regulation, moisture management, correct fit and mobility are what people
look for and are still lacking. Varying arctic condition pose a challenge for technical
textiles, so development is still needed on materials. These issues, however, are perhaps
more effectively dealt with thinking is terms of clothing systems; layering and zoning
appropriate materials accordingly. Poor quality clothing out in the markets is also
a reason for bad experiences. Rental services and coaching could help users identify
their own needs and good quality clothing just for them and avoid bad purchases.
With aesthetics, a basic level of acceptability is a default, but since aesthetics is a subsidiary requirement when it comes to functional clothing, other psychological needs
should be emphasised. Design principles of fit, form and even functional accessories,
as well as group or professional identity are valued over fashionability, textures or
brands. For functional clothing brands, it would pay off to invest in detail and fit
customisation possibilities as well as repair and guarantee services rather than just
brand marketing or producing new collections every season. Rental services are again
an option for those who regularly need new aesthetics, like performers.
Even though technological development might not be what users need in terms of
wearable technology, technological solutions like body scanning, computer aided
design and manufacturing could help answer user needs more efficiently. Body scanning
in realistic postures could help develop activity specific size chart. Developing modularity and customization options in design and manufacturing can answer to both
functional and psychological requirements. Manufacturing for demand would
produce only for real and individual needs. Development of product-service systems
and business models is also necessary to make this kind of technology affordable and
viable to both, producer companies and users.
Finally, I advocate a shift into a dimension of systemic and circular thinking, where
needs are answered with resource efficient product-service systems. The world is full
of functional clothing, many of them world class, high performance gear, developed
for different kinds of sports and activities in different conditions. World is full of
users, in different conditions busy with different activities and use-related specific
needs. New sports and activities are also developed along the way and thus new needs
are generated. Then there is earth, our biosphere with limited resources and need for
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human species to sustain its existence and wellbeing on this planet. Whose needs
should we answer? What kind of requirements should we place first? Instead of debating
on hierarchies, we need to start implementing and developing multiple strategies for
overall wellbeing. We need a paradigm shift in the overall goals and aims of the apparel
industry, that Flecther (2008) for example advocates and we need to rethink our
inputs, outputs and supply chains, as Myette (2014) suggests. Also, instead of products
we need to start thinking in terms of systems and services. There are multiple ways
of fulfilling people’s needs and it might not be a new fabric, coating or technological
development – it might be services through which people can find the right existing
product for their current needs and from which used products continue on to next
cycles.
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ATTACHMENT 1. INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE
A. Background information						
1. Name & Age
2. Profession
3. Tell something about your work/hobby where functional clothing is needed
A. Use context and needs
4. What kind of clothing or gear you need for your hobby/work? Where do you
get them from?
5. In what kind of conditions clothing is used?
6. What do you consider as their primary function (for example protection,
communication, identity)
7. What kinds of properties are important for you in clothing and gear?
• Protection from the cold
• Protection from the wind
• Protection from rain and moisture
• Use comfort
• Mobility
• Ease of maintenance
• Visibility
• Quality and durability
• Transformability and multi-functionality
8. What is especially good and especially bad in the current clothing you have?
B. Aesthetics and associations
9. Are the design and style of clothing important to you? What properties
particularly?
10. Do you favour clothing from particular manufacturers or brands? If so, why?
11. What type of clothing is favoured in your field of activities?
C. Materials, production, product and service solutions
12. What do materials mean to you in clothing? What materials do you favour
and why?
13. Clothes maintenance – how and how often it is done?
14. Do you customise your clothing? Why?
15. Would you like to influence or take part in designing clothing? How?
16. Do your work/hobbyist clothing have any technology or intelligence
embedded in them? If so, what kind and why? If not, would you need any?
17. Do you ask for tested information on clothing properties? Pay attention to
certificates or standards?
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18. Would you be interested in using a clothing service, where you for example
rent the clothes you need for a certain period of time and this service would
also take care of maintenance and disposal?
D. Consequences
19. What is the average lifetime of your work/hobby clothing?
20. For what reasons are the clothes disposed? Where do they end up?
21. Is environmental friendliness something you pay attention to in clothing?
22.Is transparency in production processes important to you (for example who
makes the materials or who make the clothes and where)?
23. Are there domestic options to the types of clothing you wear? Would you like
there to be and would you be willing to pay for domestic production?
24. Are you interested in materials utilisation at the end of life cycle?
E. Future and visions
25. What type of clothing do you think is needed in your field of activities in the
future?
26. How do you think products or services in your field should be developed?
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»»PERSPECTIVES

ON ARCTIC WORK AND
PROTECTIVE WEAR REQUIREMENTS AND SOLUTIONS
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Sanna Konola

INTRODUCTION
One of the main goals of the ArcticPro Lapland project has been to update and improve
existing research, development and innovation facilities regarding arctic protective
wear at the University of Lapland and Lapland University of Applied Sciences. To do
this, we sought to find out what is needed now and in the future in the field of cold
and arctic wear. To continue the work started in ArcticPro network survey conducted
in 2013, we decided to examine what themes or issues especially interest or concern
suppliers and users and where they see research is needed. This article concentrates
on the insights of user research conducted with representatives of different companies
and organisations using work and protective wear in arctic conditions. User needs for
arctic work and protective wear are discussed as well as focus points for future research
and development projects surfaced.

METHODS AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The purpose of this user research is to uncover immediate and emerging needs and
research and development topics from the field of arctic work and protective clothing.
The main research question is: What are the current user needs with regards to work
and protective wear? This is divided into a few subquestions. What kinds of requirements are posed for workwear today? Are users happy with the current products in
the markets? What kind of research and development needs arise with regards to
the products and services in focus? This research is not user research for any specific
industry or field of activity. User research serves the interests of this project first and
foremost but may also offer or strengthen new openings to the discussion on work and
protective clothing used in our climatic conditions.
During autumn and winter 2014, interviews of individuals from different companies
and organisations using work and protective clothing were conducted. The positions
of the interviewees ranged from head of security managers to different types of
managers and workers. Fields that were interviewed in this sample, were construction,
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forestry and forest research, power-, telecommunications and ICT network building
and maintenance, snow research and tourist safari services. All interviews were
conducted by the project personnel as thematic, semi-structured interviews and were
based on the same question form prepared by project personnel (Attachment 1).
Themes and questions for the interviews were chosen combining theoretical frameworks introduced later on, as well as practical considerations. Interviews were recorded
on audiotape, all but one conducted via e-mail, transcribed and then analysed. Data
was analysed with a thematic, qualitative analysis. A loose quantitative analysis
accompanied this, transforming key concepts, and those closely related, into frequencies.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
As we are examining what kind of research and development topics stem from
the users and what properties are generally considered important in work and protective
wear, we also need to take a look at the literature in the field and examine what kind
of requirements are considered relevant. The field of work and especially protective
wear is very different from the field on functional clothing in the sense that it falls
under many legislative frameworks starting from European safety and health legislation,
national laws and can also be affected by field specific collective labour agreements.
Thus, as one of my frameworks, I will use The Directive on Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 89/686/EEC which defines the basic requirements to be satisfied by personal
protective equipment and the accompanying SFS-EN ISO 13688:2013 harmonised
European standard drafted to facilitate proof of conformity with the requirements.
To my understanding, similar basic requirements for non-protective workwear issued
by a directive don’t exist, but employers do have the responsibility to guarantee their
workers’ health and safety at work (Työturvallisuuslaki 23.8.2002/738). Only a few
theoretical models on the design processes of protective clothing design have been
presented (Black, Kapsali, Bougourg, & Geesign 2005, 64). However, Black et al. (2005)
have put together a tree of functional design requirements (adapted from McCann
1999) that demonstrates primary and secondary considerations for protective wear
and divides it into more detailed sub-choices. Thirdly, as a framework for identifying
product requirements and establishing design criteria, I will use a product assessment
tool of a six-sided function matrix introduced by Victor Papanek in 1970’s. It doesn’t
particularly address clothing design, but has been applied in a few instances especially
to functional design considerations (see for Risikko & Marttila-Vesalainen 2006
referring to Anttila 1993).
The PPE directive lays down basic requirements for all PPE. First and foremost “PPE
must provide adequate protection against all risks encountered” (89/686/EEC, Annex
II). Directive then states general design principles to be taken into account; ergonomics
and levels and classes of protection and risks. Harmlessness, or innocuousness of PPE
refers to minimising any obstructions to movements, postures or sensory perception,
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as well as avoiding adverse effect of materials or their decomposition residue, PPE
parts or their surfaces, to the user. Comfort and efficiency are highlighted in their own
clause and include requirements of adaptation of PPE to user morphology “by all
appropriate means” and PPE being as light and strong as possible with regards to
adequate protection. Finally, PPE must be accompanied with use instruction that
includes, for example, instruction on the proper use, maintenance and storage instruction,
fitting, dressing and undressing instructions if applicable, possible use limitation
instruction and so on. ISO 13688:2013 standard for the general requirements of protective
clothing provides more hands on means to conform to the requirements presented in
the directive. To determine the innocuousness of materials for example, the standard
directs towards familiarising oneself “with information on the classification and identification of harmful substances” provided in the REACH regulation, but provides also
a flowchart of questions for determining acceptability of materials (ISO 13688:2013, 4.2).
It must be noted that the standard on general requirements is always used together
with specific standard for specific protection.
The tree of requirements in the design development of protective clothing by Black
and Kapsali identify five primary requirements that design must consider (Figure 1).
These include identification of user needs, overall clothing system, protective function,
form and style and finally performance and cost (Black et al. 2005, 69-70). There is
perhaps some overlap between ergonomic considerations of user need and needs of
the body mentioned in the context of protective requirements, but on the other hand
this model includes considerations not voiced in any legislative framework.

Figure 1. Main requirements and a few branches of the tree of requirements in the design
and development of protective clothing (Konola 2015 after Black & Kapsali in Black et al.
2005, 70). Alkuperäinen tiedosto nimellä APW requirements.
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For example form and style refer to considerations of culture of activity and contemporary aesthetics, which can influence the acceptance of workwear, as authors suggest
(Black et al 2005, 61). Black et al. (2005, 65,70) do acknowledge a review on legislation
and standards as a part of the process of apparel product development, more specifically the problem exploration phase, but have included standards only as a small sub
stick of their performance and cost branch.
Papanek fractions functionality into six different aspects that any design object needs
to address. These include method, need, use, association, aesthetics and consequences.
Shortly, with method, Papanek refers to the relationship and interaction of tools,
processes and materials. He advocates that materials and tool should be used optimally
and honestly and most should be made out of materials inherent properties. (Papanek
1984, 8). Objects are evaluated through concepts of need and use. We need protective
clothing for protection and they can be evaluated through whether they function as
intended in use. Or are there perhaps more diverse needs and who dictates what needs
are taken into account? Aesthetics and associations deal somewhat with same questions
as Black et al.’s form and style, as Papanek’s associations as cultural preconditionings
can also be understood as cultures of activities. Different from other frameworks is
the concept of consequences. To Papanek design is functional only if it takes into
account it’s consequences, whether social, environmental, economic and so on. PPE
directive, however, presents some echoes of this as it calls for harmlessness of the
materials. ISO standard specifying this acknowledges environmental impact of
product in all life-cycle stages, but only includes suggestions to minimise environmental impact and an informative Annex F regarding environmental aspects such as
material selection, recycling and packaging to name a few (ISO 13688:2013).

REQUIREMENTS FOR WORK AND PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
Through introducing the frameworks we have established that lists of requirements
vary depending on where clothing is approached from; a legislative, design focused or
environmentally considerate point of view. These frameworks will be further discussed
next to insights from the user research conducted. It is worth pointing out that work
and protective wear requirements will only be discussed in the context of the above
mentioned industries and fields of work. Possible dangers or hazards presented here
include only mechanical, temperature and electricity hazards as opposed to for
example chemical or biological hazards that can present themselves in other kinds of
work.
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Levels of requirements – from legislation to work and user specific requirements
When we are talking about Finnish work and protective wear, requirements posed by
national and EU wide legislation are the first level of requirements to be taken into
account. If the risk assessment that is required to be carried out in all workplaces
shows that PPE is needed, then this dictates that acquired and designed clothing also
needs to conform to 89/686/EEC directive. As already presented, this directive states
some general design principles to be taken into account when designing PPE. Even
though no protective wear is needed, according to the Finnish work legislation, the
employer has an obligation to take care of the employee’s safety at work. The employee
must be provided with appropriate equipment when working conditions or nature of
the work so require (Työturvallisuuslaki 23.8.2002/738). Two research institutes from
our respondents serve as a good example where no special protective clothing is needed,
but where the employer provides the workers with appropriate clothing for outdoor
work they must regularly conduct. The keywords here are safety and clothing
appropriate for work.
When talking about work and protective wear, there are at least two kinds or users
that pose their own requirements for the clothing: the employer organisation, and the
worker. In Finland, trade unions may have also defined requirements for workwear
into the collective labour agreements. For example, in the food industry employee is
obliged to provide workwear, but also because of the hygiene requirements, take care
of the maintenance (Toimiva työ- ja suojavaatetus 1996). PAM, a trade union for people
working in the private service sector has negotiated that employees in the retail sector
must provide their permanent workers with appropriate workwear, but this is not
always complied with (ESS 2012). From our interviews we discovered that in organisations where special PPE is not required and organisations don’t have a nationwide
unified image, workers can influence the acquired clothing a lot; decisions were done
as a team while working conditions, individual and general requirements were discussed
and negotiated. With bigger firms we interviewed people locally responsible for work
security or workwear acquisition. They knew the working conditions, job requirements and PPE needed well, but they didn’t know much about the company procurement
criteria. It can be inferred that needs vary according to organisation and user levels.
Legislative and protective requirements
To both user representatives, protection can be considered as the basic requirement
workwear. Employees are required by law to protect the workers and workers, at least
in our small sample, consider protection as the most important attribute for work and
protective clothing. What protection is needed from depends on the activity.
Risk assessment determines what kinds of hazards are likely to be encountered at
a workplace. These can be anything from mechanical, biological, heat and fire to
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radiation. At a construction site, for example, mechanical protection is needed from
head to toe with added visibility. PPE is always designed to protect from one or more
types of hazards. There are specific standards for most commonly identified hazards
such Protection against heat and flame (ISO 7000-2417) or Protection against cut and
stabs (ISO 7000-2483), just to name a few. Black et al. (2005, 69) address protection
requirements as any specific protection required, but also speak in more general terms
of protective functions arising from needs of the body and demands of the activity.
This can be seen as a more determining perspective for normal workwear.
As we are talking about artic wear, respondents first and foremost required protection
from the cold and moisture or rain. Cold or foul weather, however, are not considered
a serious hazard if conditions are not “of a neither exceptional nor extreme nature”
(89/686/EEC). There are three classes of PPE with regards to the risk and protection
level, but the first level equipment doesn’t need EC –type examination. It is interpreted
that ”user can himself assess the level of protection provided against the minimal risk
concerned the effects of which, when they are gradual, can be safely identified by the user
in good time” (89/686/EEC: Article 8). In Finland it is expected that workers dress
according to the weather conditions and protective clothing as PPE is only needed
with exceptional conditions that would intensify adverse effects of the weather
(Työsuojeluhallinto 2010, 6). Probably due to the broad interpretation possibilities,
protection from the cold is not followed by the directive book and standards, but by
common sense. Cold is often not assessed a hazard requiring EC –type examined PPE,
but workers are protected from the cold by providing appropriate winter clothing,
in some instances also mid-layer.
Physiological and ergonomic requirements
Physiological and ergonomic requirements of comfort and ergonomics, as examples,
can be considered the very basic general requirements for any work and protective
clothing. European Directive 89/686/EEC also considers ergonomics in addition to
protection as the primary design principle. As a summary, clothing should be designed
and manufactures so, that activities can be normally performed while enjoying
highest protection possible, so that correct positioning of PPE is facilitated with
regards to movements and postures and so that it is as light, strong and efficient as
possible. In our user research, thermal comfort and protection from the cold, moisture
management and overall functionality of workwear with regards to mobility, correct
fit and thus operational capability were the properties most highly regarded. In Black
et al.’s (2005) tree of requirements comfort arises from the needs of the body and
ergonomic requirements refer to ease of movement and ease of dressing and undressing.
In the ISO 13688:2013, comfort is one of the basic health and ergonomic requirements
and refers to correct fit, allowing proper movements, avoiding heat stress and injuring
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or irritating surfaces (ISO 13688:2013, 4.4). Our respondents mostly discussed comfort
in terms of thermal comfort, mobility, sizing and performance.
Perhaps a distinct feature of arctic work and protective wear is that thermal comfort
and protection from the cold climb high in the requirement priorities. These features
are considered most important features of any workwear during the winter, fall and
early spring by the respondents. Quantitative analysis also revealed this as the most
discussed topic right after protection and safety. In many jobs people are out there no
matter rain or shine, freezing cold or wet sleet. Construction sites usually have cold
limits somewhere around -20°C and snow researchers can choose to stay indoors on
the worst days, but for example electricity grid repair men can work “in extreme
conditions” as broken power lines need to be repaired as fast as possible. Interestingly,
even though this is considered very important, only two of the respondents had heard
about the existence of a standard on protection against cold environment (EN 342).
One respondent had not heard about this, but suspected that their clothing has it,
because “…there are those standards there in our (ordering system)…but I have never
really read them...”. One respondent knew this standard very well but didn’t see it
compulsory or relevant because “the results chart (about thermal insulation and level
of performance) is only directional, because for example wind and air moisture affect
thermal comfort so much.” Rather than standards, organisations and workers seem to
trust common sense and experience. Generally work and protective wear was
considered warm by the respondents. Problems and cold are experienced with extremities like hand and feet. Especially cut resistant gloves were mentioned to be cold as
well as protective boots. Protective boots were also mentioned very slippery.
Adverse health effects of the cold are well known and Finnish employers and employees
probably consider and take care of appropriate protection quite well, but it can be
asked, should more attention be paid to this issue. The EN 342 standard for protection
against cold environment characterises cold environment as “combination of humidity
and wind at air temperature below -5°C” (SFS-EN 342:2005). This technical specification
implies that EC marked clothing should be worn below these conditions. Also
discomfort due to cold starts to appear already in 10°C (Työsuojeluhallinto 2015).
Also garments certified by the EN 342 standard, are tested with two layers of undergarments. The provision of mid-layers or undergarments, however, seems to be optional.
In our small respondent group, most employees only provide workers with the outer
layer. The rest are workers’ own responsibility. Two respondents report of a mid-layer
shirt provided for the workers, but all know and speak about the importance of layering.
According to Black et al. (2005, 74 referring to Renbourn 1971), functional properties
of textiles or features may be lost within the complexities of clothing systems if they
are not designed “to work in an integrated manner”. In addition, a distinct feature of
artic work is to be able to move about in the snow and in the forests – and most often
this is done with snowmobiles. All but one of our respondents rode a snowmobile as
some part of their work. Snowmobiles are also a common vehicle for the police, army
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and for example reindeer herders in Lapland and other Arctic areas. Thus one needs
to consider not only requirements of the job, but the conditions of moving in between
the tasks with the snowmobile. Those who didn’t have a special snow mobile outfits
added an extra layer, an overall or jacket to their normal clothing to ride when necessary.
Wearing a snow mobile outfit to work is balancing between thermal regulation and
extra windy conditions when riding. Riding conditions can also be physically demanding
and then internal moisture accumulates. A special heat dress is considered necessary
when riding a snowmobile because the cold wind enhances the effect of weather
conditions (Työsuojeluhallinto 2010, 6).
Moisture management is an important part of thermal comfort and very much also
connected to cold protection. Respondents rated protection from moisture, rain and
wind right next to protection from cold and if quantity analysis results are combined
with discussions on breathability, they exceed cold. Accumulating moisture either
from inside when sweating or outside from sleet or snow, adds to the experience of
cold. If this is combined with windy conditions or a snowmobile ride, “conditions can
get severe”. Snow can wet fabric easily and getting wet in a snowy forest is reported a
common problem: “When you have to deal with snow and it starts to wet there from
the front fast...it is not very nice...when your knees start to get wet. You sure are gonna
miss your mother.” Many mentioned to prefer Gore-Tex as a material to protect from
the outside moisture, but at the same time it was regarded not breathable enough.
Because wet feet and hands are such a common problem, many carry extra socks and
gloves with them, some even extra shirts. Many times changing weather and working
conditions even during one day are especially challenging for moisture management
and thermal comfort. Especially during the spring it can be very cold in the morning,
sunny and warm during the day and again freeze towards the evening. In between,
one might have to ride a snowmobile, do precise rather immobile measurement or
maintenance work as well as walk in heavy snow or perhaps clean up thickets or snow
from power lines. Construction workers can alternate between moist and warm
indoors and windy and freezing outdoors. Transformability and multi-functionality
were not regarded as very important properties, as respondents replied clothing is
meant for a specific job, but the importance of layering and possibility for thermal
regulation according to conditions was widely discussed.
The overall functionality of workwear with regards to mobility, correct fit and thus
operational capability is essential in getting work done efficiently. Mobility and use
comfort were rated high in importance by all of the respondents and if combined with
numbers from the quantitative analysis regarding correct fit and sizing, they are the
next most discussed features. One of the respondents stated keeping workers operational as the primary task for work and protective clothing. This view is also reflected
in the ergonomics, comfort and efficiency requirements presented in 89/686/ECC
directive. Directive emphasizes the importance of correct fit and mobility in stating
that “it must be possible to optimise PPE adaptation to user morphology by all
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appropriate means, such as adequate adjustment and attachment systems or the
provision of an adequate size range”. This requirement doesn’t seem to be realised in
some of current work clothing. The majority of the respondents complained about the
lack of correct sizing in clothing and some also in shoes. One respondent reported
that their trousers tear from the crotch because they are too big and thus don’t allow
wide mobility. The crotch is even mentioned as a specific point for consideration for
appropriate proportioning and positioning in the general standard (ISO 13688:2013,
Annex C). Failures in sizing can lead to loss of protective abilities: “We get feedback
very easily if clothes are such that you cannot work in them. If for example knee pads
are in the wrong spot, we will get comments.” If you want better fit from the waist, pants
are often too long from the leg and crotch. Body type size variety is too narrow – even
though “there are many sorts of bodies”. Women in one organisation had trouble finding clothing small enough. Extra protection also seems to reduce wearing comfort.
The warmer the clothing, the heavier it tends to get. Also the warmest boots with felt
lining were reported good for standing, not walking. Flame retardant or electrical
protection clothing is reported stiff and even more so if it gets cold and wet. Cut resistant
trousers and overalls are also considered stiff and heavy. Comments like “straitjacket”
and “tin plate outfit” were mentioned in this context. A comment from one respondent
sums up this discussion quite well: “Work clothing that would keep wet and cold away,
would be visible, comfortable and flame retardant, that hasn’t been invented yet.”
Aesthetic and associational requirements
When it comes to work and protective clothing, aesthetics is subsidiary to functional
design elements such as sizing and fit. In many cases of protective wear the aesthetics
is very much dictated by protective requirements. For example, the standard on high
visibility clothing dictates, according the protection class, the minimum surface area
of fluorescent and reflective materials in square metres (EN 471:2003+A1:2007).
Chainsaw protective clothing also has design requirements on where protective areas
need to be located (EN 381-5:1995). These requirements can make work clothing look
rather similar, differences being in the details and colours. Associations that aesthetics
create, however, matter to some extent. Respondents only required that workers look
clean and good, not “wearing rags”. Sizing and fit, however, are a great subject of
concern, not only for physical performance, but also because of looks: “…a few years
ago, especially management complained that these clothes are such that one doesn’t
really care to walk about around the town in them.” To Black et al (2005, 70, 76) form
and style of one of the basic requirements and they claim that aesthetics contributes
to the success or failure of a clothing system “through the way it makes the user feel,
allows for personal expression…” even though they acknowledge that little research is
done in this area. An example of the influence of “contemporary aesthetics” (Black et
al. 2005, 70) especially in cut, style, proportion and fabrics trends in the acceptance of
occupational wear, however, was clear in the recent uniform reform of Finnish Border
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Guard, at least according to the designer in question. The new, sporty collection with
functional materials and innovative solutions was well received by the staff (Kuusisto 2014).
Image, recognition and differentiation can be attributed as aesthetic requirements
more from the organisation side. For the workers, this is mostly taken as given.
How important brand, differentiation or unified looks is, depends on the organisation.
Some mentioned these as essential while others reported organisation not having any
unified looks. Big organisations often, together with manufacturers develop a company
specific collection for their individual needs and looks. Two of our respondent organisations operated like this. Few of the respondents from bigger organisations
mentioned looks as an image issue, especially safari firm which works in the service
field. Colour can be a tool for differentiation and branding. Company building
infranets uses orange high visibility colour to go with their brand and logo even this
colour is more expensive to make than yellow. Generally, colours don’t really concern
the workers, but are probably accepted as a part of what Black et al. (2005, 70) refer to
as “culture of activity”. Only favourite colours in work and protective clothing seem to
be high visibility colours that are required in many jobs. Recognition and differentiation
are mostly created in through colour and printing or embroidering logos or company
names on jackets.
Product-service system level requirements
Thinking about work and protective wear provision as a service might not be a state
of mind for everyone yet and customers might not demand it as such, but many
service level requirements arouse from the interviews, where improvements can be
made and added value created. These include ordering and feedback system or software, instructions of proper use and maintenance, maintenance and repair services
as well as customisation possibilities. Clothing services already exist in the workwear
field, but there are many factors that arouse scepticism about the functionality of
these services. Over half of the respondents had not even heard about them. One
company had had a pilot test with a system where they had two sets of clothes, maintained and repaired by laundromats, but this service had not been adopted. Biggest
reasons for rejecting the idea were imagined costs, but some mentioned they would
like to see some calculations and comparisons of the costs between this and the
purchase model. Short lifecycle was also seen as an obstacle: “...I don’t think maintenance could prolong the lifecycle of these clothes so much (that it would be worth it).”
Workwear and maintenance habits were also perceived so personal that service model
was hard to imagine for the smaller organisations: “these have been so personal...everyone takes care of their own outfits…-…some keep their clothes here at their own
lockers, but some have them at home…” Two of the organisations were very positive
about the idea and other respondent imagined this a well working systems for their
other department: “…for these laboratory activities that we have here…for their
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protective clothing it could very well be in use even today. Could always get clean outfits
and other ones would be in maintenance”.
Maintenance and repair services, or those providing guidance and instructions for
proper maintenance are clearly required. Services were not widely used in our small
sample; in half of the organisations workers are responsible for washing the clothing
themselves. A few have their own maintenance facilities. It is well known that washing
decreases protective properties of flame retardant and cold protective clothing for
example. Company that is compelled to count the washing cycles of their flame retardant
clothing was the only one regularly using laundromats. Those who wash clothing
themselves request ease of maintenance and dirt repellent properties, but at the same
time suspect that workers probably don’t wash their clothing correctly to sustain those
properties: “And if there are some coatings and such...then they anyway wash them
themselves so it probably doesn’t always go by the book...” Only one small organisation
reported occasionally using local services to repair broken zippers of sleeves, as they
found it beneficial to continue the lifetime of otherwise perfectly good garment.
89/686/EEC directive requires the following maintenance related information to be
supplied by the manufacturer: instructions on storage, use, cleaning, maintenance,
servicing and disinfection, as well as obsolescence deadline. The ISO 13688:2013
standards details these even further down to for example instruction on fitting,
suitability for industrial or domestic washing, instruction concerning repair and so
on. Many textile service companies take these into account, but when left to the users
themselves, nothing is guaranteed. One of the respondents describes differences
between maintenance habits of individual workers: “…then you person by person see
how someone take care of the clothing very diligently and others have clothing like
they’ve gone through a bombing when they have worn them a week...” Black et al. (2005)
see user beliefs and behaviour directly affecting the success of clothing system functionality.
It has been found that if functionality of a garment is not transparent to the users, they
might reject it (Black et al. 2005, 75 referring to Perkins et al. 1992). Transparency
requires instructions and a chance to follow those instructions. Mistreatments, if
not rejection, were reported by our respondents who suspected functionality properties fading due to improper care.
Many issues surfaced by discussions on ergonomic and aesthetic requirements also
give rise to customisation or collaborative product development services. On a user
level, being part of the product development process is not really important, but on
the level of organisations, company specific workwear collections are wanted services.
On the user level, a need for feedback methods, as well as some customization services
is voiced. Big organisations often, together with manufacturers develop a company
specific collection for their individual needs. Many workwear manufacturers offer
this service. Workers can many times also choose whether they like an overall or
separate jacket and pants from the collection. This quality in the ordering system was
commended because there clearly are individual preferences and people like different
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combinations: “There are pants and then there are hanging pockets pants and there are
separately also vests. There is variation, so that you can combine them as you wish.
Because some people insist on hanging pockets and to some those would never do.” Two
of our respondents reported of a collection developed for them and a third company
otherwise close communication with the manufacturer. Ready-to-wear clothes were
customised with organisation specific embroidery. Those dealing with manufacturers also give feedback and some report of user experiences being collected by the
procurement representatives. Feedback takes time to take effect, it seems, as collections are slowly renewed and some problems are reported never to be fixed, like bad
quality zippers. Only specific customisation option that users hoped for, in addition to
the placement of pockets, were better fit and sizing options.
Cost efficiency and a functional, quick and reliable ordering and delivery system are
what are appreciated in workwear procurement today. This is a special requirement of
work and protective clothing because the field deals with organisations, usually
competitive for-profit companies where expenses are optimised and every purchase
put out to tender. Bigger organisations have nationally centralised procurement that
decides on acquisition criteria and purchases. Average worker has no say in this and
reclamations can be sent through same procurement system as ordering is done.
Fast delivery through the system is appreciated, but a clear fault is that people easily
pick the wrong size, because sizing is so different with every company and there is no
opportunity for fitting. Small teams acquiring their own clothing were happier with
the clothing fit and quality, because they were able to try them on and deliberate
between choices: “We have noticed that if we buy a bit more expensive outfit, then it
will usually last, at least that two years.” Others live with the current realities:
“There are all sorts of pieces of equipment, meaning that some could be more practical,
but it is that euro that haunts all operations”. To Black et al. (2005, 70) performance
and function are an important branch of the requirement tree where value for purpose,
manufacturing methods, commercial considerations and relevant standards meet.
Thinking about improvements to the current systems, in the form of better fit through
body scanning or acquiring workwear through services, not purchase for example,
always leads to questions on the costs. Before someone can show the monetary benefits
of more durable clothing, better maintenance and workwear services – not to mention
the increased work efficiency and reduced sick leaves through better fitting and more
protective clothing, changes are slow. One of the respondents found the possible
connection between wellbeing and workwear very interesting as “we should lift our
productivity and keep people healthy to the end of their career. It is a big issue
today…-…if people retire at fifty, it cost a whole lot of money for our house…-…it is a good
thing (to think about)… these things, that this workwear could keep rheumatisms and
such away.”
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Sustainability requirements
Quality and durability can, or should, be considered general requirements for any
clothing. User respondents regard these two as important properties in clothing,
but this doesn’t manifest itself in the average life of workwear. Respondents request
for durable textiles that would not wear or tear easily, but report of trousers lasting
only two to three months due to breaking knee reinforcements and too soon discarded
vests when zippers give up. Shortness of the average lifecycle seems comparable to the
harshness of conditions and physical exertion of the work. Companies working with
construction, network building and maintenance and forestry, report the shortest
lifecycles – between under and over six months. In less consuming work that
researchers do, clothes are estimated to last from two to five years and with tourist
safaris three to four years. Directive in 89/686/EEC deals with these only with regards
to aging and in stating that “If it is known that the design performances of new PPE may
be significantly affected by ageing, the date of manufacture and/or, if possible, the date
of obsolescence, must be indelibly inscribed on every PPE item”. This mainly refers to
diminishing protective properties or dimensional changes through cleaning, as specified
in ISO 13688:2013. Subclause on colour fastness has been removed from this new standard.
Perception and expectations of general quality vary. One respondent reports of pieces
from a few decades ago that would not break even if you tried and to another respondent
today, it is normal that a new set of clothing arrives every spring and fall. To Black et
al. (2005), quality and durability seems to be subjects relational to performance and
cost, since these are mentioned primary requirements, but the two concepts in
question are not mentioned in the tree.
Minimal environmental impact and health effects are hoped for, but perhaps not
actualised. Basic health and safety requirements in 89/686/EEC directive states that
no PPE materials, or their decomposition products, should adversely affect user
health. Accompanying the ISO 13688:2013 standard continues that materials should be
chosen so, that the environmental effects of production and disposal are minimised.
A quick look through some of the catalogues of Finnish work and protective wear
producers does not reveal any environmental certificates or proof of the non-toxicity
of materials. That is not to say materials are somehow harmful, but this information
just isn’t disclosed to the public or clients. This is probably due to the tendency that
clients are not really interested in sustainability. To none of the respondents was
environmental friendliness or ethics a criterion in tendering. Some of the respondents
knew that even though their company holds “green values somewhat important” or
that environmental consequences are a matter of concern, in clothing and protective
gear, this is not an issue. Some of the respondents had no idea about the procurement
criteria, but were sceptical about “how these kinds of requisites would exist”. Small
organisations making their own procurements could perhaps consider these as
“this environmental friendliness could tip over the scale to some choice”, but “it is more
important that the clothing works, than it would be somehow more environmentally
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friendly”. In all of the respondents’ organisation, discarded clothing ends up in landfills.
In most organisations disposal is left to the workers. Thus, there is no way of ensuring
proper disposal.
Ethics of production or knowledge on production countries is not really topic for
concern. This view present in the user interviews is also depicted in Finnwatch report
on public workwear procurement. Most public purveyors don’t take production
conditions into consideration when making workwear purchases (Finnwatch 2011).
There is some interest and support for domestic production and production, however.
A third of our respondents are interested in domestic production and would even be
willing to pay the extra cost, while second third is a bit sceptical about the business
realities and that would current EU competition law even allow this. For the last third,
international manufacturing and tendering is an everyday practice that will not change.
Directive or standards don’t comment on the ethics of production, nor is this present
in the tree of requirements presented by Black et al. (2005). For Papanek (1995),
consequences, whether social, environmental or economic are an important corner of
any product’s function. Especially the relationship with materials and processes and
the consequences brought about by these choices, Papanek connects with pollution
and resources depletion (Papanek 1984, 23-24). Consequences of workwear production,
whether social or environmental, are however slowly paid attention to by some of
producers and users or buyers. Finnwatch (2011, 4) discovered in their inquest that at
least in 2011, a third of the public procurement respondents posed some ethical criteria
to their purchases, when four years earlier it was none. Some kind of ethical codes of
conduct were found from all the producing companies manufacturing in or purchasing
from Asia, but only two of Finnwatch respondents required conforming to ILO
Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work 3. Environmental issues were only one
small part of a longer list and demanded by half the companies. (Finnwatch 2011, 7, 30).
There is a growing demand to extend the idea of clothing services to include clothing
collection and disposal at the end of workwear lifecycle. Idea of clothing services
raised much more interest among the respondents when it was connected with the
idea of life cycle services. Even those who had never considered using clothing services,
expressed interest to know more. Recycling clothes or materials at the end of their
lifecycle is not a topic respondents have been actively thinking about. Only two
respondents mention a second life for the clothes before the bin; as maintenance
clothing and as spare clothing in the guest storage. When presented with ideas of
recycling systems that would collect and utilise discarded materials, most would be
happy to adopt them. When the interviewee presented a vision of a circular economy
to one of the respondents and suggested a service that would collect discarded clothing
and see them to recycling, this was happily received: “That would be easy!...-…I imagine
they are not much joy out there in the cottages. So perfectly well there could be
3 These include freedom of association and right to collective bargaining, elimination of forced
or compulsory labour, child labour and elimination of discrimination in respect of employment
and occupation (ILO 2015).
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a recycling system for them.” One of the respondents mentioned especially rubber
boots as a problem he would like to see answered: “…these rubber boots. They are one
of these problems, that when there comes a hole, they are bygones”. Organising
collection bins, or specific times for collection were suggested as an easy system for
redundant clothing and gear, accumulation of which now is seen as a problem. One of
the respondents was aware of the 2016 EU directive concerning textile disposal to
landfills, but continues that recycling for them “is not very current”.

METHODS FOR MEETING REQUIREMENTS
Methods for meeting legislative and protective requirements
Standards are a method for meeting legislative requirements that The Directive on
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 89/686/EEC lays down. Experts and stakeholders
taking part in the standardisation work have established criteria for adequate levels of
protection for types of hazards identified. To get the CE mark for protective gear and
clothing needed to be selling them in the EU, following the standards is a way to make
sure products fulfil the requirements and pass the inspection. Manufacturers can also
use “other technical specifications” to document and prove compliance with the basic
requirements (89/686/EEC). Standards are a safe choice in the sense that they dictate
many design solutions from ergonomics to material, measurements and maintenance,
just to name a few. Standards, however, don’t always represent the best possible
protection. The ArcticPro network survey for suppliers reveals that over 70% of the
respondents prefer to go beyond the requirements of the law when it comes to developing
PPE (ArcticPro Product Supplier Survey 2013).
Advances in textile technologies have made it possible to engineer materials to protect
from specific hazards - and materials are usually the method to start with when
meeting legislative and protective requirements. Even if we don’t talk about biological
and chemical hazards where the textile properties are critical, many hazards most
encountered with arctic protective clothing are also first and foremost answered with
textiles. When working with a chainsaw, for example, forestry workers need to wear
chainsaw protective suits. The respective standard for leg protection defines minimum
cut resistance for the fabric and appropriate standardised test methods to verify this
(EN 381-5:1995). High visibility protective clothing is also very much materially defined.
Standard defines for example colour coordinates and luminance, colour fastness, tear
properties and water vapour permeability (EN 471:2003+A1:2007). Shaw (2005, 113)
has compiled a model for selecting textiles for protective clothing. While identifying
standards according to the hazards and listing fabrics that meet them are the primary
steps, he lists other essential factors like comfort, performance, cost and cultural
factors to be considered so that garments are not rejected. A perfect example for this
is cut resistant gloves that are becoming common in construction work for example.
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One of our respondents reported that they are too cold for working outside. Performance is deteriorated. For Black et al. (2005, 71-72) fabrics are the place to start when
hoping to meet the protective requirements, but it is the compatibility of components
of the overall clothing systems she advocates as the ultimate solution.
Information and instructions on proper use, that also reach end-users, are perhaps an
overlooked method in meeting protective requirements. Workers need instructions
on how to use the clothing and gear correctly so that they protect as intended. This is
identified in the PPE directive. It has a clause on information supplied by the manufacturer that states that relevant information for example on use, maintenance and
performance must be supplied (89/686/EEC Annex II, 1.4). ISO 13688:2013 details use
instructions to include for example fitting and dressing instructions, limitations on
use, details of additional items needed to be used to achieve protection intended and
instruction on how to recognise loss of performance (Clause 8). It should be noted
that, for example construction is a field with a growing number of foreign workers
who might not be accustomed to work is such harsh conditions and cannot dress
properly without guidance. Safari firms are very aware of the inability of tourists to
dress properly and thus provide instructive videos on the Internet, airplanes, buses
and finally at the safari dressing rooms. For both of these fields FIOH has drawn up
guides: “Construction worker’s guide to the cold” as an example (TTL/Kylmätyöohjelma 2000). One of the interviewed companies had been involved in this and
instructions established then are still used in the company. Interviewee however
admits that workers should be reminded about this again, because “…there are new men…
I can say that it hasn’t been talked about much anymore…we assume that everyone
understands this even though this of course is not necessarily the case.”
Methods for meeting physiological and ergonomic requirements
In meeting complex thermal regulation and moisture management requirements,
varying climatic and working conditions speak on behalf of shifting attention to
managing clothing systems instead of just materials or an outer layer. Black et al.
(2005) consider clothing system a basic requirement and have devised basis of a system
anatomy where layers play the key role. Black et al. (2005, 74-76) consider clothing as
a system of dynamic relationships between wearer, activities, inner microclimates and
environmental conditions. Three layers, where outer one is usually the protective one,
form the basis of this system anatomy where layers are adjusted to circumstances and
needs. In arctic work and protective wear, layers play a key role in adjusting thermal
comfort and managing moisture accumulation. Workers seem to acknowledge this
and carry extra layers, spare socks and shirts with them. Inner linings that can be
removed, are also mentioned. Right kind of layering is instructed in the above
mentioned cold guide for construction workers, where appropriate materials are
mentioned. Black et al. (2005, 81) emphasise the coordination of layers because if
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“both outer and mid-layer garment have impermeable membranes, then their effectiveness
may be cancelled out”. They continue that for these reasons the procurement for
protective clothing should be coordinated. In this age of technical textiles,
coatings and functional features, the worker can get baffled in selecting appropriate
layers themselves. With 30 years of experience, as the workers of one employee had,
one probably knows how to dress in any condition, but it remains a question as to how
much workers generally are guided in constructing proper clothing systems for their
field of activity.
Overall functionality of work and protective clothing with regards to ergonomic,
mobility and fit can be improved by applying body scanner data and activity specific
information in creating patterns and size charts, but also perhaps with such simple
steps as fitting garments before use. Respondents that reported problems with sizing
and fit were interested in the possibility of using body scanners to get more personalised
clothing. Small organisations that acquired their clothing from local retailers, hardly
complained about sizing issues. They were able to ponder options and try them on.
Also a bigger organisation that needed special clothing for snowmobiles acquired
these locally and tried on a good fit: “They are sized differently so that there is a possibility
for a sturdy, less sturdy and very sturdy. They are like more fitting outfits.” Instead of
scanning just individual workers, some body type analysis could be conducted
with larger occupational groups and create appropriate sizing for identified body types.
One of the respondents for example mentioned how no matter how physically
demanding lumberjacks work is “…still for some reason extra counterweight is accumulated here in the front side…”. In scanning and measuring police men in Body Fit
-project, distinct body types with broad back and developed shoulder muscles could
be distinguished (Kaartinen 2011). Dutch army is optimizing the fit of their soldiers
clothing by utilizing body scanner data (Daanen 2014). International companies need
data on different nationalities and it is well know that body type changes when people
age. It is hard not to agree with Gupta (2011, 332) who advocates for 3D anthropometric
data and scanners that measure in dynamic modes and real postures. Data analysed
could be then used to develop activity specific clothing and size charts. Even though
standards place attention to size designation, markings and adequate size range, not
many procurement systems seem to allow fitting garments before ordering. Workers
choose the size they are used to wearing with normal clothing and end up with wrong
one. Standard ISO 13688:2013 provides an informative Annex for “Checking the
ergonomic features of protective clothing” that describe some simple performance tests
users can do to assess for example ease of dressing and adjustments, freedom of
movements and appropriate coverage. If not independent size chart, at least possibility
of fitting should be provided and some procedure for assessing the garment functionality before starting work could be adopted.
Many test procedures have been developed to assess clothing functionality with
regards to physiological and ergonomic requirements before placing them in the
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markets, but it is still debatable what is adequate and what works. Testing with sweating
and walking manikins is now widely researched, but human subject tests are still
called for. Manikins are generally considered more realistic in evaluating physiological
comfort of clothing than sweating guarded hot plates. This is because they demonstrate
the effect of a clothing system, not just fabrics, as walking manikins also take into
account the pumping and ventilation effects. With sweating manikins, evaporative
resistance can also be measured. (Rossi 2005, 238, 246). Manikins, however, have their
limitations in reacting to transient conditions as they can’t simulate thermal responses
of human beings to the same extent (McCullough 2005, 229-230). Human trials are
used to validate results obtained with more simple methods mentioned earlier. Whether
conducted in the field, or in climatic chamber, they are more expensive, more time
consuming and their reproducibility is more difficult as fibres can react differently in
different conditions and metabolic rates of the subjects can vary (Rossi 2005, 246-247).
Hope I am not too bold in questioning the purposes of precise reproducibility, but
results from the user interviews clearly demonstrate that in actual outdoor work, for
example, conditions vary constantly as well as the strain of tasks. It has been shown
that how people sense temperatures is very individual (Tuomaala 2014). Rossi (2005, 247)
also points out how for example different fitness of subjects influences test results.
Testing is needed in the development work, but also consistent and long-term recording
of user-experiences and learning from actual use conditions, could a beneficial method.
Methods for meeting aesthetic and associational requirements
User-centred design and participatory product development processes can meet not
only the functional needs, but also psychological and aesthetic requirements for both
user groups, the organisation and end-users. To identify and meet these requirements,
designers need to familiarise themselves with the culture of activity, referring to
“traditions and culture of relevant industry or occupation” to arrive at accepted solutions
or to propose well justified changes (Black et al. 2005, 75). Also the skill of designers
in being in tune with the contemporary aesthetics and bringing these developments
into the working clothes, can perhaps ease the acceptance of work and protective
wear. By collaborating with the end-users, Kuusisto (2014) found the right combination
of associations, aesthetics and functionality from the world of contemporary outdoor
clothing that users were used to wearing in their leisure time and combined this with
the traditions of uniform clothing. Users proposed ideas for designs, chose materials
and accessories and informed the designer on working conditions and activities.
Reciprocally being part of the product development process speeds up the product
acceptance and understanding. (Kuusisto 2014). Colour was the main differentiation
factor in the uniform reform of Finnish Boarder Guard, but a designer creates a unified
look also through silhouettes, use of materials and details (ibid). It must be noted, that
being part of a product development process didn’t seem all that important to our
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respondents, until discussion turned to better fit and mobility, functional details and
customisation options.
Methods for meeting product-service system (PSS) level requirements
Product-service systems already exist, but evaluation as well as proof of cost-effectiveness and benefits to the users in the long run are required. Interviewees seemed to
be looking for cost calculations, evidence on the benefits of proper maintenance and
repair services and they were also sceptical is it all worth it when thinking about
durability and lifetime versus performance and cost. The big organisation that piloted
maintenance services suspected that two sets of clothing was so expensive and
clothing didn’t last longer anyway that it wasn’t worth it: “It tends to be so that our
clothes are in such tough use that they won’t last longer than half a year, no matter what
they are. Conditions are so rough that they break.” Most common reasons for discarding clothes for the respondents are wearing and tearing, depletion of protective
properties and non-removable stains. With proper maintenance habits and repair
possibilities one could greatly contribute to all of these. Also the fact that textile waste
is no longer allowed in the landfills after 2016 might suggest that producer companies
could be assigned take back and proper disposal responsibilities – and thus develop
corresponding services. What speaks in favour of developing maintenance services is
a research result that shows that washing workwear at home can be a risk for employee
safety. This is because washing at home does not guarantee dirt removal without
jeopardising loss of protective properties, doesn’t keep track on wash cycles, nor does
it provide inspections on the condition of the garment or chemical retreatments some
textiles require (ETSA 2014). ETSA (2009) also suggests some hidden costs of ownerships like managing, maintenance and disposal costs that are often overlooked when
compared to service prices. Some objective comparison data on the benefits of workwear PPS is needed.
Perhaps some shift in thinking and practices towards procurement criteria is needed
to meet the product-service system related requirements. Problems that were identified
in the current systems, such as maintenance, proper instruction for use and maintenance, quality as well as sizing and fit are problems to which textiles services promise
answers for. A full textile service would take care of fitting for the right garments,
maintenance and repair, service life and condition monitoring as well as managing
stocks (ETSA 2009). Most likely the key here is tendering criteria and what is considered most economically advantageous and in what time frame. Dutch government
sees PSS as a sustainable approach and suggests there are economic benefits in extending
the life of garments. Dutch Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment (DMIE 2011)
has drawn up a point of reference for sustainable workwear procurement to assist in
taking concrete steps in more sustainable public procurements. This document
contains many points for consideration that support the adopting of PSS options.
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Document encourages to avoid unnecessary purchasing and advocates for repair and
reuse instead. Also exploring the possibility of a service that would entail supply,
maintenance and cleaning is encouraged, because “this may be beneficial from an
environmental perspective, because the supplier will maintain and clean the clothes in
such a manner that they last longer, which could help reduce the need for new uniforms
in the long run”. (DMIE 2011). Can environmental or social benefits of services be
calculated an economic value?
Utilising service design and co-creation methods in the development of PSSs can
perhaps aid in reaching better reception, user-friendly systems and overall economic,
social and environmental benefits. The benefits of PSSs are still perhaps hard to grasp
and the idea somewhat rejected for various reasons. Service design and co-creation as
approaches include all stakeholders in designing and developing products, services
and systems. A co-creative approach where, for example, procurement managers,
local HSEQ managers and users are brought around the same table could reveal the
hidden costs and surface real needs concerning also services, not only products.
Including users in the PSS development process could increase user’s knowledge on
the system and remove behavioural patterns or habits standing on the way of adopting
new systems. Black et al (2005, 75) suggest that workwear users easily reject new developments because they are reliant on their clothing systems and become attached to
products. I would imagine this applies to shifting from products to product-service
systems as well and comments by some of the interviewees on how personal clothes
are, support this interpretation. Kuusisto (2014) interpreted a better reception from
the users and increased knowledge on products from her collaborative design process
with Finnish Border Guard Uniform reform. In his early work, Papanek (1984, 293-305)
advocates on behalf of integrated design that takes place in design team, including
multidisciplinary experts, as well the end-user. This later developed into encouraging
people’s participation even to “become their own designers” to find solutions to the
very problems they encounter (Papanek 1995, 59-61). Black et al. (2005, 75) remind
about the importance of research into tradition and cultures of any industry, in the
design process, and the importance of information provided to the users accompanying any chances. What better way than to start both of these processes at the very
beginning collaboratively, with all stakeholders involved.
Methods for meeting sustainability requirements
Sustainability is perhaps not the requirement users pay most attention to, but it is an
issue where societal and environmental requirements step into play and welcome
multiple answers. Changes in the industry are perhaps best adopted when legislation
so demands and economic incentives encourage. Currently, the PPE-directive only
refers to protection of user health. Clause about innocuousness on ISO 136688:2013
advocates that environmental impacts of production and disposal should be minimized
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when it comes to materials, but provides only informative annex (Annex F) about
environmental aspects to be considered. EU bodies have devised a voluntary instrument
to encourage more sustainable public procurements, called the Green Public Procurement that has its own textile section (EU GPP criteria for textiles 2012) and there are
many environmental initiatives and certificates, voluntary of course, for the private
sector. If legislation, taxation or other governmental instruments don’t impose clear
environmental demands on manufacturing and disposal, I am a bit sceptical on how
fast change will happen. Standardised tools, such as Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)
methodology exists that could be used in setting agreed limits on environmental
impacts of work and protective clothing. Some research around this topic is being
made (see, for example, Fatarelli, Parisi, Varheenmaa, Talvenmaa & Pavlidou 2014).
Circular economy is a movement, approach and a method that has potential to answer
not only complex sustainability requirements of garment production, but also the
economic obstacles perhaps now standing in the way of sustainability. Widely and
constantly produced working clothing could be especially fruitful resource for this
new model. LCA is characterised as the “cradle-to-grave” method (Fatarelli et al. 2014,
2) where approach is linear, but circular economy is based on the cradle-to-cradle
thinking, where materials circulate in closed-loop biological or technical cycles
(McDonough & Braungart 2002). Textile material flows are currently being researched
in Finland and other Nordic countries and it is shown that, for example, in Finland
only two per cent of the over 50 million kilos of disposed textiles circulates as materials
(Aalto 2014). From 2016 onwards, textile waste is no longer allowed in landfills in EU
and this regulation is spurring new innovations in material recycling. The Finnish
Innovation Fund Sitra and The Federation of Finnish Textile and Clothing Industries
FINATEX are launching a project concerning circular economies of textiles (Finatex 2014).
Work and protective clothing that have a relatively short lifetime as well as constant
need and production, could provide one of these steady material flows. Companies
like Globe Hope have already been utilising this flow in their production, but with
new recycling possibilities, broken and worn workwear could perhaps be turned into
new fibres. Research conducted on cellulose fibres shows promising results on
recycling dirty textile as well as recirculating already once regenerated materials
(see, for example, Harlin 2014, VTT 2014). These are indications of the possibilities of
truly circular fibre economy. Workwear users are not really interested in developing
these services, because work safety and efficiency come first, but as our interviews
indicate, they are somewhat interested in end-of-life options and would be more than
happy to hand over their used clothes for collection instead of piling them up in summer
cottages.
To make circular economy possible and economically viable, a lot of development is
needed in all parts of the systems, from material development to establishing collection
and sorting bodies, building large scale recycling facilities to innovating services and
business models around this. Material development is on the way, but good collection
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methods and steady flows of materials are also needed so that those who are interested
in utilising it could develop their business (Dahlbo 2014). Life cycle services as circular
economy business models are already provided by some of the forerunners in the field.
Teijin, Onward Holdings as a designer and manufacturer and Fuji Xerox as the customer
have collaborated to develop closed-loop recycling system for uniforms for Fuji Xerox
in China. Consumption of natural resources are minimised as polyester fibres cycle
in a closed-loop system based on chemical recycling developed by Teijin. (Innovation
in Textiles 2013). A Dutch company has developed materials suitable for circular
economy and provides its customers with full circular economy services where they
take care of garments circulation after use (Dutch aWEARness 2015). Many textile
service companies that lease work and protective wear, also already track their material
flows and garment ageing; manage the circulation and are more or less aware of
average lifetimes. New technologies and IT capacity in our society can facilitate the
shift to circular economy, for example with systems that track, trace and manage
material flows in the systems (Ellen MacArthur Foundation 2013). Circular Content
Management System, utilising barcodes and databases is something Dutch aWEARness
has already developed. It has been calculated that one tonne of clothing as a resource
can generate a revenue of almost 2000 US dollars (Ellen MacArthur Foundation 2013).
With this math, 50 000 tonnes of discarded textiles in Finland is a 100 million dollar
business. Business opportunities are out there, they just need seizing.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Standards, materials and proper communication in the whole clothing value chain are
the first steps when considering and meeting legislative and protective requirements.
The worker level might not be so aware of the existing standards, but those doing the
risk assessment and requests for tender in organisations must be. It can be asked
whether raising workers’ awareness on what they are wearing and why would increase
the level of proper protection. Some indications of this could be found from user
interviews. Increased awareness might also increase feedback inside organisation and
towards the manufacturers. Standardisation work itself is a continuous process to
which any interested party can contribute their views through platforms provided.
When considering and trying to meet physiological and ergonomic requirements in
work and protective clothing, attention should be shifted towards managing clothing
systems. When these features are in question, there are no one-size-fits all solutions.
Clothing systems in this context means everything from functional layering to
adequate size charts, activity specific ergonomic patterns and fitting opportunities.
There are immediate needs to be answered, such as better sizing and fit, breathability,
thermal and moisture management and better cold protection of extremities.
There are questions of who will pay this development work for modular and more
individual workwear that is called for and manikin and field tests perhaps required.
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Then, there are also more far reaching issues that need collaborative research efforts.
Is there a possibility to support longer and healthier careers in demanding jobs with
clothing? Is it possible to increase work efficiency with clothing that would not only
be safe and protective, but also health promoting?
Specific aesthetic requirements mainly stem from the organisational level and general
ones from the culture of activity. Designers need to get in touch with both and additionally tune in with the end-users to create a product that is easily and happily
accepted. Fit and correct sizing are an important part of overall aesthetics and functionality of workwear. It is also important for end user to be able to choose clothing they
are more comfortable in, whether an overall or separate pants to set an example.
With smaller organisations where greater care was put into the selection of clothing,
clothes were also a bit more carefully maintained. There might be then some indication
or hope for better maintenance through instructions and well received pieces. It can
be asked if aesthetic pleasure and acceptance aid in bringing about better maintenance
habits and thus longer lasting clothing.
Product-service system thinking will increase and practices will be developed as cost
issues are resolved and benefits demonstrated. PSSs can be an answer in meeting
many requirements, such as customisation, better fit and sizing and providing proper
maintenance. PPE directive already requires many things concerning maintenance
and lifetime monitoring, which are hard to fulfil by individual workers, whose main
responsibilities are elsewhere. There are differences between industries and organisation
sizes on how services are imagined to suite to their operations. Services should be
developed through participatory design approaches to understand what services are
perceived beneficial, how they could be accommodated to different operating models
and to increase users’ understanding of the system.
Sustainability requirements of work and protective wear are multiple; ranging from
ethical production, sustainable use and maintenance habits to minimising environmental impacts in all life cycle stages and developing solutions for circular economies
of textiles. Research should be done and solutions developed on multiple fronts, whether
it is extending clothing lifetimes or developing appropriate rhythm and quality balance
to easily recycled materials. Making materials less harmful in terms of chemicals for
example, will serve both users and the environment. Responsibility about proper and
sustainable maintenance and disposal should be placed upon either companies
providing the clothing, or those ordering them for their workers – not the end users.
Incentives for adopting more responsible procurement criteria than just the price,
could be provided. Getting governmental bodies, textile and clothing producers and
user organisations working together on more sustainable work and protective wear is
the key.
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ATTACHMENT 1. INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE
A. Background information
1. Name & Age
2. Profession
3. Tell something about your work where functional clothing is needed
B. Use context and needs
4. What kind of clothing or gear is needed in your line of work?
5. In what kind of conditions clothing is used?
6. What do you consider as their primary function (for example protection,
communication, identity)?
7. What kinds of properties are important for you in clothing and gear?
• Protection from the cold
• Protection from the wind
• Protection from rain and moisture
• Use comfort
• Mobility
• Ease of maintenance
• Visibility
• Quality and durability
• Transformability and multi-functionality
8. What is especially good and especially bad in the current clothing you have?
9. Are your winter clothing in accordance with the cold protective clothing
standard (EN 342)? Why or why not?
10. Would you want more tested information on clothing properties, for example
in the form of certificates or standards?
C. Materials, production, product and service solutions
11. Where is your current clothing acquired from? What is the procurement
process like?
• a. Clothing and gear is purchased ready-made?
• b. Clothing and gear is customised for the company? If so, how?
• c. Clothing and gear is designed for us and we are part of the product
development process?
• d. Workers themselves have a say in what kind of clothing is acquired?
12. Would you like to influence or take part in designing clothing? How?
13. What do materials mean to you in clothing? What materials do you favour
and why?
14. Clothes maintenance – how and how often it is done?
15. Does your current clothing have any technology or intelligence embedded in
them? If so, what kind and why? If not, would you need any?
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16. Would you be interested in using a clothing service, where you would rent the
needed workwear and this service would also take care of maintenance and
disposal of the clothing?
D. Consequences
17. What is the average lifetime of your work clothing?
18. For what reasons are the clothes disposed? Where do they end up?
19. Is environmental friendliness something you pay attention to in clothing?
20. Is transparency in production processes important to you (for example who
makes the materials or who make the clothes and where)?
21. Are there domestic options to the types of clothing you wear? Would you like
there to be and would you be willing to pay for domestic production?
22.Are you interested in materials utilisation at the end of life cycle?
E. Future and visions
23. What type of clothing do you think is needed in your field of activities in the
future?
24. How do you think products or services in your field should be developed?
25. Would you be interested in taking part in developing better products or
services, for example in research and development projects?
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»»UTILISING

VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS IN
A CLOTHING DESIGN PROCESS
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Sanna Konola

INTRODUCTION
Virtual or digital clothing or clothing design is a concept yet to be defined. Virtual,
today, is usually something created with a computer, or existing on the Internet.
Digital, or digitalisation usually refers to electronic technology that converts data like
text or sound into an electronic form or something that creates or processes data (FDS 2015).
Digital watches convert time into electronic form while digital televisions use digital
signals. Body scanners today can digitalise human form, create a virtual avatar.
Digitalisation can also refer to a phenomena of business activities transitioning to
electronic channels and contents (Teknologiateollisuus 2014). The Fashion Digital
Studio at the London College of Fashion understands digital fashion as a very
all-encompassing concept that that connects to ways we research people and clothing
and how we design, manufacture and consume fashion (FDS 2015). Digital technologies
create not only avatars and game characters with fancy clothing, but also new product
design and management tools, computer aided manufacturing, new shopping and
communication possibilities as well as new business models and content. Research has
already been conducted on virtual product design and management in Finland, for
example in the VIRTA (Virtuaalinen tuotesuunnittelu ja -hallinta) project in 2013,
that was coordinated by Finatex and funded by Tekes (Finatex 2013). It is noteworthy
that here I am not even mentioning wearable technology and the Internet of Things
that can in a way physically digitise garment pieces and turn them into data processing
objects.
At the University of Lapland, we are utilising as well as researching the formation of
these new virtual and digital possibilities with the means we have in our possession.
Computer aided design is embedded into the curriculum in the form of digital visualisation software programs as well as 2D patternmaking and 3D virtual fitting software.
Researching the possibilities of using virtual patternmaking and fitting in clothing
design processes is continuous at the University of Lapland. This is done in courses as
well as in the context of projects. The Body Fit project, for example, researched virtual
patternmaking, fitting and visualisation with protective clothing, sports and outdoor
clothing. We have also had a Symcad –bodyscanner in our possession for a few years
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now. Bodyscanner related research that has been conducted before, is summarised
elsewhere in this publication. As digitalisation connects with any possible field today,
a project dealing with artic and protective wear cannot escape it either. In the ArticPro
Lapland project it wasn’t a special focus area, but since interviewed companies expressed
interest in further research and examining possibilities of virtual fitting, it was
adopted as one development theme. This article is a brief overview on how virtual
learning and innovation environments were developed and utilised in the context of
clothing design. A pair of students researched how the 3D virtual fitting software
translates into a tool in designing and fitting workwear. The possibilities of utilising
the virtual environment of Service Innovation Corner (SINCO) laboratory at the
University of Lapland, as a tool or a method in user-centred clothing design have
examined. We also examined possibilities to connect clothing design with pLAB,
a software engineering laboratory at the Lapland University of Applied Sciences, and
their game and virtual environment development know-how.

FITTING WORKWEAR
VIRTUALLY
Milka Asikainen and Helena
Grönblom

Lindström Award is a workwear design competition for
clothing design students organised by Finnish textile service
company Lindström Oy. The
competition has been held
every other year since 2002.
In the Lindström Award 2014,
there were nearly 250 applicants from 22 countries in
Europe and Asia. The task was
Figure 1. Outfit from Kälkäjä´s Lindström Award
competition portfolio.
to design a workwear collection
for Estonian department store
Kaubamaja. The collection had to include complete outfits for both male and female
employees of fashion and food departments. Five finalists were chosen and two outfits
from each finalist’s collection were produced in an Estonian pattern and garment
producer Portex OÜ.
In our clothing design master’s project at the University of Lapland we organised and
executed 3D virtual fittings for ten garments from the finalists’ collections in the
Lindström Award workwear competition 2014. We used Lectra Modaris 3D Fit and
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Figure 2. Snapshot from 3D virtual fitting process. (Picture: Asikainen & Grönblom 2015)

Lectra Modaris 2D V7 programmes in the project. Our project consisted of analysing
the finalists’ patterns, being in contact with finalists in addition to Lindström and
Portex staff, executing the 3D fittings for two garments from each finalist, and creating
posters out of the completed fittings. In total, the project took us almost three months,
starting in late November 2014 and lasting until the 12th of February 2015, when the
Lindström Award gala was held in Tallinn. Most of our work was completed during
January 2015.
This project was a collaboration between the University of Lapland and Lindström Oy.
The aim of the project was to investigate what could be the possibilities of using the
3D virtual fitting programme as a part of the workwear design process. Lindström has
been interested in finding out, if the virtual fitting feature could be part of their work
in the future. For us students, the benefits of the project were to develop our skills in
using virtual fitting software and to get more experience with the garment manufacturing process. We both had previous experience of using the Lectra software and
Modaris 2D and 3D programmes in our clothing design studies at the University of
Lapland. During our bachelor studies, we had used the programme in a few courses.
Now, during this project, we managed to gain very good skills on using the Modaris
programmes, which was positive for us.
Fitting process with Lectra Modaris 3D Fit
Before fitting garments virtually with the Lectra Modaris 3D Fit programme, the
original patterns were to be modified in the 2D programme. Modification is required
because the 3D programme does not identify certain structures and details. We received
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patterns of ten garments, two from each finalist’s collection, via email from the
Lindström Award competition’s partner Portex OÜ. Portex made the patterns according to the finalists’ collection portfolios using the Modaris 2D programme. This was
remarkable for the project because the Modaris 3D and 2D programmes are synchronised and we didn’t have to make the patterns from the beginning.
The first step was to analyse the patterns and compare them to the flat drawings and
illustrations in the finalists’ portfolios. We had a video meeting with Merja Vormisto
from Lectra who helped us through the whole fitting process. With her assistance we
analysed the patterns to see what sort of modifications were required. We worked on
two garments at the time, as we were two students in the project. The same process
was repeated with each garment. After the analysis we created a new variant, named
it and put only the needed patterns there. For example, linings and other pieces that
are not visible on the right side of the garments were not included in the variant. Once
all the required patterns were put into the variant, we modified the patterns in required
terms. Pleats, for instance, had to be drawn as 3D lines that were to be defined as folds.
When all the required modifications were done, the patterns were ready to be sewn.
In case some of the patterns did not work in a proper way in the fitting, we could
modify them later and the modifications would appear also in the 3D fitting. To start
sewing, we created a phase where we added the pieces to be sewn from the variant.
On the sewing phase, we organised the patterns in a way that the edges to be sewn
together were facing each other. To create a seam between two pieces we clicked the
starting and ending points of the seam in both pieces in a strict order. When all the
seams of the garment were sewn, we added slip on points to mark the edges of the
garment. After this, we were ready to try dressing the garment on a virtual model in
3D programme, which we opened through the 2D programme.
First, we had to choose the right avatar for the garment from Lectra’s virtual mannequin
library. In the library, there are two adult male and two adult female mannequins and
children from different age groups. As the patterns were made for a standard male
(size 50) and female (size 38), we used the avatars called “Alex” and “Julia” whose
measurements best corresponded with the clothes to be fitted. After selecting the
avatar we could try to dress the garment. In most cases, the dressing did not succeed
at the first try because of an error. The programme did not clearly show what caused
the error but we had to find and identify it by ourselves. If the error occurred because
of a mistake in sewing, the solution was to sew pieces together again. Modifications
that were made to the patterns in 2D appeared automatically in 3D when the programmes were synchronised, so we could try the dressing again. When a successful
dressing was accomplished, we could see how the garment looked on a virtual mannequin.
Even if there were no notified errors, the garment did not always appear correct.
We continued modifying the garment as far as possible in 2D to make the fit and
shape look like the original design in the finalist’s portfolio. The rest of the modifications
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and the visualisation were made in 3D. From Lectra’s material library we selected
a fabric that most resembled the material defined in the portfolio. Details, such as
buttons and zippers, we also added from Lectra’s library. Pipings and other visual
effects we draw with drawing tool in 3D.
Conclusions
When thinking of the 3D fit programme possibilities within the clothing design process,
the main prospects would be saving resources and time. If the company, or designer,
has both 2D and 3D programmes, it would be an interesting advantage for the designer
to see quickly how the garment would fit on a body. Normally in the production, after
the patterns are made, the garment prototypes are made from fabrics. When using the
3D fit programme, all the changes for the prototypes are possible to be made virtually,
without having to use real materials. And since cutting down materials is environmentally friendly and can bring savings, using 3D fit programme would definitely be
an advantage in the whole product development process.
We personally think, with our experience, that a lot of updating would be needed for
the Modaris software, before it would be reasonable to be used in working life.
Now, we were able to complete the 3D fittings and visualise them quite similar as in
the designer’s portfolios, but there were problems, for instance, with the material fall.
Even if we selected a material with the same properties as the material defined in the
finalist’s portfolio, the garment wouldn’t look different to default material settings.
As said, we had worked with Lectra Modaris programmes before this project, during
our bachelor studies. Now when using the programme for a large project, we confronted
the same problems in the programme as we had confronted before. From our point of
view, the virtual fitting feature could be part of the clothing design and product
development process generally, if the Modaris programmes are updated and developed
further. We haven’t used any other 3D fit software, so it is difficult to compare,
but working with Modaris seems to be a bit unreasonable. We had planned, that virtual
fitting for one garment would take approximately one working day, but in reality it
took us about two to three working days. The programme functions very slowly and
goes down all the time, which makes the working to be quite nerve-wracking.
It is difficult to point out the certain problems of using the programme, but in general,
working with Modaris 3D fit is slow and complicated. Before transferring to 3D fit
programme, the patterns need to be prepared by sewing them virtually in 2D
programme. 2D programme lacks several shortcuts, for instance zooming, transferring and rotating the patterns. It is also difficult to find the right features for all functions, because the program mostly has symbol tools, not word tools. There are also
several other little things that make working relatively troublesome.
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Future prospects of virtual fitting in a workwear design process
During our project, we have put a lot of thinking into the question of what could be
the future prospects of virtual fitting in the clothing design field. What we think,
based on the experience by using Modaris software, is that virtual 3D fitting feature
could be useful, if the programmes would be updated to be working smoothly to meet
the expectations of today’s rapid work rhythm. If working with the programme would
be easy and quick, it would be a great tool in a design process. It would save a lot of
real resources, if all the fittings would be possible to be made with avatars. We are
looking forward to seeing the development of 3D fitting in the clothing design field in
the future.

UTILISING SINCO AS A CO-CREATION ENVIRONMENT
AND METHOD IN USER-CENTERED CLOTHING DESIGN
SINCO and service design
SINCO (Service Innovation Corner) is a service innovation laboratory at the University
of Lapland, which has mostly been used for the purposes of service design so far.
This “service design prototyping environment” has been built and developed under the
SINCO EAKR-project between 2009 and 2011 (Rontti & Lindström 2013).
For clothing design purposes, this innovation environment has only been used a few
times. In one Pro Gradu thesis research where Sinco laboratory worked as an interactive space to conduct brand research through consumer involvement (Suhonen 2013)
and in one international service design workshop where clothing-related problems
were also dealt with. This short article section will not delve into the concepts and
practices of service design, but rather describes how Sinco laboratory has been tried
out and developed as a tool and method to be utilised in user-centred clothing design.
It must be noted, that since we are in such early stages of developing this environment
for the purposes of clothing design, try-outs have only been made in the context of
one course and a one workshop, both with student groups.
First and foremost, SINCO is an environment for prototyping user experience and it
thus can be seen as an interesting method to be utilised in user-centred clothing
design to aid in deepening user understanding and innovating new solutions. Buchenau
and Suri (2000), who write about experience prototyping, list three critical design
activities: understanding existing experiences, exploring design ideas and communicating
design concepts. Rontti and Lindström (2013, 7) list three of the most common uses
for Sinco in service design, namely analysing and visualising data, defining and
concretising the design target and simulating user experience. Sinco also serves as
a space for co-creation workshops, enhancing collaboration and brainstorming (ibid).
With these design activities in mind, we sought to explore ways to utilise Sinco in
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clothing design. By prototyping user experiences of clothing users, we could deepen
our user understanding, perhaps surface user needs and critical concerns of a specific
target group. In doing this, we could also identify new product or service ideas to
answer those needs.
Piloting service design methodology in a clothing design process
Two different kinds of Sinco pilots have been conducted, and in both cases it has been
one part of the design process. The first try-out was in an international “East meets
Arctic” Japan Finland workshop (JFW) in clothing design where the focus was on cold
climate clothing for special user groups of grandparents and grandchildren. The second
pilot was in the context of course for designing children’s clothing. The first experiment was planned by Hanna-Riina Vuontisjärvi, together with clothing design
professor Marjatta Heikkilä-Rastas. Vuontisjärvi is currently a project manager at the
University of Lapland who has extensive experience working with and developing
Sinco. The second session in the children’s clothing course was planned by project
coordinator and researcher at the ArcticPro Lappi project, Sanna Konola, together
with course teacher Anu Kylmänen. Methods and tools were derived from literature
on service design and Sinco-publications. In prototyping experiences, touchpoints
and service, or experience paths, play a central role. Service, or experience path
consists of sequences of events that the user faces during a service or experience and
touchpoints are the elements, such as people and objects, through which situations are
experienced. Saffer (2007), for example, divides touch points into four different categories: spaces, objects, processes and people. (Rontti and Lindström 2013).
East meets Arctic JFW was a four day workshop, where Sinco was utilised on the
second day to examine the focus group and conditions more in-depth and create user
profiles. The first day was used for design brief, idea creation, research, getting to
know the materials in use and finally initial moodboard making. A short visit was also
done to a nearby day-care centre where user observation was conducted on children
playing outside. On the second day in Sinco, participants walked through a service
path that Vuontisjärvi had prepared. This was about grandmother and grandchild
visiting the Arctic Circle and Santa Claus. Personas were created with a Hotspot –
method and after and during the experience ‘grandmother’ and ‘grandchild’ (who
were voluntary students) were presented with questions about the experience.
Vuontisjärvi had also prepared profile creation templates where groups could now
build their user profiles. Also a quick sketching challenge was presented to the groups
after profile creation. The rest of the day participants continued sketching and day
three and four they were already making patterns and prototypes for the final pieces.
In this process, Sinco served as a co-creation platform where designer students could
jointly come to further understand user experience in cold climate conditions and
explore design ideas. In a short workshop there is no time for proper user research and
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interviews, thus role-playing can be adopted as a method to understand existing
conditions.
In the children’s clothing course, Sinco as a method was also placed at the beginning
of the process to aid in deepening user understanding. Students were also very much
involved in building the experience path through their own user research. Here we
also used role-playing, because getting real user subject involved in a process yet to be
tested could be too incoherent, especially if they are children. The class was divided
into two groups, with a focus group of children from 3-6 years old and from 7-11 years
old. After the brief on course assignment and Sinco, students set out to conduct research
on user groups through observation, interviews and literature. Students were asked to
pay special attention to the contact points between children´s clothing and their daily
activities, people and objects. They were also asked to take photographs to be used
later in building the experience paths such as “A day in eight-year-old´s shoes”.
A lecture before the Sinco session was used to share all the knowledge gathered by the
group participants on their focus groups, identify relevant touchpoints and build
basic structure for the experience path simulation on PowerPoint slides. In Sinco, the
basic structure for a 2.5 hour workshop was an introduction to the workshop with
instructions and goals, warm-up with all the participants, role creation with the Hotspot
method, experience path (Picture 3) sharing observations

Figure 3. Role-playing on the experience path. (Picture: Anu Kylmänen 2015)
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(Picture 4), creating user profiles and
quick sketching (Picture 5). What was
very different from the Sinco-session in
the East meets Arctic workshop was the
active role of the ‘audience’. This group
was presented with sticky notes to write
down their observations, and a set of
“Surprising situation” cards that they
could challenge the role-playing group
with. After the path, the observing group
was also active in disseminating informa- Figure 4. Collaboratively analysing the
tion and pointing out critical things con- experience and observations.
(Picture: Anu Kylmänen 2015)
cerning children´s clothing. In the JFW
workshop there was no warm-up session
and here it was critical in getting to know the props prepared for the session. After the
Sinco-sessions, groups continued on their design work in the course, creating moodboards and further sketching.

Figure 5. Creating user profiles and quick sketching after analyzing the experience
(Picture: Sanna Konola 2015)

Feedback and insights
From these two pilot sessions, Sinco as a method in user-centred clothing design
received both negative and positive feedback from students involved. In JFW, Finnish
participants gained further understanding on Sinco and its possibilities, since before
this, most had only heard about its existence. Foreign participants from Japan, Russia
and the Netherlands found it interesting and especially placing focus on the user and
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functionality. For design schools where the emphasis is on fashion design and designers’
own expression and creativity, this was reported as an unfamiliar approach. For some
of the students in the children’s clothing course the Sinco method contributed to their
design process and to some it was only “silly play”. Participants most liked being on
the observing side, the “Surprising situation” cards and sharing the knowledge and
experiences after walking the path by grouping the sticky notes into themes because
“it helped to perceive the experience as a whole”. Sinco is intended for simulating user
experience with real users. Even though students got sufficiently involved in their
roles, it is clear that involving real users is preferred: “Another option could be that we
create environments, but don’t act ourselves, because in my opinion, playing a character
takes away the focus from the clothing”. Students also felt, that user research they did
before Sinco was more beneficial: “I got more out of the interviews that are based on
real life and real experiences”. Some students saw, that perhaps with some development,
this could be further utilised in clothing design, but some felt that it is more beneficial
in other design fields and some would not like to try it again at all.
Sinco as a method representing co-creative and participatory approaches as well as
service design thinking could serve as a platform for developing new tools for usercentred clothing design – it would only need continuous research and development.
The clothing design field is gradually waking up to the idea of designing also services
or product-service systems (PPS) and here a new kind of design thinking, modes of
collaboration and design methods are needed (see for example Niinimäki 2011,
Flecther 2008 or von Busch 2009). Wake-up diagnosis, envisioning prototyping and
out-of the box thinking are examples of workshop modes in Sinco, conducted in the
context of service design (see Rontti 2013), but these could also suggest approaches for
clothing design, in innovating new PPS solutions or simulating and testing concepts.
According to the student feedback, Sinco also places special focus on users and functionality. The environment could thus function as a platform for participatory user research
or concretising customer understanding, which also are workshop modes identified
for Sinco (Rontti 2013). A Sinco type environment has been utilised at Yamaguchi
Prefectural University as a part of a process designing new nurse´s uniform in collaboration with staff, manufacturers and designers (Mizutani 2014). These kinds of labs
can have many roles in design and product or service development processes. It would
be important to identify the beneficial functions and ways of working, which would
perhaps facilitate co-creativity, make user research more agile or in-depth or serve as
a platform for quick prototyping of product, services, concepts or business models.
This is what we will turn our focus towards in the future.
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UTILISING BODY SCANNER DATA AND 3D VIRTUAL FIT
SOFTWARE DATA IN OTHER VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS
In a short collaboration with pLAB, a software engineering laboratory at the Lapland
University of Applied Sciences (Lapland UAS), we examined possibilities to utilise body
scanner data and 3D virtual software data in other 3D modelling software and virtual
environments in use at the University of Lapland and Lapland UAS. When dealing
with, or more importantly, when acquiring 3D modelling software programs, it is
important to know how they work with other software programs in use. Are they
compatible with pattern making or virtual fitting software programs, or perhaps product
management or some 3D rendering software programs? In educational institutions it
is worth knowing whether software could be somehow utilised in another degree
programme. The Body Fit project introduced elsewhere in the publication, already
examined this issue to some extent, and here we decided to continue a bit further. A
project was carried out by a group of four students from the Lapland UAS: Linda
Frantsi, Joonas Jänkälä, Kimmo Karjalainen and Jari Strand.
It has been noted that the data derived from a Telmat body scanner does not directly
discuss with the Lectra 2D patternmaking and 3D virtual fit software programs that
University of Lapland currently has in use, but measurement data is manually typed
into avatars in the software. There are however, some methods to translate avatars into
virtual fitting mannequins. There are some virtual fitting software programs, into
which scanned avatars can be brought, usually in OBJ-file format and also ready and
fully integrated systems like between Assyst 3D and Human Solutions body scanners.
Maya and Studio Max are examples of 3D animation softwares that are also reported
compatible with some systems. (Huhma 2013, 27). Research in Lapland UAS Body Fit
showed that data from this scanner needs a lot of post-production to be utilised in any
other software, like 3DS Max 2009 that was tested, or taking the avatar to 3D printing
(Hirvaskari 2012).
Because game development is a current issue in Lapland and gamification was also
discussed in interviews with sports- and workwear producers during the spring 2014
interviews, we decided to test the compatibility of our softwares with those used at
pLAB and for example industrial design programme at the University of Lapland.
Virtually 3D modelled avatars could also be used in early-stage user testing and
usability evaluation, where clothed people placed in virtually created environments
could perhaps enhance the accuracy of evaluation (Pursiainen 2003). pLAB could
create the environments and clothing designers the clothing. We wanted to know
whether clothes designed and fitted with Lectra Modaris 3D Fit could be exported to
3D modelling software of 3DS Max (newer version) or game platform software Unity.
Also direct exporting of body scan avatars from Telmat body scanner and Artec Eva,
a hand-held scanner at the possession of LAO (Lapland Vocational College), was
examined. The hardware and software involved in the project were the following:
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Symcad ST bodyscanner from Telmat Industries, Arcte Eva hand-held scanner with
combined software for object rendering, Modaris 3D Fit virtual fitting software from
Lectra, a free trial version of Marvelous Designer – a 3D modelling software for
clothing, 3DS Max - a computer graphics program for making 3D modelling and
Unity 3D which is a 3D game platform software.
Mostly exporting and importing between softwares was successful. There are many
details, however, like excessively large file sizes, changing file formats, or leaving out
details like textures somewhere along the way, that make working slow and perhaps
difficult for non-computer expert. The following things were accomplished by the
student team. Clothed virtual avatar from Modaris 3D Fit can be exported in WRL
format to 3DS MAX, but Unity doesn’t support any file formats that Modaris offers
for export. Clothed avatars from Marvelous designer can also be exported to 3DS Max
in OBJ file format, which also works for Unity. Some of the textures, meaning for
example skin and fabric colours, can get lost in translation, but they can be retrieved
from separate files. Avatars from Modaris can be taken to Unity game platform via
3DS Max where file can transformed to FBX file format. Files from Telmat scanner
and Artec Eva hand-held scanner can be exported to 3DS Max in WRL and OBJ formats.
File from Artec Eva, however, is so big that it took almost an hour to open it in 3DS
Max. Via Max, these scanned avatars can also be taken to the Unity game platform.
From these results, we can conclude that work and protective wear virtually fitted in
softwares like Lectra Modaris 3D Fit or Marvelous Designer, could be exported and
presented in another 3D modelling platform like 3DS Max or a game platform like
Unity. What to do with these possibilities, needs further examination. Combining the
pLAB student know-how and clothing designer student creativity, one could perhaps
create new kinds of virtual clothing possibilities or design clothing into the game
world. This kind of work should be continued in another context.

OVERALL CONCLUSIONS
Virtual environments have potential to speed up clothing design processes, create
new kind of content and possibilities in clothing design and business and even generate more in-depth knowledge on user needs. All this, however, needs a lot of up-to-date,
working technology and people comfortable with that technology. If University of
Lapland was to update its bodyscanner and virtual fitting technology, building collaboration with software engineers and other technical experts is worth considering.
Lapland University of Applied Sciences should also consider if they can benefit from
the same technology in their study programmes. Thus, partnership beneficial for both
could be established around these new technologies – their full potential waiting to
be discovered.
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FUTURE OF
ARCTIC CLOTHING
»» A NEW GENERATION SWEATING
THERMAL MANIKIN FOR THE
EVALUATION OF THE THERMAL
COMFORT OF PROTECTIVE
CLOTHING IN ARCTIC CONDITIONS
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Minna Varheenmaa

INTRODUCTION

W

orking or staying in cold conditions set high demands for the garments to
sustain the thermal comfort of the wearer. The high thermal insulation needed
in cold conditions, like in Arctic areas, can cause heat stress when working in high
intensity and post exercise chill while the remaining moisture in the clothing layers
due to sweating increases heat loss. Protective properties of the clothing, like waterproof, windproof and mechanically resistant materials, are traditionally achieved by
using dense, thick, stiff or bulky material combinations with low water vapour
permeability and which hinder movements thus increasing working load. Novel
smart or intelligent materials are constantly developed to find the solution for the
dilemma between protection and comfort. Common for all of these material types is
to know their thermal comfort properties in different conditions to be able to choose
the most appropriate combination for the required end use situation. Ideally, one
garment should be adaptable to all kinds of conditions without the necessity to change
or alter the layers.
The thermoregulatory properties of textiles from material level to garment level can
be determined with a wide selection of test methods. Hot plates, water vapour permeability tests and a sweating thermal cylinder are used for planar textiles to determine
thermal comfort properties on material level to be able to select the most suitable
candidates for the garments for the required end use conditions. The cylindrical shape
of the cylinder simulates the human torso and it allows for the adjustment of the fit.
For garment level testing, the non-movable or movable thermal or sweating thermal
manikins offer the most sophisticated objective methods. They simulate human body
heat and sweat production and body movements in controlled ambient conditions for
determining the thermal comfort properties either of a piece of garment or the whole
clothing systems. The effect of garment design can be determined in addition to
material properties. It is possible to get data of the real physiological responses of the
human test subjects in real end use conditions in the field or in a controlled environment in wear trials. All these methods are supplementary to each other but the laboratory equipment offers an objective, less expensive and less time consuming,
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repeatable way of determining thermal
comfort properties of materials and
garments. This paper presents a new
generation sweating thermal manikin
that has been developed by TUT in cooperation with PT Teknik (figure 1),
some of its technical features and the
first test results based on this new model (www.safeprotex.org; Varheenmaa
2011; Varheenmaa 2013).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Figure 1. A new generation sweating thermal

The new generation sweating thermal manikin in a climatic chamber at TUT.
manikin COPPELIUS II (male) is
based on the same technique as its predecessor COPPELIUS and the new generation
sweating thermal cylinder (Meinander 2007; Varheenmaa & Meinander 2012).
The electrical control system and software are totally new and the body wall is thinner
due to a lack of insulation layer of the composite wall material. Sweating is taken care
of by altogether 226 sweating glands (figure 2) which are evenly distributed over 16
body parts. Head, hands and feet are non-sweating body regions. The surface temperature is usually kept at 34°C by heating it electrically. The heat resistors on the manikin
surface react immediately to the temperature changes on the skin surface. Sweating
water from a water reservoir near the ceiling is supplied to the manikin surface
through the skin laminate that spreads the moisture to a larger area. The required
amount is dosed by the electronically controlled valves (Varheenmaa & Meinander 2012).
1

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

2

6

Cylinder wall
Electric heating wire
Insulation of wire
Water pipe
Plastic layer
Laminated material

Figure 2. The cross section of one sweat gland in the new manikin
3
5
(Varheenmaa & Meinander 2012).

The manikin is hanging on a balance and during the test the weight increase of the
whole system is recorded. After the test the remained or condensed moisture in the
garments can be weighed separately for each layer. Usually the tests are conducted in
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set test parametersm

easured valuesc

alculated values

surface temperature (˚C)

heat supply (W/m²)

regional and mean heat
supply (W/m²)

sweating level (g/m².h)

surface temperature (˚C)

thermal resistance or
insulation Rct (m².K/W)
(total and corrected for
evaporation)

evaporative heat loss He
(W/m²)
ambient temperature (˚C) total weight increase during
water vapour
the test (g)
permeability me (%)
ambient humidity (% RH)w eight increase of the separate water vapour
clothing layers (g
permeability me (%)
test time (min)

Table 1. The set test parameters, measured and calculated values in manikin tests
(Varheenmaa 2011; Varheenmaa & Meinander 2012).

set test parameters
Ambient conditions
Manikin or cylinder surface temperature

Sweating level

0 (dry)…300 g/m2h

Manikin

Standing still in measurements,
movable joints

Testing time

2h (dry) and 3h (sweat)

Pt-sensors

Pt-sensors can be placed between
the selected layers

Table 2. The ambient test conditions in the manikin tests (Varheenmaa 2014a).

static conditions first in dry heat and then with sweating. It determines dry and
evaporative heat transfer through clothing material systems in standing, non-movable
situation in controlled ambient conditions (T ˚C and RH %). The thermal part of the
manikin conforms to thermal manikin standard SFS-EN ISO 15831 (SFS-EN ISO
15831:2004). Thermal insulation, water vapour permeability and condensed moisture
values are determined. The set test parameters, measured and calculated values are
presented in table 1 (Meinander 2007; Varheenmaa & Meinander 2012; Varheenmaa 2014a).
The sweating thermal manikin is applicable not only for protective clothing, but also
for outdoor clothing, sportswear, medical garments and smart materials to measure
dry and evaporative heat transfer through clothing materials and in regard to garment
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designs. It is also possible to test a piece of garment, for example socks, using a selected
body part (Puolakka et al. 2014). A new generation sweating thermal cylinder can be
used for determining thermal comfort properties of materials and it has also been
applied for determining the thermoregulation properties of PCM materials in dynamic
ambient conditions. The accurately controlled ambient test conditions of the climatic
chamber are presented in table 2.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION ON THERMAL INSULATION RCT
AND CONDENSED MOISTURE IN PROTOTYPE UNIFORMS
The three uniform prototypes developed for the rescue team workers for different end
use cases within the SAFEPROTEX project were evaluated for their thermal comfort
properties using the new sweating thermal manikin for the first time (Varheenmaa
2014a). Prototype 1 (overall with 3D spacer lining) was intended for rescue team
workers in extreme weather conditions, prototype 2 (jacket with lining and trousers)
for wildfires and prototype 3 (jacket and trousers) for first aid medical personnel.
Examples of the results are presented for thermal insulation and moisture condensed
in the garment layers. The differences between the prototype designs, the effect of air
layers at present and the effect of an addition of an extra middle layer into the clothing
system are indicated by thermal insulation results. Examples of the insulation values
in the dry test at ambient conditions of T 10°C and RH 65% are presented in figure 3
(Varheenmaa 2014b).

Figure 3. Thermal insulation results for the developed prototype uniforms in the dry test
(Varheenmaa 2014b)
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Prototype 1 overall garment with 3D-spacer has the highest thermal insulation.
The prototype 2 that comprised of the jacket with a knitted lining made of bicomponent
polyamide fibres containing PCM (Phase Change Material) and trousers without
lining had higher thermal insulation than prototype 3 without lining. When introducing
an additional fleece middle layer into the system in both prototypes insulation increases
(Varheenmaa 2014a; Varheenmaa 2014b).
A sweating level of 100 g/m2h was used in sweat test and moisture condensed or
remained in garments was determined by weighing the samples before and after the tests.
Examples of the results are presented in Figure 4.
Mainly due to the laminated waterproof film which has rather low water vapour
permeability, the condensation of moisture is the highest for the overall prototype 1
for extreme weather conditions. The amount of the condensed moisture increases in
both prototype 1 and prototype 3 when adding a fleece middle layer into the clothing
system.

Figure 4. Condensation of moisture in the developed prototype uniforms at T 10°C and RH 65%.
(Varheenmaa 2014b.)
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CONCLUSIONS
The first results show that it is possible to detect the differences between different
clothing material ensembles in thermal insulation and in condensed moisture values
with the new sweating thermal manikin in controlled conditions. The tests of different
types of garments intended for cold conditions will continue.
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Ana Nuutinen

Ana Nuutinen, D.A., applies futures research into the theory of product design in
order to both broaden it and to develop the practices of design education. In her research
the focus is in the future-oriented thinking and the early stages of the design process.

INTRODUCTION

T

he term ‘arctic’ has many meanings. Regarding weather, it may refer to weather
that feels unusually cold or to the consequences of weather: red cheeks, white
frostbite and speech that stammers from the cold. To some, it may recall the taste of
blood as a result of sticking your tongue on metal as a child in spite of the warnings.
Arctic may also refer to nature and landscape: polar bears, reindeer and fells, long,
dark polar nights lit by the northern lights, months of nightless nights teeming with
mosquitoes. As for Arctic clothing, it can mean ethnic attire, fur clothes and national
Sami dresses as well as the red costumes of Santa and his elves. People’s associations
are a mix of information about the different Arctic areas and the habitants of the
Northern hemisphere. They also include a dose of Arctic exoticism contributed by
travel advertisements.
The Arctic is a sparsely populated region geographically located between the North
Pole and the Arctic Circle. The boundaries of the area approximately correspond to
the limit of the midnight sun and the polar night. The Arctic region includes the vast
Arctic Ocean, which is covered by a seasonally varying layer of ice. The Arctic Ocean
is surrounded by frosty land that is either bald or stunted in growth and often covered
in snow and ice. The Arctic is a small area considering the size of the Earth, as it only
covers 6% of the Earth’s surface. However, the Arctic corresponds to no less than one
third of the area of Finland (see Ylä-Kotola, 2012).
The Arctic is a unique area. The weather and climate of the far north are very different
from the lower latitudes where most people live. The characteristics of the Arctic
climate include long, cold winters and short, cool summers. Beyond the Arctic Circle,
the sun disappears for a long period of time in the winter and shines throughout the
day and night in the summer. The Arctic is a challenging, even harsh, environment
for the people who live and work there.
This article examines the nature of the Arctic region from the perspective of emerging
opportunities. This topic is important because the Arctic is currently of interest to so
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many different parties that we might even call the phenomenon ‘Arctic hysteria’.
The interest is targeted at, for example, opportunities for new means of livelihood,
the utilisation of submarine oil and gas resources and the opening of new shipping
lanes. It is important that we study Arctic conditions and prepare for changes in the
Arctic. This presents designers with abundant inspiration as well as special challenges.
The solid understanding and experience of special needs related to the Arctic region
as well as extensive design competence are required to solve such issues. Moreover, the
development of Arctic design introduces opportunities for distinguishing oneself in
the competitive field of design both nationally and internationally. (Ansala, 2014).

ARCTIC WEARS WORKSHOP
The ARCTIC WEARS future workshop was held on 20 February 2015 in order to
identify new design needs and challenges related to the Arctic. The workshop was held
in the climate chamber of the Arctic Power test laboratory. The focus was on special
expertise in cold protection in terms of professional, sports and protective clothing
and winter leisure wear. A total of 20 people participated in the workshop, ranging
from different fashion and clothing experts, producers, students and wearers to people
generally interested in the topic.

Figure 1. Introduction to the Arctic Wears future workshop. (Picture: Konola 2015)
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Arctic conditions are a challenging, if not even a wicked, problem from the design
perspective.
In a wicked problem, the problem and solution are interdependent: efforts to understand
the problem coincide with analysing solution alternatives. One solution creates new
wicked problems, which makes it difficult to ascertain whether all possibilities have
been examined and whether the correct or final solution has been found. The solution
to a wicked problem does not have a clear beginning or end (Rittel & Webber, 1973).
Arctic as the framework for the workshop introduced many complex and extensive
issues into the discussion. Many of the issues are temporally and geographically
distant things and phenomena, which are difficult to model for research and testing
in, for example, laboratory conditions. The workshop utilised the opportunities
provided by the climate chamber in the Arctic Power test laboratory for creating an
Arctic approach. The workshop attendants wore cold weather clothing because the
room temperature was adjusted to –20 degrees centigrade. At the beginning of group
work, the participants tested the wind speed fan in the climate chamber to get an idea
of its impact on the temperature (wind chill).
In order to avoid ‘tunnel vision’, i.e. a narrow focus on the development of one’s
personal design area (see Aspelund, 2010), the time horizon for the group work was
set to 2030. Moreover, an objective was set to steer away from studying trends, i.e. the
short‑term signals that are characteristic of fashion. In fashion, trend means the first
signal of a change (Vejlgaard, 2008). It also means a compilation of trend materials
which is based on change signals and serves as a source of inspiration in design,
a guiding concept in product development, and a tool for improving cooperation in
the different aspects of production. (Nuutinen, 2012).
During the workshop, the year 2030 was examined from the perspective of four
megatrends. Megatrends were also used to break away from the short‑term signal
examination typical of the fashion field, because such an examination allows little
room for new, creative thinking. The work methods resembled concept design: they
formed a future‑oriented, innovative attempt to combine different signals, free from
old conventions and familiar thought patterns. (Lahti & Nuutinen, 2014).
A megatrend is a force that changes the future and can only be affected in a limited
manner or not at all. Megatrends often evolve from trends that are developing in the
same direction – in a way, they are trend clusters (Kamppinen et al., 2002). Even
though the fashion industry does not appear to utilise megatrends in the creation of
its own trends, it cannot avoid their impact. For example, political (increased oil price),
economic (ageing of the population), social (urbanisation), technological (nanotechnology) and environmental‑related (climate change) megatrends affect the ready‑to‑wear
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and other style industries, such as interior decoration and the automobile industry as
an example (Rubin, 2004).
In addition to assessing trends and megatrends, the examination of the year 2030
involved identifying potential wild cards, i.e. surprising events with unpredictable
consequences. Wild cards include both natural factors (earthquakes, volcanic eruption,
floods) and human activities or failures (wars and revolutions, financial crisis, terrorist
attacks, occupational accidents, fires). Wild cards are often ignored because observing
them is considered an excessively difficult task. Even though discussing worst-case
scenarios may seem like a bleak activity, it also provides opportunities. (Flinkkilä, 2014).
Workshop implementation
The workshop attendants were divided into four groups. Each group was allocated
a megatrend theme (population, technology, climate, urbanisation), which they then
discussed for approximately three hours based on instructions.
The work was executed with the help of a futures wheel. A futures wheel is a structured
brainstorming‑like method developed by Jerome Glenn in the 1970s (Glenn, 2003).
To help with the working process, flipcharts were used, in the center of which themes
under discussion were written down. The groups supplemented the theme as follows:

Figure 2. Starting the futures wheel around a megatrend. (Picture: Konola 2015)
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1. First, they brainstormed around the theme (megatrend), i.e., engaged in an extensive,
creative discussion, and wrote all the ideas on the flipchart. The discussion was
directed using the questions below.
• What different, concrete effects and manifestations can the megatrend cause?
• How can the megatrend generate a positive or negative surprise (wild card)?
2. The second stage involved focusing on the ideas generated and selecting two to three
ideas for further consideration. The discussion was directed using the questions below.
• How will the megatrend allocated to your group affect occupational, sports,
protective and leisure clothing?
• What requirements does it set on Arctic wear and clothing?
• What future visions, ideas and plans can be derived from it to the clothing
industry?
3. In the third stage, the groups presented their ideas and visions and measure
proposals for their implementation. The presentations were directed using the questions
below.
• How would you go about obtaining (implementing) an optimal future?
• How would you go about avoiding the worst possible future?
• How to prepare for a wild card (surprises)?
4. Stage four was reserved for questions, comments and discussion. Future visions for
the clothing industry were briefly discussed at this point.

GROUP WORK RESULTS
The work results were presented orally by elaborating on the flipchart notes. The image
below structures the results of the group presentations in two triangular figures as
follows: the first triangle shows the three most important ideas derived from the
megatrends and the second triangle shows three notable, related ideas concerning
wear and clothing.
Demographic change
The group studying the demographic change megatrend presented the following issues:
silver industry, healthy lifestyles and social environment. The three notable things
concerning wear and clothing were comfort and trendiness, individuality and decency,
and safety and technology.
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The human lifespan has increased
by 2.5 years per decade since 1840.
An increased life expectancy and a
decreased birth rate are contributing to the percentage of elderly
population around the world.
Demographic growth exhibits high
regional variation. In many Western countries, the so‑called baby
boom generation is close to retirement age. Demographic change,
particularly the growth of the
ageing population, affects employment, which, in turn, slows down
economic development. A lack of Figure 3. Group work results on demographic
change megatrend. (Nuutinen 2015)
competent labour poses a challenge
to solvency, forcing us to create
new solutions for maintaining well‑being and social welfare systems and providing
different services (EEA, 2011; Wilkoszewski, 2009). This is undeniably challenging,
because the baby boom generation is used to high‑quality public services, which the
state and municipalities will not be able to provide in the future.
The growth of the ageing population involves new business activities, where demographic development is examined from the crisis perspective. The debate currently
revolves strongly around the development of health and sickness care. The well‑being
of the weak in health and the elderly in need of help are particular concerns, including
implementation opportunities and related costs. The debate highlights the fact that
products and services are being produced for the elderly without even letting them
determine their own needs. It is essential that we reduce or avoid stereotypes based on
renouncing ageing or highlighting its negative aspects.
In the future, an increasing number of elderly people will live longer and in good
health (Iltanen-Tähkävuori, 2013). We will have an elderly population leading an
active life. This population now constitutes a new target group for examination.
The target group is wealthier than previous corresponding groups. The group is also
used to consumption. Since the target group has additionally received higher education and requires better quality than previously, it offers plenty of prospects for new
innovation and product markets (silver market). Some elderly people would like to
continue working instead of retiring. However, the competition in the labour market
may be tough. Elderly people could be offered alternative opportunities for productive
work, which would simultaneously improve their life quality and ensure their physical
and psychological health (silver industry).
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From the perspective of clothing, elderly consumers form a challenging new target
group, since not everybody ages the same way or at the same rate. In some people,
ageing causes changes of dimension but does not limit functional ability. Some
people’s condition deteriorates so that they need more help. One solution is to invest
in individuality when innovating for products and services. Another solution would
be to develop products and services suitable for everyone regardless of age and condition
(universal design) (Kohlbacher, 2013).
The group work brought forth many of the challenges and contradictions listed above.
The clothes of an elderly person must be well‑fitting and comfortable. For example,
materials and seams must not feel uncomfortable against the skin. The clothes and
materials must be of high quality in order to prevent unanticipated changes in clothing
care. Comfortable and fashionable clothing should include functional, expressive and
aesthetic qualities that improve the well‑being of the wearer.
The concepts of individuality and decency in the conflicting pressure of personal wishes
and social restrictions emerged in the discussion in conjunction with the group work.
Ageing consumers are a challenge to designers who often represent several generations and even cultures. One likely challenge is identifying different views of, for
example, tolerance or decency related to clothing. According to a study by Iltanen
(2007), designers partly consciously and partly unknowingly produce design solutions
to cover up the signs of ageing while communicating that elderly women are unfashionable, asexual and wish to express themselves in a very reserved way. According to
Iltanen-Tähkävuori (2013), it is essential that designers and the whole industry begin
to see elderly people as a new, challenging and exciting target group. This requires
training and a quick attitude, information and skill update as well as the courage to
discuss difficult matters.
The baby boom generation is both interested in and actively using technology and
technical innovations. Technology has already been introduced into people’s lives in
many ways: information retrieval, communications, diverse services and entertainment offerings. Technology may provide designers with a more rewarding innovation
target, separate from deeply rooted attitudes, for producing products and services for
elderly people.
Technology solutions that can be applied to clothing and materials are already being
developed in abundance. The group work progressed from discussing ideas related to
the transportation of smart devices and related radiation protection to ideas concerning
the integration of technology, materials and clothes. Smart clothes that monitor the
environment and keep the wearer warm or cool depending on temperature changes
could facilitate ageing people’s clothing problems. The materials would be lighter and
more comfortable to wear. The materials would protect themselves from getting dirty,
meaning longer washing intervals for clothes and saving precious water – the materials
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could also be self‑cleaning. The materials could also change visually, e.g., change
colour according to lighting in order to, for example, improve visibility in traffic or
allow a person to be easily detected in terrain.
Technology
The following were presented as important aspects related to the technology megatrend: social interaction, work and free time. The three notable things concerning
wear and clothing were smart materials, the all-in-one and less-is-more ideologies,
and internationality and locality (glocal).
As a megatrend, technology means a
world that is becoming digital in
many ways. In the past 50 years,
technology has developed powerfully and communication devices
have become an increasingly significant part of life. Nearly everyone
has one or more communication
devices for contacting each other.
In addition to social interaction,
the Internet is used to watch television programmes, films and videos. People also often read magazines online. All industries already
utilise interconnected devices.
Technology is expected to further
modify, for example, economic,
social and military development
worldwide (EEA, 2011).

Figure 4. Group work results from
technology megatrend. (Nuutinen 2015) (

Approaches to technology are somewhat divided into useful technology and entertainment technology. “Proper” technology is considered to comprise innovations that
can help to increase profitability and improve life quality, and manage energy
consumption and minimise environmental damage.
Health technology and medical innovations that improve life quality and well‑being
contribute to an increase in the population’s life expectancy and thereby to balancing
the negative effects of demographic growth. Technology innovations serve the needs
of both energy and food production, such as renewable energy production, precision
farming or irrigation techniques, partially compensating for the problems ensuing
from environmental and climate change.
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New production techniques and automation, such as 3D printing and robotics,
increase work and productivity. Work methods, jobs and workplace hierarchies are
also changing. Work does not necessarily have to be performed in a specific location
or at a specific time. Technology can be used to actively engage in work, but also to
break away from work. Laptop nomads are a new type of people who roam around the
world without a permanent home. Because of information technology, they are able
to perform their work anywhere in the world. In 2004, Mika Mannermaa said that
technology provides individuals with the opportunity to maximise personal mobility
(maximum mobility), maximise connections, i.e. be constantly connected with
everything (universal connectivity), or maximise immobility, i.e. to aim for not
having to go anywhere (maximum immobility).
Useful technology solutions include wearable technology, smart clothes, which are
becoming less and less conspicuous and closer and closer to the user. Wearable
technology can be used, for example, to monitor a physiological state, such as measuring the heart rate or blood pressure. The actual fabric of smart clothing can, for
example, change colour or structure according to the surrounding climate or challenging
environmental conditions. The objective is to develop wearable technology to supplement the properties of clothing and to improve the wearer’s performance. In this
connection, the group detected a possible countertrend, a fatigue with constant positioning, measuring and reporting and also protection against these and even escape
from them. Even useful technologies are shadowed by suspicions concerning various
threats to information security and privacy.
Simplicity and clarity form the foundation of good design in the less-is-more approach.
In all-in-one clothing, many different pieces of clothing are put together to form
a single piece of clothing; for example, a shirt and a pair of trousers can be combined
to make overalls. Using these approaches, the group generated ideas for ‘platforms’
that serve as alternative clothing solutions, i.e., half‑finished clothes or simplified
basic clothes, which the wearers can change according to their preferences and individual
needs or using their customisation skills and different modules or technology
(re-fashion). The objective is to reduce the quantity of clothing and to develop clothes
that serve the wearer better.
Technology development has already affected design work in many ways. The information flow and other work required in design have become faster. In conjunction
with technology development, consumers can also actively participate in observing,
reporting on and producing fashion phenomena (Nuutinen, 2012). Technology is
expected to completely change the design-production-marketing process. The user
can select a clothing model from a designer collection and produce it using a 3D scanner
he/she can walk through. A 3D-printed item of clothing saves natural resources
because of its diversity: the clothing can produce heat in cold weather, cool down in
hot weather, tolerate dirt and change colour and pattern. Moreover, the same model
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could be changed by recycling the material when fashion changes (Alavalkama, 2013;
see Niinimäki 2011).
Climate change
The group studying the demographic development megatrend highlighted the following important issues: materials, dressing culture and consumer behaviour. The
three notable things concerning wear and clothing were the sizing of clothing, the
acquisition of clothing, and clothing and material innovations.
Climate change is mainly caused
by an increase in the amount of
greenhouse gases, especially carbon dioxide, in the atmosphere
(Climate guide, 2015). The temperature will rise in different parts of
the world, but not evenly. The
biggest increase in temperature
will take place in the northern
latitudes in the winter. The currently exceptional heat waves will
become more common in Europe
in the summer. Climate change is
predicted to increase the prevalence
and intensity of extreme weather
phenomena, such as storms, floods Figure 5. Group work results from climate
and droughts. The occurrence of change megatrend. (Nuutinen 2015)
rain is also expected to change:
while some locations may have a shortage of water, others will suffer from deteriorated
water quality as floods become more common.
Understanding climate change can be difficult. It is often an invisible phenomenon
with no immediate health hazards. The temporal and geographic distances between
cause and effect can be long. Many early signs of climate change were detected in
sparsely populated areas, such as the northern areas of the Arctic, or in areas where
people seldom go, such as the mountains and coral reefs. What makes subtle changes
in climate more difficult to see is that modern humans are isolated from the climate
and the weather because we live in ventilated buildings, travel in ventilated cars and
spend only a little time in nature (Moser, 2010).
The Arctic climate is inevitably changing. According to satellite observations, sea ice
in the Arctic is constantly diminishing and may even disappear by 2030. The melting
of the ice is not just a local problem. It also affects the southern areas of the globe,
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where the majority of the people live. While climate change causes crises, it also offers
solutions to crises. At a time when critical natural resources – oil, water and minerals
– are running out, the melting of the Arctic ice cap is making new oil and gas resources
available. An arctic paradox is emerging: the faster the climate warms, the faster people
can access the oil and gas resources at the bottom of the ocean and continue to
increase climate change.
Nature changes as the Arctic climate changes. The frosty ground that is either bald or
stunted in growth and often covered in snow and ice will thaw, improving the growing
conditions of more southern plants and the living conditions of animals moving
north. Emerging job opportunities also allow for human migration to new areas –
temporarily or permanently.
The group discussed the clothing challenges of people moving into new conditions as
well as related solutions. Arctic conditions cause clothing problems for people exposed
to the weather in their work. As extreme weather phenomena become more common,
clothing must both protect against and adapt to weather changes, such as cold, heat,
humidity and wind. Clothing can alternatively serve as a sort of tool to support work
and improve work performance.
As global warming advances, people will develop new lifestyles to utilise cold winters
in the tourism industry to serve both regular and extreme travellers. While regular
tourists enjoy, for example, skiing or snow construction, extreme tourists want to
roam the unbeaten path and experience unknown, difficult conditions. Travel in
extreme conditions requires forethought, vigilance and situational awareness as well
as respect for the prevailing facts (Milonoff, 2007) and proper gear.
Climate change has introduced a sustainable development perspective to consumerism
to supplement aesthetic objectives. The new approach takes account of the state of the
environment, efforts to reduce consumption and waste, and flaws in the working and
living conditions of clothing industry employees (Niinimäki, 2011; Aakko, 2012).
Informed consumers weigh their acquisitions critically, including source and method,
if they actually make an acquisition at all. The group work generated ideas to serve
these customers, starting from clothing borrowing stations that offer clothes optimised
for Arctic conditions for temporary employees and tourists visiting the location. They
might not be able to acquire clothes suitable for Arctic conditions in their home areas
or may not have sufficient information on clothing and related material requirements
in Arctic conditions. The clothes available for borrowing could utilise material innovations that provide protection against weather and pollution or have properties that
can be adjusted to support work or sports performance and maximise the effectiveness of activities.
The group discussed the impact of new residents and new lifestyles on the clothing
culture in the Arctic. Immigration will lead to the dominant culture mixing with
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traditions of different backgrounds. Changing conditions will also create new traditions. Mixing clothing cultures may cause some traditions to disappear or partially
highlight them and even enrich them.
New materials, developed from plant and animal fibres in addition to artificial fibres,
offer a perspective into the renovation and diversification of clothing culture.
The warming of the climate improves the availability of natural fibres through
improving natural growing conditions and habitats, which in turn increase the number
of species and diversify agriculture. As agriculture becomes more profitable, farmers
can accommodate the environmental perspective while developing local material
production. The environmental perspective will also be taken to raw material refinement,
product design and production as well as in recycling solutions after the products have
been used. Environmentally friendly local material production leaves open the question
of whether we should accept the properties and colours of the raw materials as they
are or modify them. Other unsolved issues include the possibly uneven quality and
asynchronous availability of materials. Information on the origin of the material and
the processing methods of local products is always available. Design can be used to
perfect the unique appearance of the products.
Urbanisation
The group studying the urbanisation megatrend presented the following important issues: jobs,
tourism and ‘ordinary people’. The
three notable things concerning
wear and clothing were clothing
services, two user types and modularity, including DIY solutions.
Urbanisation advances simultaneously with demographic change
and technology development
(O’Sullivan, 2013). In 1950, less than
one third of the world’s population
Figure 6. Group work results from urbanisation
lived in cities. By 2030, two thirds megatrend. (Nuutinen 2015)
of the world’s population will live
in cities, some of which will have merged into megacities. Most of the development
towards urbanization is taking place in developing countries.
Cities are significant clusters of economic activity and attract people who are seeking
a livelihood, prosperity and a better life. Economically attractive cities may benefit
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from returnees, people who move away to find work and later return with new
competences. Urbanisation promotes social and economic development while presenting
challenges to a sustainable way of life by increasing the use of natural resources and
expediting environmental decay (EEA, 2011).
The group created a vision where the immigration generated by the new job opportunities in the Arctic requires the development of temporary cities. The cities are built
on demand when labour moves into the area, some to become permanent and some
to become temporary residents. The residents can be divided into two types in terms
of clothing requirements. The residents who work outside the cities in nature or in
other challenging conditions need protective clothing. The residents living and working
in the cities will not necessarily require so much of their clothing. Tourists present
a challenge, as their knowledge of clothing requirements in Arctic conditions may be
insufficient.
To solve the problem, the group examined the possibility of clothing service development. The borrowing or rental of clothes is one form of such service. The customers
would include temporary workers and tourists, who could rent clothes suitable for the
local conditions. This way, they would also not need to worry about clothing care.
The group pondered the comfort of the wearer in borrowed clothes. How to convert
an item of clothing perceived as ugly into something interesting? Could clothing
modularity, i.e. compilations of separate items, promote a feeling of individuality?
Or could clothes provide a platform that allows users to personally customise their
clothes using technology? Both options would allow the user the chance for personal
expression in the spirit of DIY (do-it-yourself), either alone or by sharing personal
skills with others.
The group also discussed new opportunities related to clothing production. Co-design
emerged as a significant work method, allowing wearers to cooperate with both the
designer and the manufacturer. Another option is customisation implemented in
cooperation with the wearer, which allows the wearer to modify the product to match
personal requirements. The following option is already possible: customers can order,
for example, jeans customised according to their measurements online. The third
method is personalisation. While mass-customisation means a company producing
an item customised according to the requirements of a specific consumer, personalisation means the company allowing the customers to make products that match their
needs for themselves. Personalisation is always authorised by the company and
performed by the wearer.
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ARCTIC WEARS – FUTURE PROSPECTS
The workshop was short but allowed the attendants to explore occupational, sports
and protective clothing and winter leisure wear‑related requirements from many angles.
The future‑oriented approach was an important, conscious choice. The objective was
to discuss Arctic clothing and fashion‑related issues that allow making solutions and
choices today to enable the future vision. This is why four megatrends were chosen to
serve as the starting point for the workshop: demographic change and technology are
megatrends related to the individual, while climate change and urbanisation are
megatrends related to the environment.
All groups shared some discussion topics during the group work, i.e. supporting work
or sports performance through material properties or clothes; examining clothes as
tools; service activities that highlight sustainable development and limit clothing quantity, but promote availability, and half‑ready, modular or platform‑like approaches that
increase the wearer’s opportunities for customisation. The examination of these
discussion topics highlights usability and functionality in arctic clothing in relation
to the changing climate and environmental conditions in the north.
Arctic clothing may not initially conjure images of
fashion or trendiness, if
fashion refers to short‑term
styles that change two or
more times a year. Prevalent fashion ideals, however, can be identified in
Arctic wear both in ethnic
and
modern
tourist
clothing. The user‑oriented
and practical perspective
highlights the concept of
clothing, the complex of
Figure 7. Experiencing the effects of wind chill in the
clothes worn by one person climate chamber in arctic outfits. (Picture: Konola 2015)
(Koskennurmi-Sivonen,
2003). Another concept emphasized is wearing, the most concrete manifestation of
which can simply be deciding how to dress or what clothes to wear when it is cold
(Uotila, 1994). What dimensions could arctic clothing entail besides usability and functionality?
The Arctic region no longer simply refers to a traditional or protected area, but an
actively developing region. For the time being, the term evokes an exotic framework
for design and fashion. It also means a unique location close to a real natural environment.
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An understanding of the Arctic can be applied to fashion creations that could also be
used elsewhere in spite of the starting point.
What would Arctic fashion be like? Expensive, innovative avant‑garde couture?
Widely accepted mass fashion that complies with the public taste? Global fashion,
globally distributed styles of clothing adopted by people around the world? Antifashion that opposes the mainstream? Or fashion that ref lects environmental
consciousness and an artistic arctic reality from the outset and is introduced in
a fashion and design capital evolving in the Arctic?
Fashion capitals have long been an important aspect of the development cycle in the
fashion industry. Fashion capitals typically feature an extensive range of entertainment, culture and leisure activities in addition to fashion. They are internationally
renowned and powerful locations with a strong, unique identity. Great opportunities
are available, since “more and more Christmas and winter‑related AV productions are
being filmed in Rovaniemi. The number of international advertising production has
increased. The increase in the number of feature film and television programme
productions are also positive signs. AV production initially benefits the tourism and
service industries and later the business operations of the AV companies.” (Ansala, 2014)
The currently significant fashion capitals – London, Paris, Milan and New York – have
established their status, reputation and significance over a long period of time (Berry, 2012).
New fashion capitals are rising to complement them in different parts of the world,
such as Africa, Australia and South America. (GLM, 2015). Many fashion capitals are
located in areas where the climate is warm. It is not the climate that forms an impediment for the development of a fashion capital in the Arctic, but designers’ ability
to innovate and channel artistic energy to interesting products and services. In
addition to them, the residents’ lifestyles, street fashion and culture are an important
part of fashion capital identity, also contributing to international attraction and
recognition (Vejlgaard, 2008).
Obtaining fashion capital status has become an objective to urban designers who wish
to expand the tourism supply in the fields of design and fashion. The development of
technology has not reduced tourism to fashion capitals, even though fashion week
events have developed digital opportunities for participation. Fashion and design
tourism can be developed precisely because technology cannot communicate the
atmosphere of actual events and products and does not allow people to experience the
surrounding local nuances.
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Heikki Konttaniemi

INTRODUCTION
The ArcticPro network combines a vast amount of expertise and facilities for designing
and testing cold - and protective wear. The facilities alone within the network consist
of climate chambers, test pools, different types of manikins, cleanrooms and textile
testing. Additionally, the network has high level expertise in human factor studies,
user-centred design and in 3D and digital design of clothing. Such a network is an
enabler of various innovations in the clothing industry but it can also enable innovations in the network members’ business models.

CREATING VALUE THROUGH INNOVATION IN BUSINESS MODEL
Business is about creating value, which is ‘perceived worthiness’, to a user of a product
or a service (Pitelis, C. 2008, 6). Capturing value, however, is different from creating
value. It is a strategy that makes sure that the maximum portion of value is captured
(in the form of profits) in a firm (Aspara, J. & Tikkanen, H. 2012, 1.) There are various
strategies to capturing value, but it is important to notice that even innovation in its
conservative sense is not necessary for firm for doing so. There are companies, such
as IBM, Microsoft, Cisco, Intel, Sun and Oracle that are able to capture value without
any innovation advantages (Pitelis C. 2008, 25, 27). However, it can be argued that the
innovation advantage of these companies lies in their business model innovation.
A business model is a system of interconnected and independent activities in a firm
(Amit, R. & Zott, C. 2012, 41). An activity system consists of all activities performed
by a focal firm, its partners, vendors or customers, etc. (Amit, R. & Zott, C. 2010, 217).
They define the way of making “the business” in a company and it is considered to be
a success differentiator for CEOs and it has much stronger correlation with operating
growth margin growths than other types of innovation (Amit, R. & Zott, C. 2012, 41;
Giesen, E. Berman, S.J. Bell, R. & Blitz, A. 2007, 1.)
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The three design elements of content, structure and governance characterise
a company’s business model and the four major interlinked value drivers of novelty,
lock-in, complementarities and efficiency can be adopted in assessing the current
business model. However, before launching a new business model, the first question
is ‘What customer needs will the new business model address?’ (Amit, R. & Zott, C. 2012,
44-45). This question will be further elaborated in later parts of this article.
IBM has identified three types of business model innovations, which are innovation
in industry models, in revenue models and in enterprise models. The industry model is
about innovating the whole industry value chain or moving horizontally into new
industries, while the revenue model focuses on reconfiguring offers and introducing
new pricing models. An enterprise model is about altering the structure of an enterprise and its role in the existing value chain. In this model, the company can introduce
specialisation on high-margin activities or rely on external collaboration through
network plays (Giesen, E. et al. 2007, 1, 5-6).
Business Model Innovation

According to IBM Institute for Business Value
and IBM Global Business Services

Industry Model

Revenue Model

Enterprise Model

Innovating the industry
value chain by moving into
new industries, redefining
existing industries or
creating new ones, also by
identifying/leveraging
unique assets

Innovating how the
company generates
revenues through offering
re-configuration
(product/service/value mix)
and pricing models

Innovating the company’s
role in the value chain by
changing its extended
enterprise and networks
with employees, suppliers,
customers, and others,
including capability asset
configuration

Figure 1. IBM Framework for business model innovation (Giesen, E. et al. 2007, 5)

According to John Hagel, a famous author and consultant in the field of business
strategy, companies are an “unnatural bundle” of three different businesses: finding
and building customer relations, creating products and managing infrastructure.
Hagel points out that a company should have an emphasis on one of those and trust
on others to do the other two. Nowadays, it is much easier to assemble a business
model such as markets, alliances or distributive network. Digitalisation plays a big
role in such models. Seeing business as an ecosystem forces it to consider its relationships and how it interacts with its environment (Allee, V. 2003, 12-13, 211-212).
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THE TESTING INDUSTRY AND CHANGES IN THE APPAREL TESTING
Large companies, such as Intertek and TÜV SÜD, are operating in the testing and
quality assurance industry. They see that there is an increasing demand for testing as
niche products are introduced to larger customer bases through company acquisitions
(Intertek. 2013, 6) and companies outsource their non-core activities, such as testing
(TÜV SÜD. 2013, 26). Intertek has introduced a business model where the focus is on
delivering services through a network of locations and employees. Such network of
laboratories can react quickly to changes and deepen its position in the markets
(Intertek. 2013, 8).
In apparel testing, it is not enough to solely provide thermal insulation and vapour
resistance testing. In fact, measuring thermal insulation in sport and leisure apparel
and in protective clothing is decreasing. As an example, companies are more interested
about sweat distribution and performance thermal comfort in sportswear and performance heat stress and performance hazard protection in protective clothing (Burke R. 2014).
Table 1 below illustrates the state of apparel testing in different fields of clothing. The
red colour indicates decline in service demand, the yellow colour stands for stability
and green for growth in that area. The exclamation mark highlights the importance
in that particular field. It is likely that not all clothing testing service providers possess
all the capabilities of conducting such a range of tests.
Sport and
leisure
apparel
resistance
Vapour
resistance
Sweat
distribution

protective
clothing

smart
clothing

building
ambience

vehicle
ambience

!

Performance
heat stress

!

Performance
hazard
protection
Performance
thermal
comfort

!
!

!

!

Table 1. The future of test manikins from a commercial perspective (Burke R. 2014)
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THE CURRENT BUSINESS MODEL AT ARCTIC POWER
The Arctic Power research team and Lapland University of Applied Sciences conducts
many standardised climatic testing climatic as well as more tailored testing and
measurement and sensor data collection systems to its clients. The clients come from
different fields and, therefore, Arctic Power needs to work flexibly with various testing
setups and industrial areas. One of the offered services is thermal insulation testing
for clothing with a moving thermal manikin. The manikin is shown in the Figure 2 below

Figure 2. The moving thermal manikin “Pena” in the Arctic Power laboratory.

Traditionally, Arctic Power has always invested the infrastructure, equipment and
expertise to introduce new service products. However, such product innovations are
very time consuming and offer uncertain future returns (Amit, R. & Zott, C. 2012, 41).
This is true even though the testing industry in general is operating in a networked
manner, as in the case of Intertek and TÜV SÜD. At times, Arctic Power is a subcontractor
to some testing service companies such as Toptester, which makes it a subcontracting
entity as part of existing testing networks.
In apparel testing, the clients need a variety of tests (Burke R. 2014). Arctic Power has
also faced situations where it alone cannot provide the customers with all the apparel
tests they would like to conduct due to the limited testing facilities and equipment in
that particular field. A potentially new business model should target providing a wide
array of testing services and facilities to customers to provide effectiveness and
efficiency to the customer.
It can be seen that Arctic Power has adopted a revenue model (as described by Giesen,
E. et al. 2007, 6), where its main innovations are in the configuration of its services.
When looking at the whole operations of Arctic Power (R&D projects, testing services),
it also has introduced an industry model to an extent (as described by Giesen, E. et al. 2007,
6), where it has applied its main expertise of smart ICT and testing to various
industries such as tourism, automotive, ITS, energy and buildings.
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POSSIBILITIES AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Apple has locked in its customers through iPod/iTunes-combination and they have
been able to introduce a novelty-centred business model. In this model, the focus is
not on the actual product, but on the business model itself. Apple also offers various
complementarities (or “tie-ins”) by offering product knowledge, one-on-one tutorials,
workshops and product repairs at the ‘Genius Bar’. The company has also reached
substantial efficiency in its supply chain (Montgomerie, J. & Roscoe, S. 2013, 292-293).
Probably there are many micro-, small- or medium-sized companies or units/team,
such as Arctic Power, offering testing services, which have very little focus on the
actual business model. Introducing novelty, complementarities, lock-in and supply
chain efficiency in their business model would mean that the testing services are not
easily swiped away by superior products by rivals. A good business model offers innovation in areas where the competition does not act (Amit R. & Zott C. 2012, 41-42).
The ArcticPro network could jointly address the customers’ needs of getting a set of
testing, modelling and design services from a networked entity. The network,
its expertise and facilities, offer a possibility to introduce an enterprise model where
the focus would be on network plays that relies on external collaboration (as described
by Giesen E. et al. 2007, 6.) A novel business model based, for example, on governance
of an activity system (Amit, R. & Zott, C. 2012, 44) could be established within the
ArcticPro network in context of apparel testing.
Introducing governance would require only a little amount of new content in the
activity system and it could enable an entity to shift its core from being a service
executor to focus on customer and network relations. Finally, the Figure 2 below
answers to the six questions (by Amit, R. & Zott, C. 2012, 45) that managers need to
ask before launching a new business model. The questions are answered from the
viewpoint of the ArcticPro network.
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Figure 2. Answers to the six questions managers should ask before launching a new
business model, based on the model of Raphael Amit and Cristopher Zott (as described in
Amit, R. & Zott, C. 2012, 44)
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